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CHILD VICTIMS OF EXPLOITATION

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31. 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CIW,DREN,

YOUTH, AN.) FAMILIES,
CRISIS INTERVENTION TASK FORCE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9.44 a.m., in room

2118, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lindy Boggs presiding.
Members present: Representatives Boggs. Schroeder, Levin, Row-

land, Coats, Bli!ey, Wolf, Johnson, McKernan, Monson, Smith, and
McCain.

Staff present: Ann Rosewater, deputy staff director; Marcia
Mabee, professicnal staff; Mark Souder, minority staff director;
Anne Wynne, professional staff; Syndy Chatfield, minority staff as-
sistant; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Mrs. BoG Gs. Good morning. The meeting will come to order. We
are very, very pleased to have all of you here with us today to dis-
cuss an important subject, especially important to the members of
the Children, Youth, and Families Committee and to the task force
on crisis intervention. And, we are especially honored to have the
witnesses who have come from far and wide to be with us today
and to take the time and the interest and to help us resolve some
of the problems that we are go'aig to be discussing.

Today's hearing reflects a concern of Members on both sides of
the aisle aboat the sexual and criminal victimization of children
and teenagers. Every Member of Congress cares about these issues.
Ir. recent years, both the House and Senate have held hearings re-
garding the exploitation of children and several laws now exist
which address various aspects of the problem. A sexual abuse pro-
gram has been established within the Child Abuse Prevention and
Services Act, Public Law 98-457 and Public Law 98-292.

The Child Abuse Protection Act of 1984 has been passed which
strengthens our ability to prosecute child exploitation crimes as
well as other measures. Today's hearing examines yet another

a facet of the exploitation of children broadening it to include other
criminal activities children are induced by adults to commit includ-
ing pornography and prostitution. We will try, as always, to learn
more about the children themselves, the kinds of families and com-

4- munities they come from, and the experiences that they have had
that make them particularly vulnerable to the pedophile, the pimp,
and the drug pusher.

The committee has already had some direct experience in this
regard. In 1983, our members visited Covenant House in New York

(1)
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City which is directed by Father Bruce Ritter. Covenant House lo-
cated in the heart of Times Square provides a range of services to
runaway and homeless youth, many of whom are prostitutes on
42d Street, and they do this in order to survive, and many of whom
have suffered from violence.

Our hope and expectation is that the information we will gain
today will help us not only to devise better intervention efforts but
to think broadly and clearly about effective prevention approaches.
And, we are very, very fortunate today to lead off our hearing with
the expert testimony of Congressman John McCain, our colleague
from the First District of Arizona who has legislation introduced
and is here to tell us about it. Welcome, John, thank you very
much for your interest.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN McCAIN III, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Mr. McCAIN. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. I would
like to express my appreciation to you as chairman and the other
members of this committee for holding hearings on this subject.
Madam Chairman, I believe that we are talking about an issue
that tears at the very fabric of American society. Child pornogra-
phy is an issue which is too little noticed and in my opinion can
lead to a breakdown of the standards and values of American
family life and society as we know it.

I would also like to express my appreciation to Mrs. Schroeder,
Mr. Coats, and Mr. Smith for their efforts on this behalf. Regard-
ing child pornography, according to the statistics provided by Citi-
zens for Decency Through Law, some 1 million children between
the ages of 1 and 16 have been sexually exploited and then filmed
for the abusers' pleasure and profit. Some 260 child pornography
magazines are sold in this country toth Between 1979 and 1982,
the U.S. Custom Service officials seized more than 247,000 pieces of
pornography of which 70 percent contained child pornography. On
top of that numerous scientific studies demonstrate the relation-
ship between pornography, crime, and acts of violence.

Please make no mistake about it, child pornography le big busi-
ness in America today. Pornography is an $8 billion a year busi-
ness. It is now capitalizing off the use of video cassette recorders.
Those that produce and distribute child pornography material have
moved our organizations underground and have formed interstate
lengths to effectively pervade this lewd market. During 1978 and
1979, the FBI conducted investigations of two San Francisco based
firms which were identified as leading producers and distributors
of child pornography.

They seized a mailing list of one of those companies that con-
tained over 5,000 names and addresses from about 30 countries. A
study dore at Odyssey House, a large New York treatment center,
found that many children age 3 through 17 were recruited as
models for pornography by organized narcotics rings through their
addicted parents. The money they earned by the children was then
used to feed the narcotics habits of the parents.

I have taken one step and a lot of steps need to be taken. I think
they need to be taken soon. This H.R. 2539, of which there are now

7
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92 cosponsurs, would add sexual exploitation as a predicate offense
under RICO, the Racketeering, Influence and Corrupt Organiza-
tions Provisions. If the production and distribution of child pornog-
raphy were included along with child prostitution among the of-

t fenses defined as racketeering activity, the consequences would
substantially affect both the criminal and civil liability of child
pornography traffickers. Those who are engaged in a pattern of
child pornography distribution as part of a business or other enter-
prise would be subject to criminal penalties of up to 20 years im-
prisonment, forfeiture of any property acquired as part of that en-
terprise and a fine cf up to $25,000.

The seizure of the business assets of child pornographers is essen-
tial in order to effectively destroy the operation. This legislation
goes one step beyond the change made in the Child Protection Act
of 1984 and permits an expanded case of forfeiture. For example,
businesses supporting the child pornography business could be
seized as well. By amending the RICO provisions, the victim is af-
forded further protections and compensation.

Currently, child pornography victims have no effective resource
against their abusers either to obtain damages or to prevent circu-
lation of the material in which they appear. Under the change pro-
vided by this legislation, the victim of a pattern of child exploita-
tion would have the right to sue their abusers for trouble damages
plus a reasonable attorney's fee. Additionally, district courts would
be allowed to issue injunctions against those who have engaged in
a pattern of prohibited conduct.

In other words, the courts could prevent nationwide distribution
of a child's pornographic pictures. Advertising in connection with
child pornography is rampant. A recent study showed that of 57 ad-
vertisements for child related materials advertised in June 1383
issues of the 11 best selling American pornography magazines, 56
listed mailing addresses in the United States.

In his testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Investiga-
tions in November 1984, Toby Tyler of San Bernardino Sheriffs
Department gave examples of classified advertisements in child
pornography magazines and underground publications. I have
listed some of those for you. One example is "Family man seeks
others with similar interests," in Swing magazine, and many
others. As a society, we currently permit thes ! advertisements al-
lowing for groups to organize. Let's terminate this practice.

The third section of my legislation amends the United States
Code to prohibit advertising in connection with child pornography.
This includes advertisements on where to purchase pornographic
material as well as those that solicit or offer participation in sexu-

1 ally explicit conduct with a minor.
Finally, the last section of the bill makes it illegal to transport

minors across State lines for the purpose of sexual exploitation.
Currently, a commercial purpose is required for a conviction under
this statute. This section eliminates the commercial purpose. The
very act itself would be punishable. Those who are convicted of this
crime may be in prison up to 15 years or fined up to $250,000.

Madam Chairman, there are many loopholes found in our child
exploitation laws. This legislation addresses only a few of them. I
want to again commend the committee for examining the real
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problem of zhild exploitation this morning and I hope that we can
find the proper solutions to amend our laws to more effectively pro-
tect our children.

I will be happy to work with every member of this committee to
see that goal through. Thank you very much.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much. And, if you have time to stay
with us a little while, I would like to go now to some opening state-
ments by my colleagues which I was apprehensive about doing ear-
lier because I thought you were on a very tight time schedule. But
if you have time-

Mr McCAIN. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Congressman John McCain follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON JOHN MCCAIN III, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

In 1984, 13 year-old Kristy Ann Fornoff was kidnapped while delivering newspa-
per> in Tempe, Arizona at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Four days later, her body was
found lying in an apartment complex dumpster This incident resulted in hysteria
and outcry from the citizens of Tempewho could not believe that such an individ-
ual was on the loose Many constituents called my Congressional offices requesting
that something be done to take these "child kidnappers" off our streets.

Compelled and emotionally moved by this particular case, I began looking into
statistics on child kidnapping and protections under present law. The statistics were
alarming. In 1963, the FBI reported approximately 180,000 missing children in the
United States Although high, this number was considered to be an inaccurate re-
flection of the problem, because of little exchange of this type of crime case between
law-enforcement agencies It was thought to be much higher. Today, the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Children estimates that at least 1.5 million chil-
dren are missing from their homes each year.

Estimates vary regarding the number of missing children who are runaways, kid-
napped by parents or relatives, and those who are kidnapped by unknown individ-
uals Unfortunately thousands of children .re kidnapped each year by nonfamily
members or unknown individuals Many of these children only remain missing for a
few minutes to a few hoursthis is why an accurate count is difficult to deter-
minemany of these cases simply, are not reported Recent studies have shown that
as many as 85 percent of the children who have been criminally, or sexually exploit-
ed were in fact missing at the time of the act of exploitation. Demonstrating a
strong link between the two issues.

Currently, Section 1201 of Title 18 of the United States Code contains Federal kid-
napping provisions. Statutorily, all kidnapping cases of both adults and ch;ldren are
treated in the same manner In my view, those who kidnap children should be more
severely punished Children are more vulnerable and unsuspecting victims than
adults Society owes special protections to the young who are least able to protect
themselves

The : umbers of kidnappers convicted in the United States Courts increased 57
percent from 1983 to 1984, the percentage of those imprisoned actually decreased
from 100 percent to 64 percent' Furthermore, the average sentence in 1984 was only
14 years Those kidnappers are on our streets today

Considerable efforts have been made to locate missing children In 1984, The Na-
tional Center for Missing and Exploited Children opened. They have been extremely
Instrumental in tracking and locating missing children throughout the states Com-
munity efforts, nonprofit organizations, and other groups have formed to educate
children and society on kidnapping problems. However, the "kidnapper" is still on
the streets Little has been done to remedy this problem Obviously, we need to
review our Federal and state laws to help coordinate the capture and conviction of
tl-e offender To stiffen our federal laws is one solution to the problem

This is why I introduced legislation to tighten up on our current laws My bill
El R 605, carves a special case out of the kidnapping statute to pertain specifically
to minors

Any nonparent who kidnaps a minor would be sentenced to life imprisonment
without parole or suspension of the sentence In addition, if a homicide results from
such a kidnapping, a court judge may, in lieu of life imprisonment, sentence the



offender to the penalty of death This would result in permanently removing the
offender from the streets

As I mentioned earlier in my statement, 85 percent of the children who have been
criminally and sexually exploited were in fact missing at the time of the act of ex- .
ploitation Which will bring me to a second topic of concern that of child pornogra-
phy According to statistics provided by Citizens for Decency through law,some one
million children between the ages of 1 and 16 have been sexually exploited and then
filmed for the abuser's pleasure and profit Some 260 child-pornography magazines
are sold in this country today Between 1979 and 1982, the United States Customs
Service officials seized more than 247,000 pieces of porn, of which 70 percent con-
tamed child porn On top of that, numerous scientific studies demonstrate the rela-
tionship between pornography, crime, and acts of violence

Pornography is an $8 billion a year business It is now capitalizing off the use of
video cassette recorders Those that produce and distribute child pornography mate-
rial have moved their organizations under ground and have formed Interstate links
to effectively pervade this lewd market During 1978 and 1979, the FBI conducted
investigations of two San Francisco based firms which were identified as leading
producers and distributors of child pornography They seized a mailing list of one of
those companies that contained over 5,000 names and addresses from about 30 coun-
tries A study done at Odyssey House, a large New York treatment center, found
that many cnildr,. aged 3 through 17 were recruited as models for pornography by
organized narcotics rings through their addicted parents The money they earned by
the children was then used to feed the narcotics habits of the parents

I have taken one step to combat this industry in H R 2539 The legislation would
add sexual exploitation" as a predicate offense under RICO !Racketeer Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations) provisions

If the production and distribution of child pornography were included, along with
child prostitution, among the offenses defined as "racketeering activity", the conse-
quences would substantially affect both the criminal and civil liability of child por-
nography traffickers Those who are engaged in a pattern of child pornography dis-
tribution as part of a business or other "enterprise" would be subject to criminal
penalties of up to twenty years imprisonment, forfeiture of any property acquired as
part of that enterprise, and a fine of up to $25,000

The seizure of the business assets of child pornographers are essential in order to
effectively destroy the operation This legislation goes one step oeyond the change
made in the Child Protection Act of 1984 and permits an expauded case of forfeit-
urefor example, businesses supporting the child pornography business could be
seized

By amending the RICO provisions, the victim is afforded further protections and
comrensation Currently, child pornography victims have no effective recourse
against their aousers, either to obtain damages or to prevent circulation of the ma-
terial in which they appear Tinder the change provided by this legislation, the
victim of a pattern of child exploitation would have the right to sue their abusers
for treble damage:: plus a reasonable attorney's fee.

Additionally, district courts could be allowed to issue injunctions against those
who have engaged in a pattern of prohibited conduct In other words, the courts
could prevent nationwide distribution of a child's pornographic pictures

Advertising in connection with child pornography is rampant A recent study
showed that of 57 advertisements for child-related materials advertised in June 1983
issues of the 11 best-selling American pornography magazines, 56 listed mailing ad-
dresses in the United States In his testimony before the Senate's Subcommittee In-
vestigations in November of 1984, Toby Tyler of San Bernardino's Sheriff's Depart-
ment, gave examples of classified advertisements in child pornography magazines
and underground publicationsI have listed some for you

(1) "Lolita Club starting. Video, 8mm, magazine exchange Let us hear from you "
This appeared in the Summer of 1984 in a Wonderlanda newsletter of the Lewis
and Carroll Collector Guild

(2) "Family man seeks others with similar interests." Swing magazine, 'sail:, #45
As a society we currently permit these advertisements allowing for groups to or-

ganize Let's terminate this practice. The third section of my legislation amends the
United States Code to prohibit advertising in connection with child pornography
This includes advertisements on where to purchase pornographic material, as well
as those that solicit or offer participation in sexually explicit conduct with a minor

Finally, the last section of the bill makes it illegal to transport minors across
state lines for the purpose of sexual exploitation. Currently, a commercial purpose
is required for a conviction under this statute. This section eliminates the commer-

1 0
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Iiil purpose The very act itself would be punishable Those that are convicted of
this crime may be imprisoned up to fifteen years or fined up to $250,000

There are many loopholes found in our child exploitation laws My legislation ad-
dresses only a few of them I certainly commend the Committee for examining the
real problem of "child exploitation" this morning, and hope that we can find the
proper solutions to efTewrively amend our laws to more effectively protect our chil- I
dren I will be happy to work with every Member of this Committee to see that goal
through

Thank you

Mrs. Boccs. I will turn now to--
Mr. McCAIN. I would be glad to respond to any questions that

the committee might have. I know yo" .dve a very full schedule of
witnesses, however.

Mrs. BOGGS. Right. Mr. Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And thank you, Con-

gressman McCain, for your testimony. Just briefly, I would ask
unanimous consent that my statement be inserted in the record.
But I also need to ask unanimous consent that the statements of
Congressman Bliley from Virginia and Congressman Monson from
Utah be inserted in the record; and, finally, unanimous consent
that the record be held open 2 weeks so that we can submit addi-
tional material. And, Congressman Smith also I believe has a state -
ment- -

Mrs. BOGGS. Without objection.
Mr. :.OATS [continuing]. That he would like accepted in the

record or stated in the record.
Mrs. Boccs. Without objection, they will be.
[Prepared statement of Copgressman Dan Coats follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON DAN COATS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA, AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBEP, SEI.EC-r COMMITTEE ON CHIL-
DREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

Thank you, Madam Chairman I would request that the hearing record be kept
open for two weeks

The purpose of this hearing is both to examine the dangers which exist when in-
sufficient priority is given to enforcing laws against child sexual exploitation and to
discuss ways that this enforcement might be improved

Earlier this year I joined with Congressman Miller and others as an original co-
sponsor of the Child Abuse and Clearinghouse Improvements Act of 1985 I pointed
out then that it is particularly frustratng when those who commit these crimes
never even come to trial, of escape conviction, primarily because of difficulties relat-
ing to investigation or prosecution in these hard to develop cases This bill addresses
several of these problems

Recently, a great deal of emphasis has been given to teaching children how to pro-
tect themselves and to inform parents and teachers how to detect sexual abuse of
children However, relatively little attention has been given to some of the larger
issues, such as how society might act to protect children from becoming sex-objects
of a seemingly growing population of individuals

The problem of pornography, of both children and adults, reach far beyond the
immediate victims of its production A 1978 FBI report on the extent of organized
crime involvement in pornography found.

(1) The majority of individuals arrested on sex-related criminal offenses have in
their ion at the time of arrest some type of pornographic material

(2) Organized crime reaps "enormous" profits from pornography which is then re-
directed to other forms of crime

(3) Enforcement of pornography laws throughout the country is both inconsistent
and inefficient

Does society have an obligation to protect children from becoming the sex objects
of a seemingly f'rowing number of individuals9 Last year Congress passed The Child
Protection Act Federal law now prohibits pornographic depictions of children be-
cause their production necessarily involves the abuse of a child

11
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Some materials, including some types of television programming, use methods
which, though not Illegal in themselves are clearly calculated to encourage pedophi-
ha There is also a growing body of evidence that even supposed soft-core" pornog-
raphy has the effect of making the viewer less sensitive to se).ual violence against
women and creates an appetite for more unusual and deviant materials, including
violence

Members of a Committee devoted to the well-being of America's children and fam-
ilies cannot be unconcerned about those aspects of our society which seem to feed
the inclination for violence against women, pervert normal and healthy relations
between husband and wives, and encourage an interest in molestation of children

I would like to conclude with some comments from a letter a lady from my home-
town in Fort Wayne, Indiana, recently wrote to me, which I believe graphically il-
lustrate the points I've tried to make

"My nephew was one of Kevin Fett's victims Kevin Fett is the person who had 33
counts of child pornography, child sexual exploitation, etc. filed against him in June
of this year My nephew was victimized for over a period of three and a half years I
will never forget the night we ',Ound out for sure that my nephew was one of the
victims I know that my sister's crying and sobbing, 'He hurt my baby, dear God, he
hurt my baby,' will forever be in my mind Nor will I ever forget my nephew's an-
guish and then relief that he would no longer have to bear this terrible burden
alone

"Anyone that loses and cares about my nephew has been victimized by this repul-
sive act My nephew suffers from nightmares My sister has trouble sleeping be-
cause every time she closes her eyes she sees the pictures all over again, and she
cries a lot My own son was not ictimized by Fett, but just the same he is a victim
He cries easier than he used to, and he worries about his cousin Sometimes on the
way home from work on the bus the thoughts appear, uninvited, and I find myself
hearing my sister crying and I start crying

We thought nothing could ever happen like this in our family My sister and I
both had sat out children down and talked to them over and over trying to protect
them from things like this We had them v.atch every program dealing with crimes
against children, so they wouk know what to expect But, still, tt didn't protect
them

"These children were victimized, molested, brutalized, half their childhoods were
taken from them, never to be regained, and their natural curiosity about sex has
bee'. distorted and made dirty and perverted by the indecent acts of this person

"What is going on? When is justice going to open her eyes to the fact that our
children need protection from people like this'? Why is the law so concerned about
the crim.nal and not the victim"' Don't our children mean more than this? Now, the
children are scared that Fett will get out and hurt or even kill them and their fami-
lies So Fett gets a light sentence while most of the children are scarred for life
(emotionally) Doesn't anyone care"' We were told that if the children got up on the
witness stand and messed up because they were scared or nervous the jury could
find Fett totally not guilty Couldn't a jury understand the children's fears and the
fact these are children who were sexually exploited and/or molested'? They were in
one way or another tortured mentally, emotionally, physically, and sexually, by this
perwn What's wrong with everyone' I feel that I should start a movement to get
these laws changed to more severe laws, to protect the children I dc,n't understand
Can't anyone do something'' Can t anyone hear the children crying'"

PRFPARED STATEMENT OF HON THOMAS J BLILEY, JR , A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Thank you, Mr Chairman, for this opportunity to speak to the task force on child
victims of exploitation and the problems of enforcement of and prosecution underexisting laws

I would like to address my remarks to the sexual exploitation of children, and, in
particular, to the reluctance of our federal agencies to pursue and prosecute those
who victimize children through pornography Dial-a-porn, a service provided over
the telephone, allows individuals to hear recorded messages which are by any par-
ert's standards manifestly unfit for children; whether they are obscene, lewd, lasciv-
ious, filthy, or indecent This service started in February of 1983 Within a few
months, after parents began receiving high phone bills for calls to dial-q- porn num-
bers, the outrage of mothers and fathers around the country was evident Theycould not believe that such filth was within the reach of their children's fingers,
unhindered by any authority I will spare you all the details of the fight to protect
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these child victims, but I would like to point out the slow progress of the federal
government in dealing with this problem It was not until October 10th of this year
that the FCC came up with what I consider to be acceptable regulations to prevent
access of these messages to children. Between February and September of 1983
when i Issued its Notice of Inquiry, no action was taken by the FCC, except to refer
the matter to the Department of Justice which later returned it to the Commission.
In December, 1983, Congress amended Section 223 of the Communications Act of
1934 and the FCC was required to issue regulations within 180 days restricting
access by minors to dial-a-porn and other services covered by the amendment. When
it did so, the regulations were wholly inadequate to accomflish the purpose intend-
ed, and were subsequently set aside by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit After issuing another Notice of Proposed Rule Making, the Commission
issued new regulations whi( i require services to issue access codes to customers or
payment by credit card. I support this approach because it has the practical effect of
screening out minors, and because dial-a-porn generates its revenues from the sheer
volume of calls.

However, the fight has not ended We expect the FCC regulations to be challenged
before they go into effect on November 25th. In the meantime, for two and a half
years, perhaps longer, parents hive had no help in protecting their childivm from
those who purvey obscene and indecent material in clear violation of the letter and
intent of the law Moreover, some would say, and I believe rightly so, that Congress
has even given suppliers of pornography its sanction to continue these harmful serv-
ices

By way of closing, let me quote some of the findings of Victor B Cline, a clinical
psychologist and Professor of Psychology at the Un'versity of Utah, in a review of
interviews with child victims of Dial-a-Porn

"1 It would appear that for every child without exception there was an "addic-
tion" affect in using these sex materials. They seemed hooked on it and kept going
back for more

2 Nearly all of the children had clear memories of a great deal of the content of
the calls they heard . . This may help explain the addicting effect. These
powerfully sexually arousing experiences become vivid memories which the mind
continually "replays" stimulating the child again and again and suggesting the
need for even further stimulation via making more phone calls.

3 Almost without exception most of the children felt guilty, embarrassed and
ashamed about -what happened

4 In nearly all cases there were some problems and tensions generated in the
parent child and family relationships because of their in,,Lilvement with Dial-a-
Porn

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID S. NIONSON, A REPR'..SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF UTAH

Madam Chairman Children are our most precious resource, and yet the criminal
and sexual exploitation of children is a growing epidemic in this country. Our ef-
forts to prevent crimes against children and to protect this most precious resource
from -bducticn or exploitation have not been Puccessful Over and over again we
have witnessed the tragic consequences of these child victims in our criminal justice
system demonstrating overwhelming evidence for the need to improve and change
the laws to protect our children.

In the State of Utah, it has been estimated that 1 out of every 4 girls and 1 out of
every 10 boys under the age of 14 have been sexually molested. This fact is an
alarming one. and reminds us that we must do as much as possible to protect our
children. It seems that many of the culprits in these crimes include child-care work-
ers, teachers and other school empIoyees. The State of Utah has recently enacted
legislation that requires a sheriff or chief of ^olice to notify the school district, the
department of public safety, and the superintendent of fir', Jols if a public school
teacher is arrested for offenses involving sexual conduct. 1' addition, if the school
employee is a nonteacher, the sheriff or police chief shall r otify the superintendent
of schools concerning information about the arrest.

Children have become a product. It has been reported that some people are will-
ing to pay as much as $20 to $30 thousand for a child. This is primarily for illegal
purposesoften for sexual exploitation. Children as youi.g as 5 and 6 are being used
in pornography. Last year over a million and a half children were reported missing
in this country! In Utah, 137 children were reported missing as of last month
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It is for this reason that I am leading a district-wide effort to combat the problem
of missing and explo.'ed children On October 26, 1985, I held the first in a series of
"Child Safety Days" n, my district The response was overwhelming Parents and
children waited in line up to two hours to receive a free identification kit Children
were fingerprinted, photographed and measured to provide parents and guardians
with accurate material that they can provide to assist authorities should they ever
have a lost child

While we hope these materials will never be needed, we find that two advantages
were achieved by holding such an event First parents were given greater peace of
mind by having this opportunity

Second, parents had a teaching opportunity to better prepare their children to
react in an emergency situation

The Missing Children Act, signed into law in October 1982, established a rational
clearinghouse of information on missing and exploited children In 1984, a perma-
nent resource center on Missing Children was established within the Department of
Justice While this legislation has been helpful, it is riot enough We in the 99th
Congress must continue to work to address this tragedy of missing and exploited
children

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON ROBERT C SMITH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

I want to thank the chairman af this select committee for holding this hearing on
"child victims of exploitation" I, along with illy colleagues, am very co:,cerned with
the issue of child pornography and sexual exploitation As a parent and a lawmak-
er, I feel strongly about the need for stringent laws at both the Federal and State
level to protect our children against these heinous crimes

There is not enough done to prevent sexual exploitation of children If we can
educate our children as to the possit'le dangers that exist, along with concerted ef-
forts to provide our schools and day care centers with precautionary measures,
hopefully we can begin to address thi: crucial problem We have the power and the
responsibility to keep these criminals away from our children. It is time to get on
with the job of enforcement, prosecution and sentencing these criminals of the
crimes they commit The future of our children is at stake

I would like to submit to the record a statement from ede attorney general of New
Hampshire, Steve MerrillMr Merrill has been a leader in the fight against child
abuse in New Hampshire

Again, I commend the chairman, Mr Miller, and the ranking minority Member,
Mr Coats for holding this Important hearing

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON JOHN R MCKERNAN, JR , A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MAINE

PROTECTION AGAINST CHILD ABUSE IN DAY CARE

DEAR COLLEAGUE Increasingly, our nation's children :'re cared for outside of the
home Day care facilities have now become an integral part of the environmental
and educational world of millions of young American children Today, more than
half of America's children have both paints in the work force Another one in five
grows up in a single parent family, and the number of children :n these one parent
families is expected to Increase 13,) in astounding 48 percent over the next decade
With this change come new respon....hilities for protection against abuse of children
in day care

The compelling need to respond to this trend is further evidenced by a recent
study published by the National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse This
study showed reports of sexual abuse of children up 36 percent in the last twelve
months, translating into more than 120,000 instances of sexual molestation of chil-
dren Reported child abuse rose 19 percent, bringing the total number of reports of
abuse in 1984 to 1,373,000 Child abuse has reached epidemic proportions in the
United States.

In response to this problem, our colleague from New York, Representative Fish,
and I have ;r.roduced legislation to provide a federal Incentive to states to Improve
regulation of out-of-home child care providers As advocates of a silent constituen-
cychildren--we urge you to joia us in fostering this cause

Our legislation is a solid step to curb abuse in day care by requiring states to es-
tablish basic child care standards, while allowing them to develop their own guide-
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lines to meet their particular needs Under this legislation, states' use of Title XX
funds for child care would be contingent upon their establishing, monitoring and en-
forcing child car: standards in the areas of health, safety, nutrition; protection
against abuse and neglect, parental involvement, training and technical assistance,
and facility inspections and the provision of sanctions for non-compliance

Caring for children is a great responsibility and we must do everything we can to
ensure their protection and health, and the adequacy of their care setting We urge
you to join us in this goal by cosponsoring H R 2116 Please call Barbara Calkins of
my staff (5-7119) if you would like to cosponsor

With best wishes,
Sincerely,

JOHN R MCKERNAN, Jr ,
Mem ber of Congress

Mr. COATS. And very briefly, I thank the Chair for your strong
interest in this most important subject and the entire committee
for its willingness to move ahead in an area that I think needs full
explanation, full hearings, and certainly responses at not only the
Federal level but the State and local level. Law enforcement at all
levels must deal with what we all regard here as a serious, serious
problem that involves not only the tragedy of intra-family sexual
abuse but extra-family involvement of individuals and organized
groups, including organized crime, that are exploiting our young
children for profit and for a number of other reasons. And it is im-
portant that we as Congress deal with this issue directly and do all
that we possibly can to address this very, very critical question.

So I again thank the Chair and the committee for holding this
hearing and look forward to hearing from the witnesses and will
study questions and information that will come from them.

Mrs. BOGGS. We are very grateful to you for your inspiration and
making certain that this hearing is a reality. And thank you very
much. Mrs. Schroeder.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Madam Chair. And I also want to
thank our colleague from Arizona for his leadership in this area.
To just put it in a nutshell, these are the most vulnerable victims
in America. Let's face it, they are the most victimized victims and
they have the fewest weaporl or least ability to be able to fight
back. So, I think we ought to be doing absolutely everything we can
to try and stop it. I thank you for your concern and for the Chair's
concern and for having the hearing this morning.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you. Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. I would like to thank my colleague from Arizona for

his leadership. I am with him on those bills he has introduced with
pleasure. And I think the bottom line as Mrs. Schroeder just said is
that these children really are victims that desperately need our
help and I do not think there is any higher priority. I think it is
time that we strip the bureaucracy and the redtape away and get
on with legislation to keep these animals away from our children.

And T commend you, Mr. McCain, for your leadership in this
area.

Mr. McCAni. Thank you, Mr. Smith, And, could I just mention
one thhig that I would like to emphasize again that was in my
statement. Since it is a big money business, $8 billion a year in
child pornography, I am convinced that the best way we can attack
them is to deprive them of their ill-gotten gains. Too often as with
drug dealers, they go to jail for 6 months, they have made millions
and millions of doll, rs, they come out of jail and they are able to
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enjoy those ill-gotten gains. And I believe that one of the ways and
there are many that have to be attacked is to take this money and
these ill-gotten gains away from them. I think expansion of the
RICO provisions will provide that. It has been extremely effective
in the drug problems that v e face and I think it can also be effec-
tive in combating child pornography as well.

I appreciate your support.
Mrs. BOGGS. Dr. Rowland.
Dr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Madam Chairman and thank you for

conducting this hearing today. And John, thank you very much for
being here, for you- testimony and what you are doing to address
this problem.

I have a current issue of the Atlanta Journal and there is a dis-
turbing headline that reports child abuse has nearly doubled in the
State of Georgia in the past couple of years. I wonder if this is a
relative or absolute increase. I wonder if this is something that has
been going on for many years and has been closed to public scruti-
ny. And now we are learning more and more about it and it is
being reported more and more.

There are about 20 States that have already enacted some form
of legislation to try to deal with this problem but I certainly think
we need to very strongly consider something on the Federal level
since it is becoming so apparent now. It is estimated that as many
as 1,000 children died last year as a direct result of child abuse.
And it is projected that more than a million children will be affect-
ed by some form of child abuse this year.

Again, thank you very much and I wish to have this made part
of the recoru, Madam Chairman without objection.

Mrs. BOGGS. Without objection, it will be made part of the record.
[Material from Dr. Rowland follows:]

[From the Atlanta Journal]

REPORTS OF CHILD ABUSE HAVE NEARLY DOUBLED IN STATE

Reports of child abusefrom verbal abuse and neglect to broken bones, cigarette
burns and rapehave almost doubled in Georgia in four years

And cases of sexual abuse of children in Georgia doubled in the six-month period
ending last February, compared to the preceding six months In De Kalb County,
sexual abuse cases jumped by 400 percent from 1976 to 1983.

As a result of such step rises, two special state committees ore working on legisla-
tive remedies, including helping the victims in court and affiliating the state with
national networks

"There was just a burgeoning in the number of reports " says attorney Rex Ruff,
who was Cobb County Juvenile Court judge for 12 years ''It's life the dam had
broken

DeKalb County District Attorney Robert Wilson says victims have learned they.. can report such crimes without fear of retribution
Ruff and Wilson are two of seven persons named by Gov Joe Frank Harris this

month to the new Governor's Committee on the Protection of Children, chaired by
state Rep Steve Thompson (D- Austell)

"The awareness to this problem is overwhelming," Thompson said "I'm starting
to get calls from Valdosta, all over the place

In contrast with his committee's overview of all sort of crimes against children, a
second committee is concentrating on sexual abuse That committee, formed during
the summer after a legislative resolution, is headed by Georgia Supreme Court Jus-
tice Thomas Marshall

Both committees are expected to meet for the first time in November, and two
key proposals are exix...cted to emerge
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One is to make an exception to hearsay rules of evidence and accept in court a
videotape of the victim's initial description of the incident The child would be inter-
viewed on videotape by an expert immediately after the alleged abuse is reported to
authorities

"The exception to the hearsay rule is especially applicable to sexual abuse cases,"
said J Tom Morgan, an assistant to Wilson in De Kalb County and a member of
Marshall's committee

"Children, just like adults, want to black out unpleasant memories," said Morgan,
the only prosecutor in the state to specialize in prosecuting sexual abuse. "The aver-
age time for going to trial is four or five months The child will forget The child

ants to forget "
The other proposal would expand a law passed in the last session, allowing the

judge to screen questions from the defense and prosecution before the child testifies
"What this does," Thompson said, "is remove the child from the circus-type at-

mosphere of the courtroom and keep him or her from undergoing any more emo-
tional or mental harm."

Both suggestions may be in conflict with the constitutional right of facing one's
accuser, and Thompson and Ruff said they recognize the fears.

"We're going to have to tread rather softly with regard to some of these issues,"
said Ruff, who added that in his years on the bench he had "never seen a courtroom
become a circus-like atmosphere.

But he agreed with Thompson that protection for the child is valuable. "There's
no question hat there's some trauma involved in children who have to take the wit-
ness stand

Such a proposal would strengthen the bill passed in the 1985 session That law
allows a judge to direct that testimony be taken by closed circuit television for chil-
dren 19 years or younger. The 1985 law also provides that for the testimony of any
child 16 years or younger, the courtroom must be cleared of everyone but reporters
and parties to the case.

Thompson, who said he is confident that a package of laws will be passed in the
1986 session, said the governor's committee will consider possible legislation in at
least two other areas They are

Resolutions allowing Georgia to grant funds to or affiliate with such organizatio is
as the National Missing Children Network and the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children in Washington

Installation of observers in child-care centers under investigation for reported
abuse "It not only would stop what's going on (at any investigated facility), but
with that law on the books, it would be a heck of a deterrent," Thompson said

at proposal may not pass coneitutiona! muster, Thompson conceded, but never-
theless will be discussed by tha committee "We're going to look long and hard at all
these things," he said

Wilson, who said he was not familiar with the observer suggestion, agreed "We
will undertake to look at any proposals, whether tt,rly sound or ridiculous," he
said

Thompson said 20 states already have measures designed to protect child abuse
victims "We're currently researching to see what has been passed and what has
been upheld by the courts," he said

Meanwhile, the problem continues One thousand children died last year in the
Ur-ted States as a direct result of child abuse, "and it's projected that more than 1
million cases of some type of child abuse will be reported this year," Thompson said

In Georgia, all reports of child abusephysical, sexual, eniotional and neglect
jumped from less than 13,800 for 1980-81 to nearly 26,000 for the 12 months ending
June 30, 1985, according to the State Department of Human Resources

In DeKalb County, the number of sexual abuse cases has jumped from 30 involv-
ing 35 children for all of 1989 to 80 cases and more than 100 children in the first
nine and a half months of 1985, Morgan said

"Those are the most current shocking figures, and those are the crux of the
matter we're going to use in our presentation this year," Thompson said

Mrs. BOGGS. Mr. McKernan.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you, Madam Chair. I just want to com-

mend you on having this hearing; it is one of the ongoing aspects of
this committee that is probably the most important, and this hear-
ing will help to determine exactly what the impact of these situa-
tions are on our children. And to the gentleman from Arizona,
someone who I know throughout his time here in the U.S. House of
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Representatives, who has been looking out for children, and into
has done a lot of work on these particular issues, I commend him
for his legislation. We really have studied this matter in depth, and
obviously the existing laws are not working, and they are not pro-

/ tecting our children. It is this type of creative thinking that the
gentleman is involved with, and this kind of legislation that he has
introduced, that I think will go a long way to protecting our chil-
dren.

-. Mrs. BoGGs. Thank you. Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I want to thank you

for having the hearings and commend the gentleman from Arizona.
I have one thought. I have introduced legislation which I think
would go a long way toward dealing with some of these problems.
And I recommend that the committee and the Chair look at it.
What it basically considers is the fact that much of the child por-
nography material that comes into the Nation comes in from for-
eign countries, from Scandinavia among other places. Right now,
the only place that the cases can be brought on the east coast is by
the U.S. attorney for the Eastern District of New York because
that U.S. attorney represents the airport where a lot of the materi-
al comes in.

They have so many cases there, organized crime cases, white
collar cases, and many others, that the U.S. attorney in the eastern
district is not bringing very many cases c; this kind. This legisla-
tion would say that the case could be brought by the U.S. attorney
in the district where the material is addressed, where it is sent. So
if it is sent to any area of this country, the U.S. attorney in that
area, whether it be in a State in the Midwest or the Farwest, could
bring the case before the court there and not rely on the U.S. attor-
ney in the Eastern District for New York.

That would take the burden off the U.S. attorney in the Eastern
District of New York. The community standards are different in
many areas of the country than they are in New York. I think pas-
sage of the bill would bring about a lot of prosecutions. When local-
ities can follow material that comes in and bring the case to trial
there, they then many times find people who are involved in this
process who could really make a tremendous difference.

I would appreciate it if the Chair would look at this and see if
perhaps the committee would make a recommendation to the full
Congress on this legislation. Again, I want to thank the Chair and
thank the gentleman from Arizona.

Mrs. BOGGS. And we thank you, Mr. Wolf for your continuing in-
terest and look forward to discussing your bill.

Mr. McCain, I wonder if you would clarify something for us. You
certainly clarified how the bill changes the legislation Public Law
95-225, the Protection of Children Against Exploitation Act by
saying that you would take away simply the commercial aspect,

1r the transport of minor's across State lines for sexual exploitation
purposes but could you tell Lis how the bill differs from the Child
Protection Act of 1984 which specifically provides for the seizure of
prrfits and all property connected with the production and distri-
bution of pornographic materials?

Mr. McCAirsi. Yes, Madam Chairman, it would. As you men-
tioned, the Child Protection Act does allow for the seizure. This bill
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also expands that ability. For example, there are businesses which
support child pornography business, the film makers, the stores
themselves, and the owners. There are many others, and this is a
very large network of child pornography across this Nation today.
This would expand in that the assets of those organizations which
support this vast network would also be liable under RICO.

In addition to that, the Child Protection Act does not have any
provision for the child pornography victims to obtain damages or
prevent the circulation of material in which they appear. I believe
that these young Americans should have the ability to sue for dam-
ages and to prevent the circulation of those materials which they
have fallen prey to. And this, just as I believe anyone else who has
been unjustifiably exploited, as Mrs. Schroeder pointed out, they
are the least able to defend themselves. And I believe that this is a
very important part of it. And to prove that a child was taken
across the State lines for "commercial purposes" is sometimes diffi-
cult. To prove that the child was taken across State lines for
simply sexual exploitation is much easier and I believe that will
aid in our ability to convict.

I would also like to comment on Congressman Wolf's legislation
if I could. I believe that this legislation would provide a very valua-
ble contribution. We are finding that a great deal of the child por-
nography materials are coming out of certain countries in Western
Europe. We feel that should be stopped. If those kinds of attitudes
and behavior are suitable to those countries, that is fine, but I do
not think it should be exported into this Nation.

I also do not think, however, we should forget that there are
inside the United States very substantial businesses that are deal-
ing in the production of child pornography as well.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much. Are there any other ques-
tions?

Mr. COATS. Yes, I have some questions, Madam Chairman. Con-
gressman McCain, are you aware of any opposition to your particu-
lar legislation? Has anybody raised any criticisms or suggestions
for changes or given you any reasons why this could not move for-
ward in a legislative process?

Mr. Wails'. No, Mr. Coats. I have seen no opposition. We do
have 92 cosponsors from both sides of the aisle. I think it is a
matter of getting the attention of the other Members of Congress.
That is why I am so grateful for this hearing being held today be-
cause anything we can do and particularly the testimony of the
witnesses that will appear here today, I think dramatically and
graphically demonstrate the need for this kind of legislation.

I also do not take pride in authorship. I also would be more than
happy to join with anyone who would help in seeing that this legis-
lation is passed and that we can get hearings in the Judiciary Com-
mittee.

Mr. COATS. Has the Department of Justice given you any com-
ment?

Mr. McCAIN. Been very supportive.
Mr. COATS. Been supportive'?
Mr. McCAIN. Indeed; yes.
Mr. COATS. Well again, I commend you for your legislation. Con-

gressman Wolf has submitted a bill. The chairman, Mr. Miller, and
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I have submitted a bill, and there are others that have been sub-
mitted. I do not think it is any one piece of legislation that deals
completely with the problem; but through our willingness to come
together to find solutions and to form the proper kind of partner-
ship with enforcement agencies, we may be able to give them the
toolsthe prosecution tools and the enforcement toolsto deal
with this problem.

And again, thank you for your leadership on this.
Mr. McCAIN. Thank you.
Mrs. BoGGs. Are there any other questions?
Mr. McCAIN. Thank you again, ma'am.
Mrs. BOGGS. Mr. McCain, we would be happy, if you have the

time, to have you come and sit with us.
Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you very much.
Mrs. BOGGS. And, we are very grateful for your interest and your

input. There are two bells if anyone wishes to go and come back to
vote.

I would like to mention that the chairman of the full committee,
George Miller of California, has a very special interest in this sub-
ject and would like very much to be with us today but he is on the
Conference Committee on the debt ceiling and it is impossible for
him to spend much time with us. I would like at this point to insert
into the record the chairman's statement and also to insert into
the record the very splendid factsheet that the committee staff has
compiled.

[Opening statement and fact sheet of Chairman George Miller
follow:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

Today's topic, "Child Victims of Exploitation," is another effort by this Committee
to explore current conditions among America's children and youth

We know that children and teenagers, because they are young, are vulnerable to
those who would exploit them sexually, involve them in drug dealing, and othercriminal activities

Today we will learn what can be done to better protect them. Through improved
laws, stronger law enforcement, and especially through the provision of services to
troubled children, troubled teenagers and their families

We will hear the expert testimony of law enforcement officials, researchers, and
service providers Several of our witnesses have come a great distance to share their
knowledge with us I issue a special welcome to them.

But several witnesses also come from the Washington, D C area They are a re-
minder to us that the problem of exploited children exists everywhere, even here
Just blocks away from the capitol.

We need to do more about the exploitation of children, and we need to begin by
gathering much better information than we now have That is why I am hopeful we
will soon pass legislation which Congressman Don Edwards, Dan Coats, and I, along
with others, have introduced which will require the FB I to collect statistical infor-
mation on child abuse crimes, including sexual abuse

I look forward to today's testimony in the expectation that these witnesses will
deepen our understanding of how and why children become exploited, and what canbe done to intervene effectively.

CHILD VICTIMS OF EXPLOITATION-A FACT SHEET

Children most victimized by crime. Children aged 12-15 have the highest victim-
ization rate for crimes of theft for any age group (125 8 per 1,000); children aged 16-
111 have the highest victimization rate in crimes of violence for any age group (64.5
per 1,000 and young people age 12-14 have the highest victimization rate for both
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crimes of violence and crimes of theft The over-65 population, by contrast, has a
victimization rate of violent crime of 5 5 per 1,000 and of theft, 22 9 per 1,000 (U S
Dept of Justice, "Criminal Victimization in the United States, 198:3) "

According to the National Center for Educational statistics, 11%, or 2 4 million, of
all American secondary school children have something worth more than $1 stolen
from them during any given month An estimated 1 3%, of 282,000 secondary stu-
dents report they have been attacked in school during a typical one-month period
Forty percent of the attacks resulted in some injury (Grace Hechinger, "How To
Raise A Street-Smart Child, 1984) "

Child sexual abuse, including sexual explottatton, is widespread At least 22 per-
cent of Americans have been victims of child sexual abuse-27 percent of women
and 16 percent of men Sexual intercourse was involved in 55 percent of the moles-
tations and 39 percent of these incidents occurred repeatedly Abusers were friends
and acquaintances (42 percent), strangers (27 percent) and relatives (23 percent)
("L A Times Poll," August 25, 1985 )

In 1983, 25 percent of the children reported as sexually abused were under the
age of six (American Humane Association, 1985)

Missing children often exploited Of the 1 5 million youth each year who run-
away or are homeless, 25 percent are hard core "street kids"; 75 percent engage in
some type of criminal activity; and 50 percent engage in prostitution (U S Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, October, 1983)

In a study by The Louisville-Jefferson County (Kentucky) Exploited and Missing
Child Unit, of 1400 cases of children suspected of being victims of sexual exploita-
tion between 1980 and 1984, 54 percent were found to have been exploited and 85
percent of these were mis,ing from their families or guardians at the time of the
exploitation (John Rabun, Deputy Director, The National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, Testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Justice,
"Effect of Pornography on Women and Children," October 18, 1984)

Estimates about whether teenage prostttutton is increasing vary A 1982 survey of
50 state officials and 22 city government and police officials shows sury "v respond-
ents generally agree juvenile prostitution has increased in recent year, (General
Accounting Office, 1982i

A recent report, based on direct field investigation, case review, and a survey of
596 police depr..,' -lents in 50 states, estimates the number of male and female pros-
titutes to be between 100,000 and 200,000 (Daniel Campagna and Donald Poffen-
berger, "Sexual Exploitation of Children. Resource Manual," 1985)

The same report states that of 596 police departments surveyed, 89 (38 6 percent
of those responding reported a recent increase in juvenile prostitutes and 116 (50 4
percent) reported a recent decrease. (Campagna and Poffenberger, "Sexual Exploita-
tion of Children Resource Manual," 1985)

Sexual abuse and exploitation at home a factor in teenage prostitution 31-66 per-
cent of female and 10 -23 percent of male teenage prostitutes are sexually abused by
family members ID Kelly Weisberg, "Children of the Night," 1985)

70-75 percent of both male and female teenage prostitutes come from homes
where relationships with adults are characterized by neglect, alcoholism, abuse and
hostility (Weisberg, "Children of the Night)."

Child sexual abuse is also a factor among pedophiles The majority of child sex
offende.-s, conservatively estimated at 80 percent, were sexually abused as children
(Nicholas Groth, Interview, "Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality," May, 1985)

Whsle commercial child pornography has decreased, sexual explottatim: of young
children continues During the late 1970's, nearly 400 child pornography magazines
were in circulation (Los Angeles Times, September 16-1985)

Since passage of The Protection of Children Against Sexual Exploitation Act IP L
95-225) in 1978, which outlawed commercial production and distribution of child
pornography, U S production of commercial child pornography decreased signifi-
cantly (Jack O'Malley, U.S Customs Special Agent, Hearing before the Se 'ate Per-
manent Subcommittee on Investigations, "Child Pornography and Pedophilia," No-
vember 29 and 30, 1984)

Since passage of The Child Protection Act of 1984, (P L 98-2921, which outlawed
non-commercial distribution of child pornography, U S Customs has opened 166 in-
vestigations, resulting in 29 federal felony convictions and 38 state convictions In
1983 there were 5 state convictions and 1 federal conviction (Los Angeles Times,
September 16, 1985)

State, city, and police officials surveyed believe that the number of children in-
volved in commercial and non-commercial pornography has increased or remained
the same (GAO, April, 1982)
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I think that perhaps we would save some time if we would have
the witnesses of the first panel to at least come and settle them-
selves at the table. And as soon as we have someone else who
comes back from voting, we will proceed with your testimony. This
is Mr. Kenneth V. Lanning, a speci,-1 agent, Bchavioral Science
Unit of the Training Division of the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion. Welcome, Mr. Lanning.

Mr. LANNING. Thank you.
Mrs. BOGGS. And Victoria Wagner who is executive director of

the Seattle Youth and Community Services from Seattle, WA And
thank you for coming across the continent to be with us this morn-
ing.

Ms. WAGNER. Thank you.
Mrs. BOGGS. And a different time zone as well, I know how early

in the morning it is for you.
Ms. WAGNER. Right.
Mrs. BOGGS. Michael Jupp who is executive director, Defense for

Children InternationalU.S.A. from Brooklyn, NY. We are very,
very pleased to have all of you and I feel that we should wait for
some of the other members to come back in order for your testimo-
ny to be heard by as large a number of the panel as is possible. So
thank you for being here and I think I will go now and vote and
come back as soon-

[Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.]
Mrs. BoGGs. The committee will come back to order. We have

been joined by Congresswoman Johnson and we would he happy to
have a statement from you if you would honor us with one.

Mrs. JOHNSON. While we are waiting for our colleagues, I just
want to commend you for having these hearings and for the in-
tense interest that so many members of the comrn'itee have shown
in this issue. As a cosponsor of John McCain's btu and a cosponsor
of the legislation that we passed in 1984, it is something that has
long concerned me. I think it is very difficult to bring to the sur-
face the enormous economic interests involved here, the amount oc
organized crime and the other major impediments to our being
able to take any significant action in regard to protecting children
from really absolutely outrageous experiences.

I appreciate your leadership in holding this hearing today.
Mrs. BoGGs. Thank you very much. I have welcomed the panel

and again I would like to say for the members who are here now
that we will hear from Mr. Kenneth Lanning who is a special
agent in the Behavioral Science Unit, the Training Division of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Ms. Victoria A. Wagner, the exec-
utive director of the Seattle Youth and Community Services from
Seattle, WA and Mr. Michael Jupp who is executive director, De-
fense for Children InternationalU.S.A. from Brooklyn, NY.

We are very happy to have all of you and I would be very happy,
Mr. Lanning, if you would proceed.
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH V. LANNING, SPECIAL AGENT. BEHAV-
IORAL SCIENCE UNIT, TRAINING DIVISION, FEDERAL BUREAU
OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. LANNING. I would like to start certainly by thanking Madam
Chairwoman and the committee for inviting the FBI to be here
today. I am Special Agent Keineth Lanning. I am a member of the
Behavioral Science Unit of the FBI's Training Division. I am here
today at the request of the committee to provide information con-
cerning the law enforcement perspective of the problem of child
victims of exploitation.

I have a very brief statement that I would like to read into the
record and then answer any questions that you might have.

Mrs. Boccs. Please proceed.
Mr. LANNING,. As used in this statement, sexual -xploitation of

children is a term to describe the sexual victimization of children
involved in child pornography, child sex rings and child prostitu-
tion. A pedophile is technically an individual with a sexual prefer-
ence for pre-pubertal children. However, in general or in law en-
forcement useage, it refers to anyone whose erotic imagery and
sexual fantasies center around children of any age.

Although not all child molesters are pedophiles, offenders in-
volved in child pornography and child sex rings are predominantly
pedophiles. A wide variety of individuals may sexually abuse chil-
dren but pedophiles are the primary sexual exploiters of children.
Contrary to lingering myths, the pedophile child molester is usual-
ly neither a stranger nor a dirty old man in a wrinkled raincoat
with a bag of candy. He typically knows his victims, is not dirty or
old and he dresses and looks like everyone else.

He typically nonviolently seduces children that he has befriend-
ed through the use of adult authority, attention, affection, and
bribes. The pedophile is skilled at recognizing and then temporarily
filling the emotional and physical needs of children. He is usually
willing to spend as much time as it takes to seduce the targeted
child.

Although almost any child molester might be capable of violence
or even murder to avoid identification, pedophile type child molest-
ers rarely abduct children. Most of the sexually motivated child ab-
ductions and murders profiled and assessed by the FBI's Behavior-
al Science Unit have involved situational type child molesters who
seem to select child victims primarily because they are vulnerable
prey. In addition, some child abductors are motivated by reasons
other than a sexual interest in children.

Children are sometimes abducted by emotionally disturbed indi-
viduals seeking a child to fill a perceived void in their life. Other
child abductors are motivated by monetary profit.

Some pedophiles gain access to children by looking for women
who already have children who meet their age and gender prefer-
ences. Their marriages usually last as long as there are children in
the victim preference range of the pedophile. In today's more liber-
al society, such offenders frequently no longer marry the woman
but simply move in with her and her children. On some occasions,
they merely befriend the mother and do not even pretend a roman-
tic interest in her but only express a desire to be a "father figure"
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for her children. Anc.her technique is to marry a woman and
adopt children or take in foster children The last and least desira-
ble technique for the pedophile child molester who uses marriage
or women to gain access to children is to have his own children.
This is the least desirable method for the pedophile because it re-
quires the offender to have sex with his wife and because there are
few guarantees that the baby born will be of the preferred sex.
Adult sexual relations are more difficult for some pedophiies than
for others.

Other pedophiles gain access to children simply by using the
status as the "nice man in the neighborhood" who likes to hav_
kids at his house. He is more than willing to babysit the neighbor-
hood kids and he is especially willing to take them on weekend or
overnight trips.

It is sad but true that there are some parents who rather than
being suspicious of such individuals are apparently glad to find
anyone willing to take their children off their hands for a few
hours or a few days. Sometimes this may be due to factors beyond
the control of these parents however. Probably the most common
method used by pedophiles to gain access to children is their occu-
pation or vocation.

A pedophile may seek employment where he will necessarily be
in contact with children, teachers, camp counselors, school busdriv-
ers, et cetera, or where he can eventually specialize in dealing with
children as a physician, a minister, a photographer, a social worker
or police officer, et cetera. The actual or alleged occupation of pho-
tographer, modeling agent, or movie producer has repeatedly been
used to dupe parents into allowing their children to be photo-
graphed in nude and sexually explicit poses.

Pedophiles interested in adolescent children may operate a busi-
ness and then hire such children as employees. Frequently, a pedo-
phile will use a vocation, hobby, or community service to gain
access to children. He may become a scout leader or big brother or
foster parent, little league coach, et cetera. It must be clearly and
unequivocally stated that the vast majority of individuals in these
above-described occupations, vocations, and hobbies are not, and I
repeatare not pedophiles.

The problem for society is attempting to distinguish between the
vast majority sincerely interested in the welfare of children and
the small minority interested in exploiting their legitimate access
to children.

Investigation all over the United States by State and local police,
the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, U.S. Customs, and the FBI have
verified that pedophiles almost always collect child pornography
and/or child erotica.

Collection is a key word. It does not mean that pedophiles merely
view this material. It means that they save it. It comes to represent
their most secret sexual fantasies. They typically collect books,
magazines, articles, newspapers, photographs, negatives, slides,
movies, albums, drawings, audio tapes, video tapes and equipment,
personal letters, diaries, t.exual aids, souvenirs, toys, games, lists,
paintings, ledgers, photographic equipment, et cetera, all relating
to children in either a sexual, scientific, or social way.
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Not all pedophiles collect all these items. Their collections vary
in size and scope. They collect this material not only because it
fuels their sexual fantasies but also because it validates their be-
havior and serves as a souvenir or memento of their relationship
with a child. This is a concept which is frequently overlooked by
many people studying this problem. They forget the other purposes
or uses of this pornography and erotica.

Pedophiles are the primary producers and consumers of child
pornography. Most children identified in child pornography were
never missing children. Many are seduced into pornography by pe-
dophiles that they know and then return home each day without
their parents realizing what is happening. Some are photographed
by or with the consent of their parents. Few of these children have
been abducted.

Children used in pornography are desensitized and conditioned to
respond as sexual objects. They are frequently ashamed of and/or
embarrassed about their betrayal in such material. They must deal
with the permanancy, longevity, and circulation of such a record of
their sexual abuse. Some types of sexual activity can be repressed
and hidden from public knowledge. Child victims can fantasize that
someday the activity will be over and they can make a fresh start.
Many children, especially adolescent boys vehemently deny their
involvement with a pedophile. But, there is no denying or hiding
from a sexually explicit photograph or a video tape. The child in a
photograph or video tape is young forever and therefore the mate-
rial can be used over and over again for years.

Some children have even committed crimes in attempts to re-
trieve or destroy the permanent records of their molestation. Child
pornography in essence is the permanent record of the sexual
abuse of the child. It does harm in and of itself. Each time it is re-
produced, sold, swapped or traded, the molestation of a child is per-
petuated again and again.

I would like to add one final statement and that is just to point
out to the committee that a Joint Bureau of Justice Statistics, FBI
Task Force has recently undertaken a study of the Uniformed
Crime Reports Program and has identified areas where additional
reporting on crimes would be beneficial. One recommendation of
the task force is to collect detailed incident data on offenses against
particular groups such as children or the elderly. I have for the
select committee a copy of the task force report.

Upon Department of Justice approval and with congressional
funding, the blueprint for changes will be implemented. If you
have any questions about the current Uniform Crime Reports Pro-
gram or the proposed program, I would be glad to forward them to
the appropriate FBI official to prepare a written response for the
select committee and this is the task force report. I think one of
the things that everybody here today will agree is we need better
and more accurate data concerning the nature and the scope of
sexual abuse and exploitation of children.

This concludes my remarks. I would be glad to answer any ques-
tions that anybody on the Committee has.

[COMMITTEE NOTE.Report entitled "Blueprint for the Future of
the Uniform Crime Reporting Program" from the U.S. Department
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of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation, is retained in committee files.]

[Prepared statement of Kenneth V. Lanning follcws:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SPECIAL AGENT KENNETH V IANNING, BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE UNIT, TRAINING DIVISION, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

I am Special Agent Kenneth V. Lanning, a member of the Behavioral Science
Unit of the FBI's Training Division. I am here today at the request of the select
committee to provide information concerning the law enforcement perspective of
the problem of child victims of exploitation.

As used in this statement, sexual exploitation of children is a term to describe the
sexual victimization of children involved in child pornography, child sex rings, and
child prostitution A pedophile is technically an individual with a sexual preference
for prepubertal children However, in general or in law enforcement usage, it refers
to anyone whose erotic imagery anri sexual fantasies center around children of any
age Although not all child molesters -.re pedophiles, offenders involved in child por-
nography and child sex rings are predominantly pedophiles A variety of individuals
may sexually abuse children, but pedophiles are the primary sexual exploiters of
children.

Contrary to lingering myths. the pedophile child molester is usually neither a
stranger nor a dirty old man in a wrinkled raincoat with a bag of candy He typical-
ly knows his victims, is not dirty or old, and he dresses and looks like everyone else.
He typically nonviolently seduces children that he has befriended through the use
of adult authority, attention, affection and bribes. The pedophile is skilled at recon-
gizing and then temporarily filling the emotional and physical needs of children He
is usually willing to spend as much time as it takes to seduce the targeted child

Alt1 ugh almost any child molester might be capable of violence or even murder
to avoid identification, pedophile-type child molesters rarely abduct children Most
of the sexually motivated child abductions and murders profiled and assessed by the
FBI's Behavioral Science Unit have involved situational type child molesters who
seem to select child victims primarily because they are vulnerable prey In addition,
some child abductors are motivated by reasons other than a sexual interest in chil-
dren. Children are sometimes abducted by emotionally disturbed individuals seeking
a child to fill a perceived void in their life. Other child abductors are motivated by
monetary piofit

Some pedophiles gain access to children by looking for women who already have
children who meet their age and gender preferences Their marriages usually last
only as long as there are children in the victim preference range In today's more
liberal society, such offenders frequently no longer marry the woman but simply
move in with her and her children. On some occasions they merely befriend the
mother and do not even pretend a rJmantil interest in her but only express a desire
to be a "father figure" for her children. Another technique is to marry a woman
and adopt children or take in foster children The last and least desirable technique
for the pedophile Lhi ld molester who uses marriage or women to gain access to chil-
dren is to have his own children This is the least desirable method because it re-
quires the offender to have sex with his wife and because there are few guarantees
that the baby born will be of the preferred sex Adult sexual relations are more dif-
ficult for some pedophiles than for others

Other pedophiles gain access to children simply by using their status as a "nice"
man in the neighborhood who likes to have kids at his house He is more than will-
ing to babysit the neighborhood kids and he is especially willing to take them on
weekend or overnight trips It is sad, but true, that there are some parents who
rather than being suspicious of such individuals are apparently glad to find anyone
willing to take their children off their hands for a few hours or a few days Some-
times this may be due to factors beyond the control of the parents

However, probably the most common method used by pedophiles to gain access to
children is their occupation or vocation A pedophile may seek employment where
he will necessarily be in contact with children (teacher, camp counselor, babysitter,
school bus driver, etc.) or where he can eventually specialize in deal.ng with chil-
dren (physician, minister, photographer, social woker, police officer, etc.) The actual
or alleged occupation of photographer, modeling agent or movie producer has been
repeatedly used to dupe parents into allowing their children to be photographed in
nude or sexually explicit poses Pedophiles interested in adolescent children might
operate a business and then hire such children as employees Frequently the pedo-
phile will use a vocation, hobby, or community service to gain access to children He
may become a scout leader, big brother, foster parent, little league coach, etc
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It must be clearly and unequivocally stated that the vast majority of indivxhiais
in these occupations, 'rations or hobbies are not pedophiles The problem for socie-
ty is attempting to distinguish between the vast majority sincerely interested in the
welfare of children and the small minority interested in exploiting their legitimf
access to children

Investigations all over the United States by State and local police, the U S Postal
Inspection Service, U S Customs, and the FBI have verified that pedophiles almost
always collect child pornography and/or child erotica. Collection is a key word It
does not mean that pedophiles merely view this material It means they save it It
comes to represent their most secret sexual fantasies They typically collect books,
magazines, articles, newspapers, photographs, negatives, slides, movies, albums,
drawings, audio tapes, video tapes and equipment, personal letters, diaries, sexual
aids, souvenirs, etc all relating to children in either a sexual, scientific or social
way. Not all pedophiles collect all these items Their collections vary in size and
scope They collect this material because it fuels their sexual fantasies, validates
their behavior and serves as a souvenir or momento of their relationship with a
child

Pedophiles are the primary producers and consumers of child pornography. Most
children identified in child pornography were never missing children Many are se-
duced into pornography by pedophiles that they know and then return home each
day without their parents realizing what is happening. Scme are photographed by
or with the consent of their parents Few have been abducted

Children used in pornography are desensitized and conditioned to respond as
sexual objects They are frequently ashamed of and/or embarrassed about their por-
trayal in such material. They must deal with the permanency, longevity, and circu-
lation of such a record of their sexual abuse. Some types of sexual activity can be
repressed and hidden from public knowledge. Child victims can fantasize that some
day the activity will be over and they can make a fresh ..,irt Many children, espe-
cially adolescent boys, vehemently deny their involvement with a pedophile, but
there is no denying or hiding from a sexually expiicit photograph or video tape The
child in a photograph or video tape is young forever and, therefore, the material can
be used over and over for years. Some children have even committed crimes in at-
tempts to retrieve or destroy the permanent records of their molestation. Child por-
nography, in essence, is the permanent record of the sexual abuse of a child It does
harm in and of itself. Each time it is reproduced, soid, swapped, or traded, the mo-
lestation of a child is perpetuated again and again.

This concludes my opening remarks I will be glad to answer any questions that
you may have

Mrs. BOGGS. We are very, very pleased with your remarks and of
course your report will be made a part of the record and we are
grateful to you for bringing it to our attention and look forward to
having it upgraded from time to time

We will now hear from Ms. Wagner .o is the executive director
of the Seattle Youth and Community Services. Welcome, Ms.
Wagner.

STATEMENT OF VICTORIA WAGNER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SEATTLE YOUTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, SEATTLE, WA

Ms. WAGNER. Thank you, Madam Chair and members of the
committee. I believe that you have had a chance to read or at least
look at my prepared testimony. So rather than speaking directly
from that testimony, I think I would like to talk a little more di-
rectly about some of the young people that we work with, how they
get on the street, why and what happens to them.

The program that I direct, Seattle Youth and Community Serv-
ices works with young people who are homeless, runaway and often
involved in prostitution and other kinds of street life. I think that
there are a lot of myths, both about child exploitation and about
prostitution. It is much easier to talk about exploitation and look
at a child that is 8, 9, 10 that still visibly looks and is identified as
a child. When you start talking about adolescents that often some-
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times look like adults, and in many ways act as adults, I believe
that it is easier to become calloused and often to ignore the fact
that they are still undeve,sped mentally and in many ways are chil-
dren, and are exposed to extreme kinds of violence on our streets.

So far this morning what has been talked about is pornography.
And I think that it is important to look at some of the subtler
things that we as a society are doing. In the past 10 to 12 years,
there has been an increasing sexualizing of children in our society.
All you have to look at are some of the media ads, commercials,
even catalog ads and look at the provocative way that young chil-
dren and adolescents are often posed.

I believe this kind of desensitizing makes it much easier for
adults to view children as appropriate sex objects. The backgrounds
of the young people that we work with are varied. Again, a
common I think kind of misconception, is that young people in-
volved in prostitution are often only from lower social economic
backgrounds. In fact, that is not true at all. We see kids that really
run the gambit, from upper class families, middle class families, to
families where perhaps the mother has been a prostitute and they
have learned that kind of behavior at home.

One thing that is quite true for many of these children is they
have been victimized either sexually or physically before coming to
the street. The statistics that we have found in our program I be-
lieve to be very low in terms of sexual and physical abuse; those
are in my testimony. Some of the research that has been done at
the University of Washington looking at the same client population
has found sexual abuse up to 80 percent in young men and about
70 percent in young women. It is often difficult fur a Child to talk
about this kind of abuse, or an adolescent. It often takes a long
time, and they really the need to develop trust before they can talk
about the abuse.

For these young people when they come to the street, their self-
image is already distorted. It is very easy for them to view them-
selves as nothing but a sex object and to really feel, I have had this
kind of treatment, either at home, by friends, by neighbors, why
should I not be on the street. For many of them, running away is
often a good choice. It is really better to be leaving the environ-
ments that they are in. Ending up on the street is not a good
choice.

I believe that it is very critical that there are more services na
tionwide so that young people who do run away have a safety net
to go to where they do not end up on the street. The kind of vio-
lence and exploitation that youth on the street experience runs the
gambit. And again, I think it is really easy to talk about the ex-..
treme ends of those things. I do not know how many of you saw the
film "Street Wise." We worked with all of the young people in that
film. I think that it was good that it was done nationally because it

4 gave some exposure to what street life is like, however, it did not
depict it to be nearly as violent.

One of the primary young men in the film kills himself at the
end of the film. This is a sad reality that more and more young
people are beginning to experience. We have had youthabout a
month ago, we had a call from where we were housing a young
man who had cut his throat while he was talking with a counselor.
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I know that some of you may have heard of the Green River Mur-
derer, again this is probably an extreme example but his current
victims are listed as being 32. He still has not been found. Because
those victims have been identified as prostitutes, I know now that
the FBI is involved in that, I believe that there has not been as
much focus on trying to stop this as if it was another category.

I am just trying to think of how graphic I want to be with exam-
ples. We have a young woman who was stabbed seven times and
left for dead and found under the viaducts. She has since left the
street. This kind of thing happens on a regular basis.

Even for youth that do not experience what would be seen as the
extreme forms of violence, street life in itself is a constant degrada-
tion. And it can take many, many years of extensive counseling for
a young person to begin to leave some of the scars behind them
that are created on the street. The kind of services that our pro-
gram provides really help to bridge that gap. One of the things
that we have found, and that I know other programs across the
country have found, in working with these young people, is that
building trust is what takes the longest. Because of their experi-
ence anti their exposure to adults, they are very unwilling to trust
adults. Most adults they probably view as a trick or as an exploiter
or as someone who will hurt them.

When we first started an outreach program, it took approximate-
ly 8 months before young people would begin even trusting our
staff enough to talk to them. We have now had a program for
about 7 years and have been pretty effective. I brought an execu-
tive summary of our evaluation to be ettered also into the record
but it is showing that VIP are having approximately a 50-percent
success rate. That does not sound very high, but when you look at
the damage that has been done to these young people, I believe it is
significant.

Some of the characteristics of these youths are that they are
alienated, they are scarred developmentally. While in many ways
they act and they look as 30-year-old adults, they have not learned
the typical skills that they should learn growing up. They do not
know how to balance a checkbook, they do not know how to look
for an apartment, they do not know how to live independently and
yet there are often no other resources for them. More and more, we
are seeing young people who are very emotionally disturbed, often
borderline psychotic. More and more, we are seeing young people
who are suicidal or express suicidal ideation.

Without intervention, I am not sure what would happen to a lot
of these young people. Every year, we have kids who die. A couple
of years ago, we had a 15-year-old girl who was stabbed in San
Francisco and dead at the hands of pimps. That is not uncommon. I
have known quite a few young people who have died over the
years.

I believe that it is really crucial that this committee, and nation-
ally we start looking at the need for services for these kids. When
we look at our prostitution laws, most laws label the prostitute
rather than the offender. In Washington State, about 11/2 years ago
it was made a felony for an adult to have sex with a minor for pur-
poses of prostitution. That is one of the few States nationwide that
has done this. But without more services, without a safety net, or
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something tc reach these children, I do not believe that we will
stop the kind of violence that goes on in our streets.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Victoria Wagner follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VICTORIA WAGNER, DIRECTOR, SEATTLE YOUTH AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES

Chairman and members of the committee. Thank you for inviting me to be here
at today I have been asked to give testimony on the exploitation of youth and re-

sponses within my community to provide services for such young people. The agency
that I direct, Seattle Youth and Community Services, provides a spectrum of serv-
ices to young people who are runaway, homeless and often involved in prostitution
and other forms of exploitation Many of these young people have been abused, both
physically and sexually prior to their involvement with the street. For these chil-
dren, exploitation and abuse becomes part of their self-identity before ever experi-
encing the hazards of street life. For all young people "ho end up on the streets,
victimization soon becomes a way of life. They are often forced, through economic
survival, to engage in prostitution and other forms of petty crime. Through this life-
style they soon become both victims and victimizers. Sexual abuse both through the
act of prostitution and through violence and rape is often unreported or largely ig-
nored. Exposure and violence at the hands of pimps, drug abusers and other adults
who prey on youth is a common experience.

The services that we provide for young people are designed to offer a safe alterna-
tive to street life and help transition youth away from the street into a productive
lifestyle and healthy environment. This is the second year of existence for the Onon
Center, a multi-service program for young people on the street Started by a Federal
Demonstration Grant, this program is a collaboration of service providers designed
to both maximize individual services and to provide a multiplicity of services for
youth on the street. In a recent speech by the Assistant Secretary of Human Devel-
opment Services, Dorcas Hardy commended Orion as a unique service provider, due
at least in part to this collaborative approach. In it's first 15 months of operation,
Orion served 700 individual youth. Of clients intaked into services, over half were or
had been involved in prostitution. While young people come to the street for a varie-
ty of reasons, intake data on our clients has found that zwe were sexual') abused
and 39% had previous physical abuse histories. I know that some of you h 4ve seen
the film Street Wise. This film, while not always depicting the harsh realiaes of life
on the street, gave an overview of the kind of backgrounds of abuse and neglect that
many young people come from. We have worked with almost all of the youth in this
film and have seen varying ranges of success as they struggle to leave street life.

At the core of our services for young people is an outreach and counseling team.
This team provides street outreach to youth six nights a week Both short and long
term counseling help young people transition away from street life More than
17,000 units of service were provided through this component last year. A school
program offering individualized instruction and survival skills helps prepare youth
for re-entry into the public schools or for the GED testing. An employment program
provides for referral to public and private sector employment and has received two
grant awards to produce plays using youth in the program Our health program is
sponsored through the University of Washington and has a full-time health practi-
tioner an-: a ph) ;ician in attendance twice weekly. This program links with two free
clinics for youth in the arm. A nightly meal program is provided through donations
from local church groups and a drop-in center encourages youth to begin to explore
services The Shelter, the original program in our agency, provides short term emer-
gency shelter care for youth. Funded in part through Runaway Youth Act monies,
this program offers a safe environment while long term resources can be developed

Youth on the street are a tragedy both in our community and across the country
Solutions to this are complex and require long tern intervention. Research by James
and Boycr at the University of Washington has demonstrated that it can take one
to three years to leave a prostitution lifestyle. This exiting process is accomplished
by a series of steps rather than one simple decision to leave the street The longer
that a youth is on the street, the more difficult transition becon.es and the more the
service needs are extensive. The Orion evaluation by Dr Donna Schram demon-
stratc4 that length of time on the street was the most significant factor in success-
ful termination

I would like to give you a brief case study of one of the young people in Street
Wise While she is not a main character, she is shown several times talking with
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p , and has both a hardened and somewhat frightened offect I am using this
pa., ,:ular case because I have worked with this young woman closely over the past
two years and she demonstrates both the difficulties of leaving the streets and the
successes that are possible When she first came to the street she was 11 Her
mother and father had divorced when she was young an her mother remarried a
few years earlier She reported ongoing proLlems with her stepfather including
abuse Street life for her involved both prostitution, drug and alcohol use and sever-
al psychiatric hospitalizations for suicide attempts When I met her she was a little
over sixteen After a year of extensive work with our program, she agreed to go into
a group placement that we were able to arrange in Denver, Colorado One of the
unfortunate realities in Washington state is that there are very few long-term place-
ments available or appropriate for youth leaving the street. During the period that
we w'rkec' with het prior to placement, she was in and out of emergency and short-
te-m care and had one hospitalization She was heavily involved in substance abuse
intluding, for a period of time, heroin. She remained in placement for approximate-
ly now months during which I corresponded with her and was able to visit with her
once On returning to Seattle, she reconnected with our services and is close to com-
pleting her GED. She has turned 18, has recently married and has had a baby
While there is no guarantee that she will not return to street life, she has been suc-
cessful in staying away from the streets for some time. There is no time to go into
all of the details of her case, however it is a typical example of the need for multiple
services

In our agency plans for the upcoming year we will further address this need A
primary goal is to develop a long term resource within our community for youth
who wish to leave the street. As part of this goal, we will be applying for OHDS
Discretionary funds in collaboration with several other providers to franchise The
Bridge in Boston's long-term program for youth.

The hazards and exploitation young people, often barely out of childhood, face on
our streets is severe In addition to violence suffered at the hands of others, violence
to themselves is becoming a common thread Suicide among adolescents is a phe-
nomena that is increasing in startling proportions As the Assistant Secretary re-
cently commented, for many of our youth this is becoming the ultimate conclusion
In a time of limited and overburdened resources, it is critical to maximize the re-
sources that have been proven to be effective Stu, hes have found repeatedly that
for these young people coersive treatment does not work. Programs that reach out
to youth where they are and provide services that offer safety and security are es-
sential for a young person to leave the street Closer work between the Office of
Human Development and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
would make better use of what have become strained and overburdened resources
This committee can play a vital role in future planning for this.

This committee's awareness and concern both for the exploitation that young
people on the streets face and the service needs of youth is critical. In the past
decade we have seen a growing trend to sexualize children in our soceity. This is
readily visible in our mass media advertising Prostitution and sexual exploitation
of young people is only one result from this trend. An awareness on the part of
policy makers is a beginning step to stop the violence in victimization that youth
experience Coupled with this awareness, knowledge of the service gaps and the
services that have been demonstrated to be effective can begin rebuilding a society
for our young people that is safe and free of exploitation.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much and your written testimony
as well will be made a part of the record. We are very grateful for
your testimony and we will .ndeed be coming back for some ques-
tions. We will now hear from Michael Jupp who is the executive
director of the Defense for Children InternationalU.S.A.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL JUPP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DE-
FENSE FOR CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL, U.S.A., BROOKLYN,
NY

Mr. Jupp. Madam Chairperson, members of the task force, first,
thank you very much indeed on behalf of our organization for in-
viting us to testify before you today. The issue that we are discuss-
ing, the commercial sexual exploitation of children, is an extremely
distasteful one. And, in ^lir opinion, it is one that has still not re-
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ceived the attention it deserves. We sincerely hope that these hear-
ings mark a courageous beginning to an attempt to alleviate at
least some of the suffering and pain felt by these abused children
throughout the world.

My own organization, Defense for Children International, U.S.A.,
is part of an international child advocacy group with members and
affiliates in over 80 countries. The commercial sexual exploitation
of children has been a matter of major concern since the organiza-
tion's inception in 1979. It is one of the initiatives arising from the
International Year of the Child. We have published several papers
on this subject on behalf of the United Nations Childrens Fund and
the United States chapter has recently submitted an international
plan for action for consideration by the UNICEF executive board in
April next year.

There is absolutely no doubt in our minds that this form of ex-
ploitation of children contains all of the worst elements of human
rights violations. It is an issue that involves torture, the purchase
and sale of children, the incarceration of children so that others
may make a profit, the premeditated rape and mutilation of chil-
dren and often the death of the children concerned.

The commercial sexual and exploitation of children is an ac+ of
total denigration of another human being, and it is probably the
last vestige of wholesale slavery left on this Earth. In a letter from
Congressman Miller, we were asked to discuss two points. The first
is the link between the different kinds of sexual exploitation, and
the second, is some of the barriers to the enforcement of laws pro-
hibiting it. We will do our best, Madam.

In support of the evidence, I submit two documents. One is a
copy of our magazine, which I believe that you have, and the
second is an article called the Commercialization of Child Sex that
was published this year by Dr. Dan Campagna from Appalachia
State University. First, the links between the different kind of
sexual exploitation. When we gave evidence before this matter to
the U.S. Senate about a year ago, we tended to emphasize the
effect of child prostitution and sex-tourism industry on children in
developing countries, mainly in Thailand and the Philippines.

We regret to report that this trade still continues unabated. Chil-
drcti sometimes as young as 8 are still being sold by impoverished
families to recruiters who divert these children from promised jobs
as house servants into the brothels and bordellos of the major cities
and tourist resorts in those countries.

While we have some idea of the size, scope, and horrors of this
trade, it is still the subject of investigation. I am pleased to an-. nounce that our organization has just received a grant from the
American Methodist Women's Call to Prayer to continue our inves-
tigation into this outside of the United States. One particular case,
just to illustrate some of the problems internationally, has come to
our attention again by the Methodist Women's Call to Prayer. It
concerns the shipment of 20 teenage girls from the Dominican Re-
public to Curacao fo.- the purposes of prostitution. The children
were shipped in a wooden crate. Apparently, this crate was badly
stowed, and when the crate was opened at the other end, the chil-
dren were found suffocated.
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We cannot overemphasize some of the horrors of this trade in
children. Children purchased or stolen from their families, child
prostitutes chained to their beds, child prostitutes with numbers
tattooed on their chests and sold by catalog, children beaten, chil-
dren tortured, children '-ugged with narcotics, children kept in
total abject slavery.

What we also cannot ignore, Madam Chairperson, is that Ameri-
cans are involved in this trade both in this country and outside of
this country. Americans are among those who take advantage of
the sex package tours to places like Thailand and the Philippines.
We also ca mot ignore our responsibility for what we did to some of
these countries when we set up the recreation and rest centers as
part of the Vietnam war effort. Part of that remains and people
who return to the Philippines, ,nericans who are working over
there on jobs like the Peace Corps, working for some of the big pri-
vate voluntary organizations that are working there will say that
the rate of child prostitution in the area of Subic Bay Navy Base
and Clark Air Force Base, is much higher than elsewhere. And I
think that we can only accept some responsibility for that. Part of
it lies with other governments, but some of it lies well and truly
with us.

When we spoke last year, our evidence before the U.S. Senate
was to a large extent based on evidence within the files of our orga-
nization in Geneva. We were relatively new in this country then.
Although we had begun some investigations, research was far from
complete. I will say that it still is far from complete. And perhaps
the one certain thing is that the more we delve into this subject,
the more we realize how little we as an organization and the pro-
fession generally knows about this subject. Over the past year, we
have been in close and frequent contact with about a dozen police
forces throughout the country as well as with several interested
local and network TV stations. And we must thank some of these
for the help and resources that they have given to us.

The picture that emerges within this country almost equals the
horrors of the stories from East Asia. Stories are coming to our at-
tention of young children being sold by their parents to city pimps;
young children being prostituted by their own parents themselves.
One story that came to our attention recently is of a 9-year-old girl,
who after being abused by her father, was hired out to a local pimp
in repayment of a loan.

Another story is told of a 12-year-old girl who was forced at knife
point to serve six men at one time. There is also a growing suspi-
cion that there are chains of brothels and bordellos which special-
ize in offering the services of children and where children are kept
like their Asian counterparts under lock and key. Some of the in-
formation that we received on this has been passed on to the au-
thorities. It was passed on nearly a year ago; we have no idea of
what the outcome of that investigation is.

We cannot deny that some teenagers might make a rational, eco-
nomic choice to take up prostitution. One cannot deny that, but we
believe that this is probably a minority.

There appears to be an increasing amount of evidence that sug-
gests that many of the children concerned were abused within
their family prior to taking up this way of life. Many of the chil-
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dren concerned are runaways, which is the current euphemism for
homeless children. Let us not forget that.

Independent living schemes for homeless children are virtually
nonexistent in the United States. And quite honestly, the United
States falls way behind most Western industrialized countries in
the provision of independent living schemes for adolescents. Many
adolescents leave home for good reason; and I think that if their
parents are no longer supporting them, it has to be the State that
does so until they reach the level of maturity and they can really
live independently in a free, economic life.

At the moment we are bad, this country is really bad, on provid-
ing independent living schemes. In many of the conversations we
have had over the past year with fellow professionals in this field
and with many of the child victims, we find that the children who
are prostitutes will often speak of being asked to pose for dirty pic-
tures. And I am sure that many other people who will testify
before this will say that pedophiles who prey on young children
often have large indexed, sorted quantities of photographs. Officer
Lanning has said that.

These photographs are frequently taken either with a sophisti-
cated 35 mm, a Brownie, a Polaroid or an expensive video camera.
Child pornography in our opinion is the beginning, the end, and a
byproduct of both child prostitution and pedophilia. We need to un-
derstand what child pornography really is. I agree whole heartedly
with Officer Lanningit is not some form of youthful or juvenile
erotica, but it is the pictorial history of the rape, abuse, mutilation,
and assault of a child.

This is not an issue of morality. This is a pictorial representation
of a crime. All the people who purchase child pornography must be
a part of the responsibility for this actual assault. And all those
who traffic in the material, in my opinion, are as culpable as the
original perpetrator of the crime.

Pedophiles, as has been stated already, frequently have large
supplies of child pornography. They appear to keep it for three rea-
sons. One is for their own personal satisfaction. The second, and
this is important, is to use in the seduction process of an uninitiat-
ed child. The pictures can be used to demonstrate the necessary
process. They may be used to offer some form of legitimacy to the
requests that are being made of the child; and, in some instances
by taking photographs, you can actually reward the child for the
act that is being committed. And also what we cannot forget is that,
in some instances, photographing the act is a blackmail tool to be
used against the child and to insure the child's silence at a later
date. And the third reason is that child pornography is a medium
of exchange amongst pedophiles. And that medium of exchange
takes place both nationally and internationally.

This has been well documented by U.S. Customs and by the U.S.
Postal Services, and I see no need to say any more about that
except that we should not be blaming just the Europeans for the
production of child pornography. Much of the material that comes
back to this country in the glossy magazines from Europe and also
from East Asia contains home p,iotographs of America children.
There is a growing trade in magazines from East Asia which I be-
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lieve is not being intercepted by Customs at the moment. That is
my understanding.

But much of the stuff that is coming back from Europe contains
photographs that were taken by pedophiles in this country that,
through the international networks, have gone to Europe where
they are reprocessed and then returned. And I think what we also
need to understand is that many of the European magazines and a
lot of the American Newsletters which address pedophilia also ad-
vertise the sex tourism packages that go to countries like Thailand,
Philippines and increasingly parts of West Africa, Central and
Southern America.

One gets the picture of American tourists going to other coun-
tries to photograph enslaved child prostitutes. Those photographs
are being produced in European magazines that come back to the
United States. They are used to seduce more children in the
United States. These children are more likely to become prosti-
tutes. And the whole thing is cyclical. And to attempt to address it
at just one part, I think is wrong. I think one needs to take a broad
overall picture and look at the matter as a whole.

Madam, there are many, many barriers to enforcement, and one
of them is the sheer size of it. The most authentic figure that I am
aware of on the number of juvenile street prostitutes in the United
States is one Dr. Dan Campagna produced, which was based on a
survey, I think, of some 500 police forces which estimates about
200,000 street child prostitutes. That number excludes prostitutes
working or children being sexually victimized within closed rings
or children who work from some of the sheltered bordellos. What
the real number is, we do not know; and, quite honestly, I defy
anybody to come up with an accurate number.

The very nature, I think, of the sex act itself, which is generally
done in private, makes it very difficult to research. But, what I
think disturbs me very much is that there are large numbers of
kids who openly display themselves on street corners in many of
the cities of this country and very, very little action is being taken
about it. This one really disturbs me because it is so open and obvi-
ous. And I am sure that all of us in our own cities know where it
is. I understand in Washington, DC, it is 14th Street, you will find
young teenage children on occasions.

I know that in New York, there is much talk about 42d Street.
But again, I think the reality of 42d Street to some extent has been
cleaned up by heavy police presence, and that is most welcome. But
that does not stop the trade; that merely moves it somewhere else.
And you can now go off at 11 o'clock to 83d Street or you could go
down to the Lower East Side in New York, and you will find child
prostitutes there. And what upsets me when I look at this is that
you will see child prostitutes there on the street corner and you
will see the cop standing, ignoring the whole transaction.

The New York City Runaway Unit estimates between 400 and
500 kids working the streets of New York City on any one day. I
think that this is probably an underestimate. I do not think that
unit works the outer boroughs. And to say that there is no child
prostitution in Brooklyn with a population of 2,225,000 is ridicu-
lous. If we accept their figure of 400 to 500, and if we accept Dr.
Dan Campagna 's research that a good street child prostitute will
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turn at least three tricks a day, and if we accept the presumption
that to have sex with a child under the age of consent is a crime,
that means it is probably something like 435,000 cases of commer-
cial sex exploitation of children in Manhattan each year. That is
one city.

It is really big, big, big business. How much is involved? Again,
we do not know. Dan Campagna, you will see his article in here,
using a relatively sophisticated formula reckons that the minimum
amount is about $2 billion a year just for child prostitution.

Madame, I am conscious that I have spoken well cver my time.
There is more of this concern in here but basically to us, the issue
is two things. One, is that we have got to start changing attitudes.
All children involved in sexual exploitation are victims. And this
includes the ugly, noisy, brash, tattooed 15-year-old on 42d Street
as well as the innocent 2 year old.

As the lady on my right has said, they are definitely all victims.
And I think the second thing that we really need to say is that leg-
islation, while good, all it does really is fine-tune some of the prob-
lems. We can pass all the legislation in the world, but the reality is
is that legislation does not protect children. It is peop;e, it is social
workers, police officers on the street and good programs that pro-
tect children. Legislation merely helps us do it. But program en-
forcement requires money and requires the allocation of resources.
If we really care for children, we must allocate resources not only
in this country but also through our international connections as
well. Thank you, Madam.

[Prepared statement of Michael Jupp follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL JUPP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. DEFENSE FOR
CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL-USA, BROOKLYN, NY

Madam Cnairperson and Members of the Task Force, first, on benalf of our orga-
nization, Defense for Chidren International-USA, may I thank you for the opportu-
nity of testifying before you today The issue that we are discussingthe sexual ex-
ploitation of childrenis an extremely distasteful one. It is one that has still not
received the attention it deserves, and we sincerely hope that these hearings mark a
courageous begin ling to an attempt to alleviate at least some of the suffering and
pain felt by these abust- 4 children throughout the world.

My own orgunzation, Defense for Children International-USA, is part of an inter-
national child advocacy group with members and affiliates in over 80 countries.
Founded as one of the initiatives of the International Year of the Child, our mission
is to examine and publicize human rights violations of children. I act as the Execu-
tive Director of DCI-USA, the American Chapter of this movement and also as the
United Nations Representative in New York for the movement as a whole

The commercial sexual exploitation of children has been a matter of major con-
cern since the organization's inception. It has been the subject of many articles writ-
ten by our headquarters in Geneva. We have published several papers on the sub-
ject on behalf of UNICEF, and the USA Chapter has recently submitted an interim-.
tional plan for action for consideration by the UNICEF Executive Beard.

There is absolutely no doubt in our minds that this form of exploitation of chil-
dren contains all of the worst elements of human rights violations. It is an issue
that involves torture, the purchase and sale of children, the incarceration of chil-i, dren so that others may make a profit, the premeditated rape and mutilation of
children and, often, the death of the child concerned.

The commercial sexual exploitation of children is an act of total denigration of
another human being. It is probably the last vestige of wholesale slavery left on thisearth

In the letter from Congressman Miller inviting us to give testimony before this
Task Force, we were asked to concentrate on two aspects of this subject: first, the
links between different kinds of sexual exploitation and second, the barriers to the
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enforcement of laws prohibiting sexual exploitation All of thib in ten minutes. We
will do our best.

In support of this evidence, we will submit two documents. The first is a copy of
our magazine, The International Children's Right Monitor, Vol. 2, No. 1, which con-
tains three pertinent articles. One is a summary of evidence given by DCI-USA
before the US Senate in November 1984; the second is an article by Professor Doek
on Child Pornography Legislation in the Netherlands; and the third is an article
entitled "The Economics of Juvenile Prostitution in the USA". The second docu-
ment is "the Commercialization of Child-Sex", an article prepared earlier this year
for Inclusion in the book, Sexual Exploitation of ChildrenA Resource Manual, by
Dr Dan Campagna.

THE LINKS BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

In our evidence before the U.S. Senate, we tended to emphasize the effect of child
prostitution and the sex-tourism induscry on children in developing countries
mainly in Thailand and the Philippinesand we regret to have to report that this
trade appears to continue unabated. Children, sometimes as young as eight, are still
being sold by impoverished families to recruiters who divert these children from
promised jobs as house-servants into the brothels and bordellos of the major cities
and tourist resorts.

While we have some idea of the size, scope and horrors of this trade, it is still the
subject of investigation, and I am pleased to announce that the American Methodist
Women's Call to Prayer has provided us with a small grant in order that we might
attend a conference to be held in Kuala Lumpur in December, when we hope to ini-
tiate an international network of people concerned with stopping this part of the
international trade in the sexual abuse of children.

One particularly horrific case that has come to our attention recently concerns
the shipment of 20 teenage girls from the Dominican Republic to Curacao for the
purposes of prostitution. The children were shipped in a wooden crate; on arrival
the crate was opened and the children found suffocat

We cannot over-emphasize some of the horrors of trade in childrenchildren
purchased or stolen from 'heir families, child-prostit chained to their beds, child
prostitutes with numbers tattooed on their chests and sold by catalogue, children
beaten, children tortured, children drugged, children kept in total, abject slavery.

We also cannot ignore that Americans are involved in tk.is trade. Americans are
among those who take advantage of the sex package tours to these countries. One
researcher states that she knows of four tourist agencies in this country that adver-
tise them. We kncw of at least four European tour agencies that offer this service.

Our evidence before the Senate was, to a large extmt, based upon the files held
by our European headquarters. At that stage our organization was relatively new in
the United States, and although we had begun some investigations here, our re-
search was far fte.n complete.

It still is far from complete. And perhaps the one certain thing is that the more
we delve into this subject, the more we realize how little we know. Over the past
year we have been in close and frequent contact with about a dozen police depart-
ments throughout the country, as well as with several local and network TV sta-
tions who are showing an interest in this subject.

The picture that is emerging almost equals the horrors of the stories from East
Asia Stories are coming to our attention of young children being sold by their par-
ents to city pimps, young children being prostituted by their parents, themselves.
One such story is told of a nine-year-old girl who, after being abused by her father,
was "hired" to a local pimp in repayment of a loan. Another story is told of a
twelve-year-old girl who was forced, at knife point, to service six men at one time.

There is also growing evidence of chains of brothels and bordellos which specialize
in offering the services of children and where children are kept, like their Asian
counterparts, under lock and key.

While we cannot deny that some teenagers might make a rational, economic
choice to take up prostitution, we believe that they are probably in the minority.
There appears to be an increasing amount of evidence that suggests that many of
the children concerned were abused within their family prior to taking up this way
of life. Many of the children concerned are "runaways', the current euphemism for
homeless but emancipated teenagers. Independent living schemes for these children
are virtually non-existent in the U.S. In terms of the per capita number of units
available, this country falls way behind the industrialized countries of Western
Europe Children who may have made very wise choices when they left home, espe-
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many but not exclusively girls, are left with very little alternative but to turn to
prostitution

In many of the conversations we have had over the past year with fellow profes-
sionals in this field, as well as with some of the child victims themselves, we find
that the children will often speak of being asked to pose for "dirty pictures" And,
as I am sure others will testify before this hearing, those pedophiles who prey on
really young children will often have large, indexed, sorted quantities of photo-
graphs that they have taken themselveseither with a sophisticated 35 mm
camera, a Brovnie, a Polaroid, or an expensive video-cameraof their conquests

Child pornography is the beginning, the end and a by-product of both child-prosti-
tution and pedophilia We need to ensure that others understand child-pornography
for what it really is It is not some form of youthful or juvenile erotica, but it is the
pictorial history of the rape, abuse, mutilation and assault of a child. It matters not
that the child concerned is American British, Dutch or Thai. All people who pur-
chase child pornography bear part of the responsibility for the actual assault Those
who traffic in this material are as culpable as the original perpetrator.

Pedophiles, as we have stated already, frequently have large supplies of child por-
nog; aphy They appear to keep it for three reasons One is for their own personal
satisfaction. The second is to use in the seduction process of an uninitiated child
the pictures can be used to demonstrate the process, to offer a legitimacy to the ini-
tial request, as a reward, and in many instances as a form of blackmail to ensure
that the child remains silent. The third is as a medium of exchange between them-
selves and other pedophiles.

That this exchange takes place between nations has been well-documented by the
US Customs service and other agencies. There is no need to go into this aspect fur-
ther except to say that the home photographs of many American children have been
seen in the glossy, European-produced magazines that are circulated in the United
States

What also needs to be said is that several of the publishers of these magazines
also advertise the sex tours in the developing nations, where American "tourists"
may take further pictures of enslaved child-prostitutes, which will be used to seduce
more American children, who will be more likely to enter a life of prostitution and
so on The cycle is complete.

BARRIERS TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS PROHIBITING SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

There are several barriers to the proper enforcement of the laws that protect chil-
rlren most obvious is that we just don't know enough nbc"t the proMern. There
are few authoritative studies that really get to the heart of the problem. We do not
know, precisely, how many children are exploited every year, although we do know
that the number is very large. And we do not know the operational details sur-
rounding the vast underground network of kiddie brothels and child trafficking
rings, although we have been told that they exist, and, in some instances, we believe
that we know where. In short, we know enough to be horrified, but not quite enough
to do anything concrete about it And no one, not the Congress, not the Executive,
not the Judiciary, not private foundations, nor law enforcement at any level has
committed the rew'urces necessary to increase our base of knowledge to combat the
problem.

This is a tragedy of real proportions We know, for instance, that at least 200,000
child prostitutes are working the streets of the United States today, many of them
under the ruthless control of pimps, unable to escape a life of interminable physical
and emotional torture. And this figure of 200,000the most authentic in our opin-
iondoes not include casual child prostitutes, those who work from the protected
bordellos or those who work in the closed, sexual exploitation rings.

The very nature of the sexual act means that it is, generally, done in private or
only in the view of fellow conspirators. In many instances, the very secretive nature
of the act makes it difficult to investigate. But, in so many of these cases, the chil-
dren are openly displaying themselves in the full view of the public Ask any cop; he
will tell you where the kids hang out and why they are there I believe that in
Washington DC it is on 14th Street. I've seen them, and I suspect that many of us in
this room have seen them. I suspect there are other places as well I expect that any
local taxi driver would take us ther3 if we asked.

We know that child prostitutes are not easy to deal with, but model programs do
exist, and they could be replicated if we wanted them to be.

Given the fact that we know the problem is severe and vast, the question must be
askedwhy have we ignored it for so long' Why does the entire New York State
Police have a child sex crime unit of only two officers? These officers recognize the
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serious nature of the problem but have been unable to obtain more manpower and
resources Why does the FBI, with all of its resources, have only a handful of spe-
cially-trained agents capable of effectively investigating and dealing with this prob-
lem? Special Agent Ken Lanning is known throughout the nation for his expertise
and commitment, but the fact remains that he, and the few other agents he has
trained, simply cannot hor to make a dent in a problem of this magnitude These
are but two examplesit is a problem we have witnessed in virtually every law en-
forcement agency we have talked to

We do know of one southwestern police department which, in an attempt to
define the scope of the problem in its area, issued an advertisement for a phony,
new child-porn magazine. Within weeks, the police received more than 40,000 re-
quests for subscriptions. But, as they pressed the investigation forward, using com-
puters and other resources in an attempt to identify primary suppliers and ringlead-
ers, their funding was cut off. It was said that funding was required for "other de-
partmental priorities". I have met one policeman from South Carolina, who, with
his partner, uncovered one of the nastiest sex rings yet discovered. They were al-
lowed one week to complete the investigation. They continued ea their own time,
without pay and without expenses.

The fact is that the investigation of child-sex conspiracies is a highly-specialized
job that requires training, dedication and manpower. By their very nature, small
rural or surburban police forces do not have these resources. Is it possible that on
occasions petty jurisdictional jealousies prevent proper investigation.

Another problem is sheer size The New York City Runaway Unit estimates that
there are between 400 and 500 kids working the streets everyday. This is probably
an underestimate, as I do not believe that the Unit Works any of the outer bor-
oughs But, even if we accept this figure, and allow the children concerned three
tricks a day, this represents 435,000 cases of commercial sexual exploitation each
year Yet the New York State Register on Child Abuse and Neglect indicates that in
1984 only 165 cases of out-of-home child sex abuse were reported.

Even when cases du get to court, we have seen the wheels of justice move slowly,
and in the end, the punishments are often too lenient. We appreciate the difficulties
faced by District Attorneys who are concerned about putting a child witness on the
stand But are we covering up bad prosecuting practices and inefficient investigat-
ing standards with this as a excuse? I have heard of one case where a man charged
with 50 felony courts eventually plea bargained them down to a single Class A mis-
demeanor.

Again we ask why Why are our institutions, at all levels, unable to act and deal
with the problem? We do not believe the answer lies in malicious intent or willful
neglect (although we cannot ignore the fact that some politemeii and politicians
may be involved in the trade themselves). We believe that the fundamental answer
lies in one word. priority Until today, decision makers, the general public, police
departments, the courts and even the US Congress have not dealt with this as a
priority issue to which resources should be committed. My understanding is that the
commercial sexual exploitation of children does not, currently, come under the re-
sponsibilities of the Department of Health and Human Services.

We are often asked if additional legislation is needed in this area. Quite frankly, I
do not believe that it really is There are several proposals before Con now that
will help people in the field to fine-tune investigations, and we would urge you to
support them. There are proposals to place a variety of crimes under the RICO stat-
utes, proposla to reform the witness procedures faced by children, proposals to inves-
tigate computer billboards. These are all good statutes, but please do not think that
by passing these we will solve the problem. In fact, to pass them may bring on a
level of complacency that we do not need.

What is needed are two things. First, there must be a change of attitude on the
part of all of us involved with these children They are all viltimsthe ugly, noisy,
brash, uncouth, 15-year-old who stands on the corner of 42nd Z:treet, as well as the
innocent two-year-old. Second, there must be an allocation of additional resources.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Jupp. We have been
joined by our colleague Mr. Monson of Utah and we would be very
happy to have a statement from you if you would like to have one
at this time.

Mr. MONSON. Madam Chairman, thank you very much. I do have
a prepared statement that I believe the gentleman from Indiana,
Mr. Coats, the ranking member submitted to the record. Is that
correct?
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Mrs. BOGGS. Yes, it IS
Mr. MONSON. And I will just have that serve as my statement.

Thank you.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much. And we have also been

- joined I am happy to say by Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. My statement has al-

ready been made a part of the record and I will not prolong the
hearing by reading it.

..,
Mrs. BooGs. Thank you very much. We would now like to use the

very splendid testimony and evidences of expert knowledge and in-
terest in this subject of the people who have come before us by
having the panel ask some questions of you. Mr. Coats.

Mr. COATS. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Mr. Lanning, I want
to pursue a couple lines of questions with you. You described a pro-
file for the pedophile different from the commercial exploiter. The
pedophile is an entirely different type of person, with different mo-
tives, different background, and different ways which he treats the
children. As such, do you feel that we should have statutes and
laws that discriminate between the two and provide different reme-
dies for dealing with these two types of offenders? If so, what kinds
of different remedies should we be looking at?

Mr. LANNING. OK, let me just try to elaborate a little bit and ex-
plain a little bit further. First of all, all pedophiles do not operate
in exactly the way I described. I have just found that that is the
way they typically operate. Pedophilia is a sexual preference for
children. A pedophile is an individual who has a sexual preference
for children. He would prefer to have sex with a child rather than
an adult. Pedophile personality characteristics can range from
almost saintly to the most evil, disgusting monster on the face of
the Earth.

Some pedophiles are violent, vicious people who break all kinds
of laws, have sadistic tendencies, hurt and injure children. Other
pedophiles seduce children and emotionally and psychologically
injure children. So pedophiles do run the whole spectrum. Howev-
er, what I have found is that the typical pedophile seduces children
in a way I described in my statement.

Now, individuals who take advantage for example of child prosti-
tutes, particularly teenage prostitutes may or may not be pedo-
phile. For law enforcement purposes, we often don't care whether
they are or are not pedophiles. Some of them are pedophiles, some
of them are not pedophiles. Not every individual who sexually mo-
lests a child is in fact a pedophile.

,. I certainly think for purposes of analyzing the problem and un-
derstanding the problem, we need to differentiate between individ-
uals who are abducting children and torturing them and murder-
ing them, individuals who use the services of teenage prostitutes,. and individuals who are seducing kids in much more subtle ways.
These problems are interrelated but to a cortain degree they are
separate. And I think we need to look at them and stop lumping
them all together into one big hodge podge and then using all these
emotional examples and getting oeople all confused. I think they
do need to be separated.
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Whether we need to have separate laws, I do not know whether
that is necessary but I do think that the people dealing with the
problem need to understand the different aspects of it.

Mr. COATS. I wonder if I could pursue with you and also Mrs.
Wagner the question of the influence of the industryboth the ille-
gal and the legal industry. You both eluded to it encouraging child
sexual exploitation. Is the industry just catering to a need, a desire
that is already out there, or is it in fact also creating and develop-
ing through subtle advertising a desensitizing society to these kinds
of things?

Mr. LANNING. My opinion is, and it is not being evasive, it is a
little bit of both. I personally believe that you do not have a happy,
well adjusted person sitting at home and he suddenly reads one of
these ads and says, gee, "I got to go out and molest a child." But, I
also believe that this kind of material can in fact fuel preexisting
problems and fantasies and so on. It is also Important to under-
stand that what was eluded to earlier, this sexualization of chil-
dren in advertising might be something which might encourage
what I rPfk.r to as the situational child molester to begin to view
young children as legitimate sexual objects. But it would not be the
kind of thing that would in fact turn on a pedophile because a pe-
dophile is attracted to the child-like qualities of the child. A true
pedophile interested in prepubescent children would be turned off
by a child portrayed as a sexy adult.

But again, the problem is that not all child molesters are in fact
pedophiles.

Mr. COATS. Go ahead, Ms. Wagner.
Ms. WAGNER. I am really glad that you made those points and I

think it is important when you start looking at many of the users
of juvenile prostitutes to have that kind of differentiation. I think
part of why the laws against users tend to be vague and often not
enforced is because the standard profile of a trick tends to be a
middle-aged, middle-class family man with a family and often with
an influential background. It is not the kind of person that ordinar-
ily would easily be arrested.

In terms of the attitudinal influences, I agree again and I think
they go beyond even just some of the advertising I talked about. If
you look at some of our softcore porn like Playboy, Penthouse,
some of which is widely read and fairly accepted, many of their
models in the last few years have been depicted as children. So, I
think it is a subtle attitudinal kind of trend that really does shap-
ing that children can be used as sex objects, and there is nothing
wrong with it.

Mr. LANNING. One thing I would like to add and again I want
you to understand why I am saying this. If you are talking about
an individual exchanging money and engaging in an impersonal
sexual act witn somebody, although there are certain legal differ-
ences and emotional differences, there is not a whole lot of physical
difference between a 15-year-old and a 20-year-old girl. If the indi-
vidual simply says, here is x number of dollars and engages in a
sexual act, physically, those two people are the same. Emotionally,
and psychologically, they are very different but you generally find
that there is very little conversation going on this, it is just a
sexual act. If that man had to spend the entire day with that 15-
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year-old girl in an effort to seduce her that night when he took her
home, he probably would not make it through the day. He could
not stand to talk to this 15-year-old girl for the day. But if it is
simply, here is some money, lie down and have sex, physically, she
is exactly the same as a 20 year old, legally, certainly there is a bigdifference.

Mr. COATS. I have before me, Mr. Lanning, the Bureau of Justice
statistics report that the Department of Justice publishes, and I am
sure you are familiar with this report. For this study of four States
on offense and offender characteristics and the amount of prosecu-
tions per 100 arrests, it indicates that in sexual assaults on child
victims, of ai: the reported cases, 90 percent are prosecuted. But
only 65 percent result in convictionsthis is for every 100 arrests
now-90 percent are prosecuted, 65 percent result in convictions
and only 13 percent are incarcerated for more than 1 year.

Now given the depth of the problem and the impact on the child,
how do you explain this tremendous fall off between the number
convicted and the number incarcerated? What happens to all therest of these people and--

Mi. LANNING. Are you talking about prwatution only?
Mr. COATS. No, I am talking about--
Mr. LANNING. All sex crimes against children?
Mr. COATS. Sex crimes against children.
Mr. LANNING. The way I explain it very simply is, children do

not vote and they do not have any money. That is the way I ex-
plain it because I think that there is not a person in this room who
in the abstract, would not condemn the sexual use and abuse of
children. The fact remains is when we start to look at individual
cases, suddenly other attitudes begin to emerge. There is a certain
amount of denial that this goes on. People do not want to face this.
For example the movie was mentioned earlier, "Street Wise."
Peoplk, who watch a movie such as "Adam" on television are out-
raged and upset, but it is very clear who they are outraged and
upset by. It is a good little boy abducted by an evil monster and a
terrible thing happened to him.

You watch -1 movie like, "Street Wise" and you are upset and
outraged, but what are you upset and outraged about? You are
upset and outraged about poverty, discrimination, social inequality,
cycles of abuse, vague kinds of thing*. that are difficult to pin down.So we have in many of these cases individuals who are arrestedand then portrayed in court as a "nice guy." Character witnesses
come in and testify for them. Children are portrayed as little se-
ductresses. People want to deny that these nice people can do it.Other individuals get on the stand and testify that he is not really
a criminal, he is "sick" and he needs to be treated and so on.And so what I see over and over again, although it is changing
somewhat, is the typical child molester, especially the child molest-
er who does not use physical violence, generally gets little morethan a slap on the wrist because the attitude is, well, he did not
hurt the kids. And this is especially true of the seduction "nice guypedophile."

Mr. COATS. But the category 1 was reading from was a sexual as-
sault category as distinguished from other eex offenses, family of-fenses against the children
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Mr. LANNING. Well, one of the issues here is the difficulties we
have in our society defining what is a sexual assault. In other
words, these words or these phrases can have different definitions
under different statutes. Certainly, when you use the word assault,
the image I agree that comes to all of our minds is in fact some
kind of violence, grabbing the kid, throwing it down. But in many
jurisdictions, an individual who seduces a child over a period of
time with attention and affection and then has sex with the child,
that is considered a sexual assault. It might also be considered a
rape.

The problem is, we throw these words around, "child molesta-
tion," "sexual assault," "sexual exploitation," "sexual victimiza-
tion." Nobody ever takes any time to sit down and define these
terms. What exactly do ycu 'Jean? What you discover is there are
no universal definitions for a lot of these phrases and people talk
about them, get emotionally charged and wind up mixing apples
and oranges and start to deal with a multitude of problems instead
of beginning to label them more properly.

Mr. JUPP. Madam, I think there is a whole host of issues that
come out of this that are really important. Ken Lanning trains
police officers. I do not know how many he has trained, but my
guess is it is nowhere near enough. There is a whole host of prob-
lems because one, if one starts looking atI do not know how well
cases are being prepared for court. That is the bottom line because
if one starts looking at some of the conspiracies that are involved
in the a'`-'al prosecution, the conspiracies involved in that sex ex-
ploitatioi. . kids, these are complex criminal conspiracies that re-
quire a high level of expertise when it comes to investigation. And
it requires a high level of expertise when it comes to prosecution.
But, my limited experience in this country so far indicates that it
is not the top DA who prosecutes these cases; it is someone down in
the DA's hierarchy who prosecutes these cases.

It is not something like a big commercial fraud squad that inves-
tigates these cases. It is frequently some spare cop who is doing it
in his spare time because his chief of police has said, "We cannot
waste too much time on this." Coming back to trte point we made
originally, we have got to start changing attitudes on this stuff. We
have really got to make sure that everybody ealizes how serious
this is.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much. Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Madam Chairman. In listening to the tes-

timony of the three of you, I have to say my first reaction is shock
at the information you have presented us in the written testimony
and in your oral testimony. I suppose the next reaction is anger. I
find a societal blame here. I really believe that we are not doing
to say not doing enough is an understatementI do not think we
are doing much of anything frankly. Congress, I was not a member
of it at the time, but this Congress received literally millions of re-
quests from lobbyists about withholding tax on interest which
caused a complete reversal of something in this Congress that they
intended to pass like nobody had ever sten. We have not seen that
kind of outpouring from the public on children or abused children,
missing children, crime against children, I want to say that I com-
mend the three of you for coming here, and I hope that the press
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will get this word out to the American people about what is going
on.

I think essentially it boils down to two things. Miss Wagner you
mentioned it in terms of services for victims, there is no question,
we need much more. For the parents of Adam Walsh that have to
come before this Congress and literally beg for a few million dol-
lars to set up the missing children's center is a sad commentary on
America; it is a sad commentary on this Congress. We spend bil-
lions of dollars, billions of it wasted. There is nothing more impor-
tant in this country than our children. It is our resource for the
future, there is no excuse for it, and I am going to get to a ques-tion.

The second part of it, Mr. Lanning, you have addressed is the
dealing with the perpetrators. I do not think we are doing nearly
enough there. I think basically the question I would like to ask you
is pretty well knownMr. Coats' statistics bear out that only 13
percent of the people are convicted. The statistics say, and I know
you will back me up on this, that the repeat offender over and over
and over again abuses our children, and yet they are put back on
the streets. That is our problem as a Congress. This is our problem
as a society. The judges can share their responsibility; the attor-
neys can share their responsibility. There is enough blame to go
around. But the point is, what can we do about it? Why cannot we
as a society draw a line that says when you cross the line, you set
the line, first nffense, second offense, third offense, agree, put it outthere, lay it out there. These are our children now, this is not a
crime against Congressman Smith. This is not a crime against any-
body else. This is a crime against a child.

At what point, when you cross that line, at what point have you
sacrificed your right to become an active member of society again?
Now, whether that involves incarceration, whether it involves put-ting you in an institution, I do not particularly care, to be honest
with you. I want to know, where can we draw the line? As a Con-
gress, where can we begin to draw these guidelines that say second
offense, third offense, whatever it is but at that point, you aredone, you do not get a chance to get at our kids again. And I think
that is where we failed and then we can go and we can do what
Miss Wagner has pointed out we can put money in there and we
should put money in there to help these children and get these
kids back as good members of society again, as active members and
participating members of society. I want to be able to cut the
faucet off while we are doing it.

I think we need to do both, and I am very serious. I would like to
know why we cannot draw definitions that say that, over the line
and you are through, you cannot come back into society again, re-
habilitation aside, no rehabilitation, no emphasis on rehabilitation,
hope for rehabilitation is worth one child being abused as far as I
am concerned to the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th and 85th or 90th or 105th of-
fenders which is what is going on in this country today.

Mr. LANNING. Well, I agree with you. Awl I think that one of the
things we have to understand is that n erybody who molests achild is the same kind of person. These ;r3 must be looked at in-
dividually. We must dismiss some of the stereotypes that we have.
When we look at these individuals, if the mental health, psychiat-
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ric profession tells us they are sick, fine, they are sick, maybe they
are sick. Maybe they are not sick but let us accept for now they are
sick. Then I believe we should view their sickness as a contagious
illness and I think there is strong evidence that it is a contagious
illness because although most victims do not become offenders,
most offenders are former victims. And as we search for this
"cure" these individuals must be quarantined. We cannot allow
them to be in our society and to be in our midst and I do believe
we have to draw the line.

As I said earlier, I see the two problem areas. Individuals who
are physically violent against children are usually dealt with
pretty harshly by the Evstem. The two problem areas that are not
dealt with harshly by the system in my opinion are the so-called
nice guy seduction pedophile and the individual using the services
of an adolescent prostitute. Those are the two individuals that we
all can sit here and say how horrible they are and how disgusting
they are and we have got to do something about it. In general, we
all condemn it, but when you start to look at specific cases, sudden-
ly we say, "gee, I know that guy, he is kind of a nice guy. I had
coffee with him, he is not such a bad guy" or "that guy who used
that teenage prostitute, he is real' good guy, I can understand
what happened. That girl is on the street, she is selling herself or
that boy is on the street selling himself. He is not totally to blame
for that. How was he supposed to know? Did you see the body on
that girl? How the heck was he supposed to realize she was only
16." So when you deal with the individuals who are using child
prostitutes, adolescent prostitutes and seduction type child molest-
ers and pedophiles, our society seems to refuse to say that what
you are doing is a serious act. And generally, we treat these indi-
viduals as "nuisance sex offenders" the way we treat window peep-
ers and fetish burglars and things like that, they are just kind of
sick, strange people.

Mr. SMITH. We need what type of legislation youI do not want
to get into it but what type of legislation would you want from us?
What do you feel we should do?

Ms WAGNER. Can I respond to that? I do not think it is just a
matter of legislation. Even though we have a law in the books in
Washington State saying it is a felony to have sex with a child for
purposes of prostitution. that has been on the books for a year and
a half. We have had one case prosecuted. And, we have had numer-
ous young people arrested for prostitution with adults. In that
period, the adult has been let go, the child has been convicted.

Now of that one case prosecuted, the man was given community
service hours, that is all. That is definitely a slap on the hand. I
think it is much more a matter of awareness, of education, of
really looking at our attitudes than it is simply new legislation, be-
cause without a change in the attitudes, all the laws you have are
not going to make a difference.

Mr. SMITH. Well, I certainly agree with that. But, in terms of at-
titudes, if our attitude is that we are going to let somebody out for
the 85th time to turn around and do the same thing over and over
again and to put the child before a tribunal many times face to
face with the perpetrator of the crimeas a matter of fact it was
pointed out by the attorney general of my own State, Steve Merrill,
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who is very active in this area, that in 95 percent, maybe 100 per-
cent of the courthouses in this country, there is no parking spacefor the victim.

Many times mothers have had to bring their daughters or sons
in to face these people in the court come out with a ticket on their
car because they had to park illegally while the trial was going on.
Now that is true, that is statistical fact. But, the criminal has a
place to park, he is escorted in, he has a cup of coffee and all these
things and he is guarded and all other stuff, nothing for the victim.
And I think this is a commentary on what our whole society is all
about.

The frustration we feel here isI agree with you 100 percent, we
have got enough laws, we ought to repeal about 1 million laws, we
might be better off but wh, t can we do. Do you want us tomore
gwarenessI mean we are aware of it and yet it is still happening.
We know that people are coming back repeating their crimes over
and over and over and over again. We know they are coming back
on the streets it would seem to me that it would have to be a very
specific law with no latitude for the judges in these situations.

Mr. LANNING. I think one thing you do have to recognize and I
am an advocate of strong laws and consider this to be a serious of-
fense but there is one thing that we have discovered in some of the
States which have passed some type of mandatory sentencing or
jail time law is that sometimes it has a negative side effect in
which it forces more cases to go to trail. Now, I have no problem
with the cases going to trial. The only problem with that is then it
forces more children, child victims, to have to testify in court.

So for example if the child molester says, "hey, whether I plead
or I do not plead, I am faced with 20 years in prison, hey, I might
as well give it a try, I plead not guilty, I want a trial." And then
we have a criminal justice system as you described which refuses
or maybe for constitutional reasons, I do not really know, finds it
extremely difficult to make allowances for children in court. It
seems to demand that these children be considered to be adults in
little bodies and must deal with them exactly the way it would deal
with them if they were adults. Although things are changing and
States are trying to pass new laws to deal with this and some legis-
lation has been introduced, the bottom line still is that in most sit-
uations forcing a child to testify in court becomes and often is a
traumatic experience for that child.

I am in favor of putting these people away but one of the side
effects that we have to consider and look at is the fact that it then
sometimes forces more cases to go to trial which then forces the kid
to get on the stand and have to testify. And if we cannot do that
properly, if we cannot minimize and not perpetuate the trauma to
the child, then we have some nerve dragging the kid into court.

Mr. SMITH. I have one quick followup question. Do any of you
have any idea what the rehabilitation rate of these people is?

Mr. tiLIPP. There are two things here, sir. Which people? We can
talk about the fixated pedophile that you suggest that we should
lock up and throw the key away. I do not necessarily disagree with
that one at all. But, we must always remember that we are also
talking about a lot of relatively "ordinary people" as well.

Mr. SMITH. I understand.
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Mr. Jupp. What do we do with those?
Mr. SMITH. Well, when you know that, obviously you do know it.

It becomes obvious in the testimony and in the trials and so forth
or in the hearings that you have, you do find this out. What I am
saying is, do you have any evidence that says the so-called nice
guy, real nice guy who does this, does he do it again and again and
again or when he is found out, does he stopthe so-called nice guy,
the one that does not commit the violent crime?

Mr. LANNING. My experience has been that these individuals
one analogy that has been use' and I, personally, do not like the
analogy because alcoholism is essentially self - destructive behavior
where molesting of children is much more broad based and affects
a lot more people. To use that analogy which I do not like, but will
use anyway, these individuals are like alcoholics. They may stop
drinking, they may stop molesting children but they are still pedo-
philes and they still have this condition.

I think that there needs to be restrictions to insure that they no
longer have access to children even if they are not in any kind of a
prison system. But I think what is very important here, is to un-
derstand that these offenders are different, they are not all the
same, they are not all pedophiles. And I think that some, maybe if
offenders diagnosed as suffering from true pedophilia, they need to
be dealt with hopefully in a quarantine or separate way, some way
that they are not in society.

Other types of offenders should not be viewed that way, they
should be dealt with in different ways and be given harsh sen-
tences. As far as rehabilitation is concerned, I think that it is diffi-
cult at best to rehabilitate these individuals but again, it depends.
Each case must be looked at. And I think one of the things that
has been unfortunate in our society is that we have got this new
word "pedophile" that 5 years ago no one ever heard of or very few
of us ever heard of and suddenly now all child molesters are pedo-
philes, all pedophiles are child molesters. I think that the blurring
of those two terms is unfortunate. We need to understand that
there are different kinds of individuals, both men and women who
sexually abuse children.

Mr. &writ. It just seems to me that statistically if you cannot re-
habilitate them, then, whether we, as I said before incarcerate
them, institutionalize them, whatever we have to do, the main
thing and I think society would say is to keep them away from our
children. We are not doing that and I think we all agree on that.
Thank you, Madam Chair.

Mrs. Boccs. As chairman, I have to say that unfortunately, we
are going to have to vacate these premises at a certain time and
the testimony is so excellent and the questions are so probing that
I hate to put any kind of a time restraint on us but I am going to
have to ask the members to restrict themselves to the 5-minute
rule. And we have been joined by Congressman Levin. And, would
you like to make an opening statement, Mr. Levin?

Mr. LEVIN. Madam Chairman, I am sorry I missed the earlier
part of the discussion. It sounds most constructive indeed and far
from an opening statement, I wonder whether I should ask a ques-
tion. Maybe I will just ask one and if it has been well covered then
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go on. I know we also have to take on the second panel, do we not,
Madam Chair?

I think it was Mr. Lanning, right, who said that most victims do
not become offenders but most offenders were victims, right?

Mr. LANNING. Yes.
Mr. LEVIN. I think you said that. And that obviously highlights

the need for, in addition to more effective enforcement, more effec-
tive prevention. I do not know how much that has been covered in
your discussion.

Mr. LANNING. I think I was asked to come here to represent the
law enforcement perspective and that is why I would particularly
like to say that certainly as was pointed out, law enforcement in
general is deserving of a certain amount of criticism concerning its
handling of this problem. But I would also say that law enforce-
ment does not deserve all the blame. This is not a problem which is
simply solved by law enforcement. This is a massive, large, societal
problem that needs to be solved on many different fronts.

A police officer finding a teenager who ran away from home does
not end the problem. What services do we have available for this
child who had run away? What are we going to do with this child
next and so on? So I think that a lot of the blame and criticism has
been dumped on law enforcement as if, hey, if law enforcement
would just try harder to find missing children, if they were to just
arrest more of these individuals, the problem would go away.

It is not a problem that is simply solved by law enforcement, we
have a part in it but there are other aspects in our society that
need to deal with it. And, I would agree with you, we need to have
other kinds of services, prevention, treatment programs for individ-
uals who are abused and so on and so forth.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you. Did you want to add quickly? There are
some colleagues who are waiting to testify.

Mr. Jupp. I would just like to add very quickly. I agree with Offi-
cer Lanning that law enforcement is part of the problem in not re-
solving this, it is a lot of the problem now. But, law enforcement is
not a fantasy but good programming. For some of the kids in-
volved, one of the problems with dealing with prostitutes, child
prostitutes, for example, is that you have got to have their coopera-
tion, otherwise the program does not work. I know a good social
services program that offers what these kids feel they need and
there are several good model programs that do this. That is needed
as well.

And I think one of the best examples is that from Louisville, KY,
where what you have are multidisciplinary task forces consisting of
both police officers and social workers who do the investigations
followed by a good backup of both residential and community serv-
ices to look after the people once the case has been investigated.
That is the pattern we need to follow.

Mr. LEVIN. Thank you very much.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Levin. Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you, Mac' Am Chair. I have a lot to say however

I will not comment in lieu of the 5 minutes. I want to thank all of
you for your testimony. I want to be careful what I say here be-
cause I do not want to give you a long speech. But just quickly, I
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want to know if all of you testified before the National Commission
on Pornography, the new National Commission? None of you have?

Mr. LANNING. I have.
Mr. WOLF. Yot- have.
Mr. Jupp. I an due November 20.
Mr. WOLF. Well good, and you should, too, and if you do not, I

am going to send them your testimony. I think, Miss Wagner, you
are really hitting an important point. It is a problem of attitude, it
really is. You have this National Commission on Pornography that
Attorney General Meese has appointed. It was formed, to look at
the impact of pornography, of child pornography and of all types of
pornography. Some people are now beginning to make it appear
that this National Commission is going to violate the first amend-
ment.

The ACLU is making charges. I think that we even see the con-
tribution of some of the magazines, like Playboy magazine, where
you find former Presidents writing in it. People rationalize that
they are buying it for the article and not for the pictures. That is
the attitude.

And you look at it and you see the prominent automobile compa-
nies are advertising and the Japanese buy half the magazine with
their advertising of sound systems. It is a supportive attitude. And
I think part of the attitude is that people say, yeah, it is over there;
it is not happening around me.

I think we are going to have to change the attitudes. We are
going to have to make this a very, very important issue. One com-
ment to both of you; please contact the National Commission. If
you can call my office afterward, I want you to be sure you are
able to testify before the Commission.

I would like to get your comments on this legislation I talked
about. I know it does not cover the whole problem, but it does deal
with the fact that U.S. attorney in the Eastern District of New
York cannot deal with all these cases. Mr. Lanning, I want your
comment because you are with the FBI and I have the greatest re-
spect for the FBI and the Justice Department. What about spread-
ing this case load out so that all the U.S. attorneys around the
Nation could bring cases wherever the material goes. Perhaps
there should also be prosecution. Should there not be some way of
spreading this case load out, because you do not get the community
standards applied in New York City as in some other place. And
second, if you spread that load around and have the names, of
those involved, Customs could seize this material and give it to the
U.S. attorneys. Would this not give the U.S. attorney and the law
enforcement in that agency the ability to then get a court order for
search and seizure and try to beak up these rings?

Do you think there is any merit in this? If all of you could
answer.

Mr. LANNING. Well, I would like to begin by saying something
thatI am just trying to figure out exactly the best way to word it
so that I am not misunderstood. To a certain degree I am disturbed
by the term "child pornography" and the reason I am disturbed by
it is that it links it with pornography as a whole. Child pornogra-
phy in my opinion is totally distinct and separate from the broad,
complex issue of pornography.
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As I testified and as was repeated, child pornography is the per-
manent record of the sexual abuse of the child. There is only one
way to make child pornography, you must commit a crime, you
must sexually abuse a child. The Ferber decision by the U.S. Su-
preme Court has made very clear that child pornography is sepa-
rate and distinct. There is no Miller test for obscenity, there is no
requirement for obscenity; it is in fact a separate issue, distinct.

And so, child pornography, it is being aggressively dealt with and
Customs is in fact doing what you described. Much of this material
is allowed to move forward. It is then delivered to individuals in
what is known as a controlled delivery accompanied by a search
warrant and then the individual's home is entered and then any
other material that he has is seized and so on and so forth.

So, in the area of child pornography, I think it ia aggressively
pursued.

Mr. WOLF. Well, but they tell me that is not accurate. They tell
me that the U.S. attorney is not bringing these cases. Are you tell-
ing me that the Justice Department is bringing a case for every
piece that has come in that is in violation of the law?

Mr. LANNING. Let me put it this way. I cannot speak for U.S.
Customs.

Mr. WOLF. How many cases has the U.S. attorney in the Eastern
District brought?

Mr. LANNING. I do not know.
Mr. WOLF. Please get that and submit it for the record, will you?
Mr. LANNING. OK, again, I am not a representative of the De-

partment of Justice.
Mr. WOLF. Well, you are with the Justice Department.
1V.r. LANNING. Well, I am in a Bureau within the Department.
Mr. WOLF. Well, you areI would like you to get for the record

how many cases the U.S. attorney in the Eastern District has pros-
ecuted in the last 3 years.

Mr. LANNING. In what area, pornography?
Mr. WOLF. In child pornography.
Mr. LANNING. Child pornography?
Mr. WOLF. Yes. Go ahead, I do not want to interrupt you. Go

ahead, if you want to continue.
Mr. LANNING. No, I was just saying, I think that in the area, the

broad area, pornography in general, there are other problems. And
the Miller test for obscenity and community standards and those
issues become much more difficult in the area of the broad nature
of pornography and certainly that is something which the Attorney
General's Commission is looking at. But I think that in the area of
pornography, that is for the most part being aggressively pursued.

Mr. WOLF. Does the FBI have a separate division in this area?
Mr. LANNING. In the New York office, we do.
Mr. WOLF. Do you have a separate division on child pornography

nationwide?
Mr. LANNING. Not in every office. In every office, we have an

agent who has been specially trained in the sexual exploitation of
children. In some of the larger offices such as New York, we are
participating in a task force on sexually exploited children that
join local police, FBI, Customs, postal. In Los Angeles, we are doing
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the same thing. In other offices, it is just done on a more informal
basis and so on by individually trained agents.

Mr. WOLF. OK, go ahead. I have one more question.
Mr. Jupp. Sir, I was speaking to a postal inspector in New York

yesterday who tells me that he has just persuaded the U.S. attor-
ney to take the first case on the mass distribution of child pornog-
raphy. That is the story I got yesterday, sir.

Mr. WOLF. And, I think somebody from the committee should
follow up and ask how long has he been trying to get the U.S. at-
torney to take the case. Is this the U.S. attorney in the Eastern
District for New York?

Mr. Jupp. I am notI do not understand the jurisdictions.
Mr. WOLF. Where was the postal inspector?
Mr. Jupp. It was in Manhattan.
Mr. WOLF. Manhattan. Now, I want to make the record be very

clear that I am not prepared to be openly critical of the U.S. attor-
ney in the Eastern District. Perhaps his staff is such that he is
overworked and perhaps they are bringing organized crime cases or
bringing white collar or fraud cases. I do not know. But, what I am
trying to get both of you to confirm is that you think it would be
meritorious that we should at least allow the U.S. attorney in the
district where the material is going to bring the case. Do you agree
that would be a good idea?

Mr. LANNING. Yes, I agree with that principle. And, I said it was
my understanding that it was being done but I have to --

Mr. WOLF. It is not being done.
Mr. LANNING. But, I have to admit to you that I do not know

how many, I cannot give you numbers. And so, I would certainly do
everything I can to find out exactly how often it is being done and
to what extent it is being done.

Mr. Jupp. I would welcome any initiative that brings more cases
to court. And if that is a good one, sir, then I support it.

Mr. WOLF. OK, my last question. I know I am over the time
limit. If there is one thing you could do, just one thing that you
could do, what would you do to solve the problem?

Mr. LANNING. Very difficult question. I would say that again just
off the top of my head without much more time to think about it, I
would agree with what was discussed here earlier is, some effort to
educate or to change the attitude of American society so that they
have a better understanding of what this problem is all about so
that we in fact truly behave like we frequently say, that children
are our most valuable resource. We say it but let us start to behave
like we really mean it.

Ms. WAGNER. I would definitely agree with that. We have not
come that far really from looking at children as property. And the
fact that children do not have voting rights is very true. And very
often, the parents of children who end up on the streets or end up
exploited are so removed that they EIL-e not the parents who are
voting. So I think really a broad societal attitudinal change to rec-
ognize that the children today are going to be the adults tomorrow
and without putting more value on those children, we are going to
have a pretty sick society in another few years.
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Mr. JUPP. Changing attitude is the key to this whole thing, sir.
And also, that is changing attitude not just in this country but
changing attitude toward children throughout the world.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you. Mr. Bliley.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. Miss Wagner, of the

700 teens served by the Orion Center in its first 15 months, how
many have made a successful transition away from the street?

Ms. WAGNER. I also submitted, and I do not know if you have it
with my testimony, an executive summary of our evaluation. What
that summary found was of clients terminated, that is clients no
longer receiving services, approximately 50 percent have positive
terminations. That is, they were off the street, out of prostitution
and either back home or in a stable living environment. Another
approximately 25 percent had what we are calling neutral termina-
tions. And for many of those young people, we simply do not know
what happened to them.

They may be in another community, they may have left the
street, but we do not know. The remaining 25 percent had negative
terminations. And that includes being institutionalized, continuing
in prostitution and street life and for two young people, being dead.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you. How many of the 700 were engaged in
prostitution?

Ms. WAGNER. About 54 percent were actively involved in prosti-
tution. All of the young people served by that particular program
are homeless, on the street, and at risk for prostitution. ..

Mr. BLILEY. How about drug dealing?
Ms. WAGNER. I would say thatnot drug dealing particularly but

drug usageis just about 98 percent or 99 percent. The amount of
substance abuse involved with this population is incredible. And it
is very cyclical. In order to be involved in prostitution, involved in
many of the activities that they are, there is almost a need to block

ithat kind of thing out from their minds. So, substance abuse is
very high. In terms of drug dealing, we have seen maybe a handful
of kids that were actually dealing.

Mr. BLILEY. How about pornography?
Ms. WAGNER. Pornography is much more underground and I

think that the gentleman on my right would probably agree with
me. It is a lot more difficult to get accurate data. I do not really
have numbers. We certainly have a lot of our young people report
having pictures taken involved with the act of prostitution. That is
usually done by a trick, often they do not view it as pornography.
However, those pictures are sold, they are distributed.

We do not know of any organized pornography rings in Seattle
but that does not mean they are not there. I know that there was
recently one in Portland about a year ago that was found.

Mr. LANNING. I would like to just quickly add in here that every-
body seems to want this and ask for it and it came up earlier. Ev-
erybody wants to put a dollar figure on the pornography or the
child pornography business. I understand why people want that,
but especially as it pertains to child pornography, I think that
what we are talking about here is attitude; is that the way we
want to measure the effect of child pornography by putting a dollar
figure on it?
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If tomorrow all commercial distribution of child pornography
ended in this ceantry, does that mean we do not care about it be-
cause the dollar figure is now zero? The effects of child pornogra-
phy go far beyond any monetary value that we put on it. And
whether 25 (Jr 50 percent of it is commercial and the rest of it is
swapped and traded, we could debate for a long time. What we do
know in this country is there is a vast underground network of por-
nography which is being used and taken which has no commercial
value and is not sold, and there is no organized crime involvement.
It is individuals taking these pictures, swapping and trading them.
And just because we cannot put a dollar figure on it does not mean
that no harm is being done to children.

Mr. BLILEY. Ms. Wagner, Father Bruce Ritter, and others have
told Congress that pimps will beat up and even murder prostitutes
who try to leave the street. Have you seen this side of prostitution?

Ms. 'WAGNER. Yes, we have. There is a little picture I often use
when I do training. It is a picture of a pimp and then it says under
it, "Right now, the best person equipped to help children is this
person." And I think that is very true. That is often the first
person that a young person running away meets. They are in bus
stations, they are on the street, and there is a real typical line, "I
will take care of you; I will help you; I will give you money."

The other side of that is the victimization, the rapes, the beating
up, sometimes murder. Yes, we see it. We do not see with male
prostitution that same kind of thing. We see an older group of
adults often referred to as sugar daddies, that may or may not act
as pimps. But it is not a typical relationship ordinarily seen be-
twee.' a young woman and a pimp.

Mr. BLILEY. Have any of the 700 teens served by Orion been
killed by their pimps?

Ms. WAGNER. None by their pimps. We have had several killed
in other ways.

Mr. BLILEY. I see my time is expired. Thank you, Madam Chair-
man.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you so much, Mr. Bliley. I feel so badly be-
cause the testimony is so excellent and the questions are too but it
is unfair to the next panel for us not to proceed. We are very grate-
ful to all of you for coming. This committee of course was formed
because children have no right to vote and we want to hear the
problems of children and try to devise some ways of protecting
them.

And we also feel very grateful to all you and, Miss Wagner, espe-
cially for the kinds of programs that you have been involved in,
and for your saying, Mr. Jupp, that these are very important pro-
grams. This committee is very interested in how children fit into
their family settings, we feel that a child cannot be separated out
from a family setting. I would like to know from the three of you,
since you seem to believe that many teenage prostitutes and sexu-
ally exploited children are first abused at home by parents or rela-
tives, would you agree that we should emphasize prevention efforts
by directing services toward troubled families as well as to the chil-
dren who are involved?

Ms. WAGNER. There definitely needs to be more of a focus on
work with families and I know there is with some States. There
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also needs to be a focus on prevention. I think our public schools
are probably one of the best systems that are already set up to
really aim a full scale preventive effort. Yes, I definitely agree. By
the time we see young people, very rarely are they able to go back
to their families.

Mr. ATP. Madam, there are so many No. 1 priorities and I do
not know which No. 1 priority is No. 1. Work with families is of
key importance obviously. Also, children who leavenot all cud-
dren should stay with their families until they have got their Ph.D.
at the age of 42. Some need to leave younger, some really do. I
think that a real urgent priority at the moment is for much more
concrete research. Too much of the stuff that we are talking about
comes from a hardcore nucleus in this country of about 24 people
who talk to each other and, all of a sudden, it becomes fact because
we have all talked it out.

We really need hard data. We also need to conform with our
international obligations. The U.S. Senate has ratified treaties
going back to 1904 that say that there will be a central clearing-
house on child pornography. I know there is not a central clearing-
house that really looks at child pornography as a forensic scientist
should look at child pornography.

There are millions of No. 1 priorities.
Mrs. Bobbs. Mr. Lanning, I know that you have said that the

people who are involved in the vocations in helping with children
are not pedophiles, most of them, and they are just wonderfully in-
terested people. For the record, would you give to me any kind of
statistics that you may have about child day care centers and about
juveih:le justice homes in regard to the people who are in charge
with those?

Mr. LANNING. I will be very honest with you and I agree with
what the gentleman just said here is that one of the problems we
have is we do not have hard statistical data. The only thing I can
give you is my observation or my general impression for waatever
they are worth and what I would say is repeat what I said in my
opening statement. My finding or my observation is that a very
minute percentage of individuals who work in daycare centers or
are boyscout leaders, big brothers, and so on are involved in this.
So we are talking about a small percentage.

But I believe that what we have to understand is that a pedo-
phile and it is most likely the pedophile type molester who will
penetrate these kinds of groupc to gain access to children. If, for
example, in a school district, if there are 1,000 teachers and only
one of them is a pedophile, that is a very tiny percentage; but that
one teacher, over a 30-year period of time, could molest 100, 200,
1,000 children. So, what I would say is we need to do everything we
can to screen out this small minority from gaining access to our
children. But we do know that they gravitate toward jobs and occu-
pations that give them access to children.

Mrs. Bocbs. Thank you very much. Thank all of you very, very
much. Please may we have the second panel, Mr. Thomas S. Berg
who is the director of Clinical Services of Chesapeake Institute in
Kensington, MD, Mr. Bruce A. Taylor who has come all the way
from Phoenix, AZ to be with ushe's a vice president-general
counsel, Citizens for Decency Through Lawand Detective Steve
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Finkelberg who is with the Metropolitan Police Department here
in our Nation's Capitol in Washington, DC.

All of your statements will be made a part of th record. And if
you would like to summarize, you may proceed as you wish. May
we hear from Mr. Berg.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS BERG, DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL
SERVICES, CHESAPEAKE INSTITUTE, KENSINGTON, MD

Mr. BERG. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I am here to speak spe-
cifically to the perspective of the clinical or therapeutic side of this
whole issue. Before I do start with my statements, there were some
questions by Mr. Coats, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Levin that I think
maybe I could help clarify in expanding upon what Ken Lanning
was saying.

The questions concerned what Mr. Lanning was talking about.
He specifically distinguished between what he called the pedophile
and what he calledI think what he referred to as the more crimi-
nal aspect of pedophilia7 dealing in rings, dealing in organized
crime, and talked about the differences between not all people that
molest children are pedophiles. And I would like to expand upon
ilia+ a little bit and then answer your question about rehabilitath.w.
briery.

There tend to be two major categories of menor adultswho
molest children. And, I would like to exclude the more criminal
aspect for the mo nent. The pedophile that Mr. Lanning was refer-
ring to is a person who is specifically sexually attracted to chil-
dren. And the things about that child that are attractive to him or
her are thi.-;.s like very smooth skin, no secondary sexual charac-
teristics, ui.Jeveloped or underdeveloped genitalia. Those kinds of
things are the things that are sexually arousing to that individual
so that he or she is attracted to that child specifically because that
child is a child.

There is another kind of offender that a colleague of mine Dr.
Groth has called or termed, "the regressed offender." This is more
typically the person who abuses a child within a family although
the pedophile that I just described can also work and operate
within families as Mr. Lanning described. But this regressed of-
fender rather then seeing that child as a child, rather then being
attracted to the child because of those cha acteristics that I have
just mentioned, instead distorts that child and begins to see that
child as an adult, distorts those kinds of physical characteristics,
emotional characteristics so that he or she may meet adr..14- emo-
tional and sexual needs through interaction with that child and
there is a vast difference between the two, seeing the child as an
adult and being attracted to a child because he or she is a child.

What we have found clinically is that the rates of rehabilitation
for those two kinds of individuals are vastly different. The re-
tressed offender, the man who distorts this child and sees herit
most likely is a heras an adult. 07(3 find that in anywhere from 90
to 95 percent of the cases that we have worked with, and this is
verified through statistics across the country, that person is reha-
bilitated. There is no recidivism, there Are no repeat offenses.
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The other type of individual, a person who is attracted to a child
specifically because it is a child is a much different case and we
have a very, very low success rate with that person. One of the
ways I like to describe it is very much like psychiatrists used to
talk about trying to "cure" homosexuality. What they found was
no matter what they cl that really did not change that person's
sexual orientation. It was an ingrained, integral part of that per-
sonality. And we find that for the pedophile who is attracted to
children chronically, it is very much that same kind of sexual ori-
entation and attraction.

You have heard some examples, very specific and personal exam-
ples, of cases of abuse and I am sure that we will all hear more.
Some of those examples of individual and personal stories of vic-
timizations are the ones that touch us most deeply and can also
help us in understanding the wider impact we all face. For in-
stance, consider a 26-year-old woman who as a young child was fon-
dled every Sunday over a 2-year period by her dance instructor and
this would occur while she stood behind the stage curtain waiting
to perform. As a teenager, she believed that somehow she coule
forget that that all happened and place it behind her but as a
young adult, she became depressed, she began losing her concentra-
tion and time at work and suffered from flashbacks that became
even more emotionally painful ti an the original events themselves.

Or consider the 32-year-old woman who was assaulted repeatedly
by her brother-in-law at the times that she would babysit for his
children. Today as an adult, she is hospitalized in a State institu-
tion after her fourth suiciae attempt in the last 3 years. She suf-
fered through a life that included prostitution, drug and alcohol ad-
diction and almost constant depression and self destructive abuse
of adult relationships.

In 1982, Diana Russell published a study based on random inter-
views of approximately 900 women in San Francisco; 34 percent of
those women reported that they had experienced some type oi
sexual victimization that involved physical contact by the time
they were 18. When nontouching situations were involved, the re-
sponse rate we,.! up to 54 percent.

The consequences of incidents like these on individuals are be-
coming better known. But I would like to discuss some of the great-
er ramifications as well. What about the families who see their
children suddenly change for the worse before their eye:- without
ever understanding why and in fact usually never do for 20 or 30
years down the road or the children who almost daily are improp-
erly assessed as behavior problems or as learning disabled when in
fact what they are exhibiting are problems we normally expect of
children who have been traumatized and victimized.

What about the daughter who has witnessed her mother's at-
tempted suicide or about the marriages that are rocked and de-
stroyed. As flashbacks triggered, sex becomes something to avoid
and patience wears thin. And what about the thousands of run-
aways and young prostitutes you have already heard about. And
what do we make of my colleague who upon asking specific ques-
tions of patients in her hospital psychiatric unit discover that at
least one half of those patients had been sexually abused as chil-
dr mt.
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Many of those again were misdiagnosed as being manic depres-
sive or experienced other major mental disorders when they were
actually suffering the long-term negative effects of childhood
sexual victimization. I believe the cost to the individuals, families,
our communities and our resources are enormous.

There is also the adult male who must be acknowledged. Consid-
er the man who at age 11 was molested by an older male friend of
the family, yet felt he could never tell anyone. At age 17, because
or doubts not only about his masculinity but also his worthiness
concerning what had happened to him, he gave up a life long
dream and enrolled in a college rather than attending a seminary.
After college what had been social drinking or what he thought
was social drinking blossomed into full blown alcoholism in at-
tempt to medicate the pain as he called it. And after heart wrench-
ing sessions in marital therapy, he acknowledged that long stand-
ing sexual problems in his marriage stemmed from memories of his
victimization that were stirred whenever he and his wife made
love.

We often talk about victims of sexual exploitation as predomi-
nantly girls. However, in 1976, Dr. Nicholas Groth prepared a
study of school children ages nine through 12 in Oakland County,
MI. One year after an education and p.2vention program developed
by Dr. Groth, 800 children in that county reported they had been
approached sexually by an adult during that past year. Of those
800 children, 49 percent were boys and 51 percent were girls. Many
professionals now believe that these figures close to 50/50 are a
much more accurate reflection of what actually occurs and that
boys may be abused with the same frequency as girls.

Another study recently done by Dr. Gene Abel provides startling
and dramatic evidence of the scope of this problem. Dr. Abel ques-
tioned 411 of what he labels paraphiles concerning the sexual of-
fenses they committed over the preceding 10-year period. Dr. Abel
discovered that over this 10-year period, this group of 411 subjects
attempted to commit 238,711 sexual assaults and actually did
commit 218,900 of those assaults. This averages out to 581 attempt-
ed assaults, 511 actual assaults committee per offender.

During this same 10-year period, the average number of victims
per offender was 336. I am not talking about the criminal network,
the criminal ring, these are individuals acting alone as individuals
who committed these assaults over this period. These figures stag-
gering es they are raise a number of important and serious issues.
First, if Lis we now believe it is true that as many boys are sexually
victimized or exploited as girls, based on tl,..: growing number of re-
ported cases of female children abused, there are a tremendous
number of male victims we are not identifying or helping.

I believe this is partially due to the general lack of education and
awareness that has previously been mentioned. But another equal-
ly basic cause has more to do with current reporting laws. The re-
porting of sexual abuse of children in a family setting often called
"caretaker status" cases is now mandated all over the country.
However, reporting instances of sexual victimization and exploita-
tion of children by someone other than a caretaker is often nit
mandated. These types of crime will usually come under sexual as-
sault laws and child abuse statutes. As a result, they are reported
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to authorities much less frequently and often no therapeutic inter-
vention is made available to aid those children.

Mrs. BOGGS. Mr. Berg, excuse me. You have been so patient sit-
ting here for so long and we are very grateful for your wonderful
testimony. I wonder with the constraints of time if you could sum-
marize the rest of it for us.

Mr. BERG. OK, I will try to do that. One of the things that I am
building to is something that many of my colleagues have talked
about but I have never heard anyone talk about publicly in a
forum like this and that is that we believe tilere is something that
might be called an "Exponential Factor" in a cycle of child abuse.
If we conservatively estimate that maybe two, maybe three chil-
dren who have been sexually abused, maybe three of those 336 vic-
tims per offender may themselves become sexually abusive, or ex-
ploitive of other children.

What we have is a picture of maybe a doubling or tripling of po-
tential abusers and offenders from generation to generation. I
think this is significantly important and yet we do not have any
statistics to answer that question specifically, but I do believe that
it is sometning we need to consider, that there is a cyclical, inter-
generational cycle and one that is not getting smaller but in fact is
getting larger and larger.

I would like also to state briefly to give you a composite picture
that we see quite often of an offender. Thiz may be a man or a
woman who was abused briefly or for a long period of time as a
child. As he or she then became older, and as a teenager, we see
that person beginning to sexually abuse, fondle or commit oral
sexual acts on children as a babysitter. This person then goes on to
maybe working youth leagues and by the age of 24, 25 will have
molested dozens if not hundreds of children, and maybe at age 26
or 27 is arrested for the first time.

We find on the average that the adult sexual offenders first of-
fense actually occurred at an average age of 13 or 14. Many adult
offenders will tell us that they might have been caught, but at
those ages, nobody seriously explored with them their abusive,
their inappropriate and sometimes compulsive sexual behavior. I
think that that is an issue that needs to be addressed.

And to address those issues I would like to read three recommen-
dations that I have made. The first recommendation is, I believe we
should develop a national policy to provide a consistent, coordinat-
ed program of sexual abuse prevention and education in our pri-
mary schools rather than the hodge-podge of programs that we now
have. We find regularly that children who have been exposed to
good prevention programs will tell someone for the first time that
they have been abused after a program, and of course we hope
there is a preventive measure in that as well for other children.

The second recommendation is that I believe we should have a
concerted effort to enact laws requiring all child sexual victimiza-
tion cases to be reported to authorities, family and nonfamily cases
alike. And, third and probably the most controversial, I believe we
should increase efforts and moneys available to develop treatment
programs for child sexual offenders. Identifying and treating the
adolescent sexual offender I think is a major step in making in-
roads on this problem. It is the place where we first hear about the
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child; it is the place where we can get him or her before his behav-
ior or her behavior becomes entrenched.

There are programs that are effective for some offenders. We do
not have effective programs for others. Whether they are in jails,
whether they are in community programs where we can treat and
monitor pedophiles, I believe that the reality is that trey are not
going to be in jail very long if they go to jail at all and that jail is
not an effective deterrent in any event because they then go ataead
and repeat crimes. We need effective community programs for of-
fenders if we are going to make an impact.

[Prepared statement of Thomas Berg follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS S. BERG, M.S , DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL SERVICES,
THE CHESAPEAKE INSTITUTE, CLINICAL DIRECTOR, PARENTS UNITED (MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, MARYLAND CHAPTER)

The effect of sexual victimization and exploitation of children in our country is a
problem that is truly just coming to light in recent years. Many of you have heard
or read a few of the sad and frightening tragedies that have befallen thousands of
children, and I am sure you will hear about a few more today. But I hope to impress
upon you that far reaching, ripple-like effect these thousands of individual stories
and histories have on our families, our communities and inevitably on our society as
a whole

The Chesapeake Institute is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the study, treat-
ment and prevention of child sexual victimization. As Director of Clinical Services
at the Chesapeake Institute, and in my work prior to taking this position, I have
had the opportunity to help children of all ages who have been sexually victimized,
and their families as well. I have also worked with adults who experienced sexual
victimization when they were children and with literally hundreds of juveniles and
adults who have sexually victimized and exploited children. Additionally, I super-
vise a staff of ten therapists whose combined experience in this field presently totals
more than fifty years.

I will not attempt to flood you with a staggering amount of statistics and num-
bers. What I do hope you will hear are a few statistics that are in themselves stag-
gering, and also hear my personal sense of the vastness of this problem, based on six
years of intensive involvement and study of child sexual victimization and personal
contact with over one thousand cases.

Examples of individual, personal stories of victimization are the ones that touch
us most deeply, and can also help in understanding the wider impact we all face.
For instance, consider a twenty-six year old woman who, as a young child, was fon-
dled every Sunday over a two-year period by her dance instructor, while she stood
behind the stage curtain waiting to perform. As a teenager she believed she could
put this experience behind, as if it never happened. But as a young adult she
became depressed, began losing concentration and time at work and suffered from
"flashbacks" that were becoming even more emotionally painful than the original
experiences.

Or consider the thirty-two year old woman who was assaulted repeatedly by her
brother-in-law when she babysat his children, incidents that nobody wanted to be-
lieve really happened Today she is hospitalized in a state institution after her
fourth suicide attempt in the last three years. She has suffered through a life that
included prostitution, drug and alcohol addiction, almost constant depression and
self-destructive, abusive adult relationships.

In 1983 Diana Russell published a study based on random interviews of approxi-
mately 900 women in San Francisco. Thirty-foul per cent of the women interviewed
stated that they had experienced some type of sexual victimization that involved
physical contact, by age eighteen. When incidents of victimization involving non-
touching situations were included, such as indecent expo4ure, the response rate
went up to fifty-four Der cent. This is only one of many studies highlighting the fre-
quency of child sexual victimization The consequences of these incidents on individ-
uals are becoming better known, but there are also greater ramifications. What
about the families who see their children suddenly change for the worse before their
eyes, without ever understanding why? Or the children who almost daily. are im-
properly assessed as behavior problems or learning disabled, when in fact what they
are exhibiting are problems we would normally expect of children who have been
traumatized and victimized9 What about the daughter who has witnessed her moth-
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er's attempted suicide? What about the marriages that are rocked and destroyed as
"flashbacks" are triggered, sex becomes something to avoid and patience wearsthin? What about the thousands of runaways and young prostitutes who left hometo pcape sexually abusive situations? And what do we make of my colleague who,
,:pon asking specific questions of patients in her hospital's psychiatric unit, discov-. vied that A least one-half of those patients were sexually abused as children, manyagain misdiagnosed as being manic-depressive or suffering major mental disorderswhen they were actually suffering the long-term, negative effects of childhoodsexual victimization? The cost to individuals, families, communities, and our re-sources is enormous.

There is also the adult male that must be acknowledged. Consider the man who,at age eleven, was molested by an older male friend of the family and felt he could
never tell anyone. At age seventeen, because of doubts not only about his masculini-ty, but also his worthiness considering what had happened to him, gave up a life-long dream and enrolled in college rather than attending seminary. After collegewhat had been social drinking blossomed into full blown alcoholism in an attemptto "medicate the pain" as he called it And after heart-wrenching sessions in mari-tal therapy, he acknowledged that long-standing sexual problems in his marriagestemmed from memories of his victimizations that were stirred whenever he and hiswife made love.

We often talk about victims of sexual exploitation as predominantly girls. Howev-er, in 1976 Dr. Nicholas Groth prepared a study of school children, ages ninethrough twelve, in Oaklad County, Michigan. One year after an education and pre-vention program developed by Dr. Groth, 800 children reported that they had beenapproached sexually by an adult during that past year. Of those 800 children, forty-nine per cent were boys and fifty-olio per cent were girls. Many professionals nowbelieve these figures, close to fifty-fifty, are an accurate reflection of what actually
occurs, and that boys may be abused with the same frequency as girls.Another recent study, this one by Dr. Gene Abel, provides startling and dramatic
evidence of the scope of this problem. Dr. Abel questioned 411 of whit he labels
"paraphiles" concerning the sexual offenses they committed over the preceding tenyear period. Dr. Abel discovered that, over this ten year period, this group of 411subjects attempted to commit 238,711 sexual assaults, and actually did commit218,900 assaults. This averages out to 581 attempted assaults and 511 actual res-sadiui committed rer offender. During this same ten year period, the averagenumber of victims per offender was 336.

These figures, staggering as they are, raise a number of important and serious
issues. First, if, as we now believe, it is true that as many boys are sexually victim-ized or exploited as girls, based on the continually growing number of reported casesof female children abused, there are probably a tremendous number of male victims
we are not identifying or helping. I believe this is partially due to a general lack ofeducation and awareness. But another equally basic cause, has more to do with cur-rent reporting laws. The reporting of sexual abuse of children in a family setting,often called "caretaker status" cases, is ni. / mandated all over the country. Howev-
er, reporting instances of sexual victimization and exploitation of children by some-one other than a "caretaker", is often not mandated. These types of crimes moreusually come under sexual assault laws rather than child abuse statutes. As aresult, they are reported to authorities much less frequently and often no therapeu-tic intervention is made available to aid these children. This becomes significant notonly because so many cases go unreported, but also because it is believed that boysare more often the targets of abuse that takes place outside the family setting. How-ever, whether male or female, in these cases there is no mandate or sanction toreport and intervene.

',there develops a very real threat of what I will call "The Exponential Fact" inthe cycle of sexual abuse It is a theory that has not yet been tested or studied scien-tifically, but common sense and experience says it is a realnot imagined threatDr. Nicholas Groth reports that as many as eighty tier cent of the offenders hehas worked with at Somers State Prison in Conrectkut were themselves sexuallyvictimized as children. My own clinical experience Sr.s been that approximately sev-enty -five per cent of he offenders I have worked with were sexually victimized aschildren, and reports from other clinicians and studies support figures ranging fromsixty per cent to eighty per cent.
Please take a moment to peer closely under the blanket of secrecy and imaginethe growing threat and potential harm slowly being unleashed daily. How many ofthose hundreds of victims per offender mentioned previously, can we predict will actout their pain, confusion, anger or loneliness by sexually molesting, victimizing orotherwise exploiting others younger and more vulnerable than they'?
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We have no statistics as yet to answer that question, but a very conservative esti-
mate might be that only two or three f those 336 victims will themselves become
offenders But now we have a population of child sexual offenders that might realis-
tically double or triple from one generation to the next, conservatively speaking. In
other words, the number of offenders, the number of victims, the impact on families,
the costs to our communities, all growing exponentially.

Admittedly, this is currently theoretical and not based upon scientifically con-
trolled studies, but it is also not based on myopic or tunnel-visioned fears. Rather, it
is theory-based on rapidly expanding awareness gained through knowledge and ex-
perience of daily confrontation with the realities of child sexual abuse and victim-
ization today. These are thoughts and posibilities quietly talked about by knowledge-
able therapists, police, child protective service workers and physicians around the
country.

As my final individual example, I would like to present a composite picture to
examine. He or she was sexually abused, say from the ages of eight to eleven, by a
parent or an aunt, or a scouting leader, or maybe a grandparent or a physician.
Fearful of the consequences of telling, out of fear of having done something wrong
or may be because the perpetrator threatened physical harm, this child discloses to
no one

At age fourteen, he or she begins fondling and performing oral sex on younger
children while babysitting At age twenty he or she begins coaching in a youth
league, and by age twenty-four has already molested dozens of children. At age
twenty-seven an arrest is made and during search and seizure, the police find hun-
dreds of pornographic pictures of children taken by this individual, and videotapes
bought and received through the mail.

According to studies by Dr. Groth, Dr. Abel, and others around the country, an
adult offender's first inappropriate or deviant sexual offense occurred, on the aver-
age, at age thirteen or fourteen. When most of those adolescents were first caught
or reported for such behavior they were given what amounts to a slap on the hand,
or smiled at for "normal" adolescent sexual curiosity, diagnosed to be suffering from
adolescent adjustment disorders, or just ignored.

Adult offenders themselves tell us that no one ever explored or treated their inap-
propriate, often c)mpulsive sexual behavior Rather, society chose to minimize their
offenses while the seeds of a life-long problem took root and quickly became en-
trenched, causing rsliP and suffering not to just one, but to hundreds and thousands
of innocent victims.

Based on facts I have just outlined, based on the needs that become evident to me
in my own work, and based on consultation with many of my colleagues, I would
like to suggest a few recommendations. In the past ten years we have come a long
way in identifying and acting on the problem of child sexual victimization, and I
believe the following recommendations will greatly enhance efforts to identify child
victims, to prevent further abuses, and ultimately to slow the cycle of sexual victim-
ization from generation to generation.

1 We should develop a national policy to provide a consistent, coordinated pro-
gram of sexual abuse prevention and education in our primary schools. We current-
ly have a hodge-podge of programs around the country, some areas having programs
while others do not. Yet we regularly find that good prevention and education pro-
grams not only teach children effectively but also encourage those who have been or
are being victimized to seek help and tell someone.

A coordinated program that reaches children in ways they can understand, and
teaches teachers how to identify and respond to children who have been sexually
victimized, will empower many children to escape potential victimization and will
prevent countless others from carrying their "horrible secret" through childhood
and into their adult lives.

2. A concerted effort should be made to enact laws requiring all child sexual vic-
timization cases to be reported to the proper authorities, family and non-family
cases alike In this way a signficant number of offenders who in the past have
slipped through the system will be identified and prosecuted. Additionally, treat-
ment services for those children victimized will be readily available and accessible.
This will go a long way toward alleviating long-term effects for those children, and
in bre:Acing the intergenerational cycle of child sexual abuse.

3. Finally, and probably most controversial, we should increase efforts and monies
available, to develop treatment programs for child sexual offenders. Effectively iden-
tifying and treating the adolescent offende- will, in the long run, be the most impor-
tant step we can take to prevent child sc .ual victimization in the future. The ado-
lescent offender is a bright red flag that warns of intensive problems that demand
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specific treatment If we can learn to attend to those needs properly, It will make a
significant impact years from now

Equally as important however, is treatment for adult offenders There are already
effective treatment programs for some types of offenders that boast very low rates
of recidivism. They should be expanded upon and supported.

Treatment for other types of child sexual offenders is still in its Infancy and
cannot claim similar success. But given the facts that offenders often are not incar-
cerated or spend relatively short amounts of time in jail, given that jail alone is not
an effective deterrent to continued offenses, and given the enormous number of vic-tims who are currently being exploited, more effective treatment modalities and
programs are probably the most realistic and viable alternatives available. We need
more and better treatment programs in our jails, and we need to learn how to treat
and monitor chronic pedophiles in our communities We may want to lock them all
away forever, and for some that may be the only way to maintain our children's
safety, but for most that does not and never will happen. If we want to protect our
children we must place priority on developir_g and providing adequate treatment re-sources for offenders.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to speak before you today. I, and most of
my colleagues around the country, realize the uphill battle we all face, but we have
also seen the gratifying effects of good prevention programs and proper treatment,
and the important and vital changes in our country's laws and attitudes toward pro-
tecting children. We continue to be encouraged and hopeful.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much. Mr. Taylor. We are very
happy to have you here and thank you for coming such a long dis-
tance to be with us.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE TAYLOR, VICE PRESIDENT-GENERAL
COUNSEL, CITIZENS FOR DECENCY THROUGH LAW, PHOENIX, AZ

Mr. TAYLOR. Well thank you, it is my pleasure and I wish that
some of the other representatives were here to hea.. what I wanted
to start out with. And that is that I am not the kind of person that
thinks that this is a big problem, you can talk about it and then
you do not really have a solution and it is so big that we cannot do
anything about it. I .-hink there are ways that we could stop a lot
of this and it would not take the rest of our lives. I think we can do
it soon, like within 2 years.

I agree with Congressman Coats that we have to increase pros-
ecutions. As he knows in Indiana, there is probably more prosecu-
tions going on in Indiana, Florida, and Texas than any other place
in the whole country combined. I have been special prosecutor in a
dozen trials in Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, and Jeffersonville, and it
is having an effect, the adult pornography, on the child pornogra-
phy and on the whole type of sexual exploitation and street prosti-
tution that trickles down.

I think Mr. Smith pointed out that at some point you have to get
tough with these people. Second and third offenses are not an
excuse anymore. It is not a mistake, it is not like you can say, I
thought she was 14 or 15 or I thought she was 18 or 19 the second
or third time you do it. I mean maybe you get one free bite like a
dog does that bites somebody but the second or third time, you
should be going to jail. And the judges are too lenient now, the Ben-
tencing structure that is existing in the Federal law is almost
absurd where a child pornographer in Hawaii can get 15 years and
one in Boston can get probation and when adult pornographers in
Miami who are organized crime figures and convicted get 8
months. And a pornographer convicted in North Carolina last week
got 25 years. I mean there have to be some sentencing guidelines
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set by the Congress so that when Federal judges are sitting there
saying, "Well, I am conservative or I am liberal and therefore my
policies are going to be my own," Congress should be saying, "No
they are not, they are going to be what the law means and you
have to obey some certain minimum standards there."

I think Congressman Wolf made a good point. Why cannot there
be jurisdiction for prosecutors to bring cases wherever the crime
was intended to happen meaning, when the pornographer sends
something to Kansas, that is where the crime should be also pros-
ecuted. I think it is some excuse to say the U.S. Attorney for the
Eastern District of New York cannot do all the cases. Obviously
there are thousands of pieces of obscenity and child pornography
going into New York Harbor. Some of that could be spread around
the country, but he is not doing any. And his excuse is is that, well,
I have two Federal judges, one said that he will confiscate the ma-
terial, the other one says he will not, therefore I am not going to
bring any cases because I only can win half of my cases. I think he
could bring more and he could put more pressure on the judges. I
think that there have to be more prosecutions.

If you ask me, the one thing I would do to solve some of this
problem, I would shut down the international pornography syndi-
cate, I would shut down the international blatant traffic and child
pornography that we know about. And the easy way to do that is to
assign a prosecutor in maybe as little as 6 and in maybe as many
as 12 major cities in the United States, assign them one agent.
Even if you do not assign them, if you put one U.S. attorney in
New York, Los Angeles, Cleveland, maybe Chicago, Washington,
DC, Houston, Miami, Boston, those major markets in the produc-
tion organized crime centers, if one U.S. attorney had even the
ability, the permission to bring prosecutions against pornographers
and child pornography, there would be cases in court.

Right now as has been said, sometimes you get the newest person
in the office. If you get a big case that makes a lot of media atten-
tion, that adds to the problem. But if nobody pays any attention to a
particular item or particular pornography, no one is going to pros-
ecute it. All it would take is one person in the office whose job was
to prosecute these cases and you would see not only cases being
brought in that city but cooperation among those cities, you would
see the enforcement agencies getting enthusiastic about doing in-
vestigations. If they thought there was someplace to bring their
cases, they would bring them. Postal inspectors and customs agents
are complaining to people like myself and Legislators and city
police chiefs saying, we are finding child pornography, we are find-
ing evidence of underground and above ground, we are finding
adult porn rings that are trading in child porn or finding organized
crime type involved figures involved in child porn and the U.S. at-
torney will not bring the case and I think that is an absurd result.
And I think that it would not take the whole Federal budget to
solve this problem. One U.S. attorney assigned in six major mar-
kets and production centers in this country would have a big
impact in 2 years.

These people would run for cover. It is a felony under Federal
law to distribute any obscene material. I think there have to be in-
creased penalties for obscenity. A $5,000 fine is kind of a joke to
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these people. First offense for most o; the Federal crimes is 5 years
and $5,000. It is a second offense of 10 years and $10,000 under
some penaltiesunder some statutes but under the interstate
transportation crime, section 1465, there is no second offense in-
creased penalty. And that is the most commonly violated and it
used to be the most commonly prosecuted obscenity offense. Those
have to be raised at least to $50,000 fine and the interstate trans-
portation has to be made a second offense.

Next of all, there is a treaty between the United States and a
couple of dozen countries that is 75 years old that has never been
enforced. We cannot expect the European countries to enforce the
interstate transportation of obscene and child pornography materi-
al if we are not going to do it. But if we took some steps, we started
getting serious and going to court with these people, then we could
say to the foreign countries who are sending the magazines over
here, "If you do not cut your traffic out, we are not going to be
sending all the foreign aid over there." We have ways to increase
the pressure diplomatically and economically on those countries.

I have a lot of nerve, I suppose, saying such things. I am a profes-
sional pornography prosecutor I guess you could say. I was a pros-
ecutor in the city of Cleveland for 5 years and we handled a lot of
cases there. I did 600 obscenity cases, got 450 convictions, hand
wrote 100 appellant briefs, argued cases in the U.S. Supreme Court
and I have done trials in a half a dozen other States. We give semi-
nars to policemen and prosecutors, Federal agents, U.S. attorneys
all over the country. Our organization's job is to help the pornogra-
phers have somebody to oppose them. It seems like that is the least
we can do for them. They have defense attorneys who are highly
trained, they control the defense of all the obscenity cases. If some-
one gets arrested, it does not make any difference if it is in New
York or in Topeka, KS, there are going to be a handful of three or
four lawyers who are going to decide who that guy's lawyer is, who
the witnesses are that are going to testify, how much money they
are going to spend, whether he is going to continue to be an em-
ployee or operate a store.

Organized crime controls a whole international traffic and hard-
core pornography from coast to coast, from production to distribu-
tion. If you want to open up a bookstore in this country, you call it
an adult bookstore, you have to have the permission. You have to
be within a franchise, you have to work under a distribution pat-
tern that has already been set by members of what we call La
Costra Nostra or the Mafia which a lot of people y does not exist.

There has been testimony in a trial in Boston just this week in a
racketeering case that is going on talking about pornography fran-
chises and territories where one guy said, "Should we bring this up
with the Commission or should we just go to De Bernardo?" And,
De Bernardo is a Mafia member in New York who is the highest
ranking member of the LCN that controls the pornography syndi-
cate. He is the man that according to the FBI, Department of Jus-
tice and major police department reports which I have to submit to
the Committee has consolidated the U.S. traffic and pornography
under one company, primarily Sovereign News Co. in Cleveland,
OH.
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They handle not only adult pornography and they handle all of
the adult pornography virtually in any adult bookstore, any tho.q-
ter, any X rated cassette. All that material one way or another
goes through some pattern of that family or Sovereign News' vari-
ous hundreds of corporations. We have also seen evidence that the
same companies that traffic in the adult pornography do child por-
nography.

I have only done one child pornography case. That was back in
1976. Maybe it was only softcore pornography, magazines called
"Nudist Moppets and Lolly Tots, they were selling in adult book-
stores. They thought, it is only nude pictures of children. We took a
lot of gambles by seizing every single copy we could in the whole
city of Cleveland. At the time the law said you can only seize one
copy for use as evidence, we Fgured, hey, let the court tell us that
we cannot do this. So we picked it all ip. We never saw another
piece of child pornography again in Cleveland. It does not mean it
is not coming in underground.

Another interesting thing happened. We would prosecute cases
in city court and the Federal Government would not prosecute
them in Federal court so the postal inspector used to bring cases to
us. Once that started happening, the pornographers prevented
child pornography from hitting the mailboxes in Cleveland. If a
man in Cleveland, a pedophile child molester ordered something
from Sweden or Denmark or if he ordered it from Los Angeles or
New York, it would never get delivered to Cleveland because they
were afraid if it did and somebody started prosecuting them, people
would think that there is child porn involved and they would think
the pornographers were bad guys. And as long as they were only
selling adult material, they could handle that heat but they did not
want anybody to think they were really nasty people.

They were almost our best friends. They would keep the child
pornography out which makes me believe that if you stop this bla-
tant traffic in pornography as a profitable international, under-
ground, illegal business, the first thing that is going to disappear is
the commercial child pornography. Pedophiles take pictures and
they trade it and they have underground networks of their own
and computers and they join clubs and that kind of thing but they
do not print magazines. All the magazines are printed either in
this country or in Europe. A lot of it looks like it is printed in
Europe and is not.

Most of the time, pedophiles sell their pictures to contacts in the
adult porn businesses or contacts that they make through the adult
porn businesses like these Swinger ads and the magazines that youpick up in the bars and on the street corners and at the conven-
ience stores. If you answer some of the ads on the back of High So-
ciety or Hustler for certain companies, they are saying they are of-
fering young stuff. Well, the first stuffyou get will not be children
but maybe the third or fourth order you getyou start getting
known, you break into the system. These pictures go over to
Europe and then come back as magazines but the underground
traffic becomes commercial when it gets back here.

People like Marty Hotis who we used to call the peep show king
of New York City, U.S. attorney in Manhattan would not prosecute
him so the U.S. attorney in Buffalo did. Well once he agreed to
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take that case, the Canadian Mounted Police and the New York
task force made up of the FBI and the New York City Police made
a case on Hotis. They made the delivery of the trade for the cash
for the material in Buffalo so they arrested him there. But when
they got the search warrant and searched his office in New York
City, low and behold they found commercial grade child pornogra-
phy, video, 8 millimeter magazines. We found child pornography in
the hands of virtually every major ring that we have uncovered
even like Pornex the film developing labs. They start out making
adult porn and they end up handling child porn too.

You cannot separate the two and I think--
Mrs. Boccs. Mr. Taylor, excuse me a minute. This committee

tries to take suggestions that are successful and replicate them and
suggest that they be replicated in other parts of the country. And
this member would like to clone you as a good prosecuting attorney
and I am so grateful that you are here because you are just won-
derful. But, could you summarize the rest of your testimony for us
please?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that that is the point I wanted to make is
that if we are going to change attitudes, we cannot say that prosti-
tution is OK for adults, pornography is OK for adults. People can
violate all these laws and get away with it and, therefore, no one
cares if someone else does it and no one looks at the problem. A
good child pornography investigator is hard to find. We know that
a good man who is involved with investigating, a good police officer
with the adult porn industry, he knows how to get his hands on the
child porn, he knows how the industry works he knows how the
mail works, he knows how the pedophiles contact each other. A
good adult porn investigator can find a lot more child porn than an
investigator that you say, go find child porn. I mean it is hard
enough to find evidence on their most secretive activity.

Second of all, the prosecutor's have to be better at doing their
job They have to get convictions and you have to put pressure on
judges to give penalties so that only 1 out of 10 does not end up
going to jail. I think that the U.S. attorneys who have done cases
in this country have been successful but there have not been
enough of them. There have to be policy changes. Customs has
turned around almost completely, they are doing a very good job
now. Postal inspectors have not been given the right to bring their
cases to the U.S. attorney yet. There is a big problem with the
policy in the postal inspector.

The Department of Justice has changed their policies quite a bit
and they are doing more but I think they have towhether they
ii.sed more money, I do not know what the problem is, but I thiok
they have to be either encouraged or directed to put certain people
on these kinds of cases ard I think you have to doFederal Gov-
ernment has to start doing White Slave Act cases.

a If the FBI has no idea how the prostitution rackets in this coun-
try operate, how are they ever going to figure out what to do with
child prostitution? In other words, street police officers, vice cops,
they can tell you where the kids-- -which corners the kids are on
because they know which corners the hookers are on. You know it
is unrealistic to say, we can deal with only children if we are not
dealing with the rest of the problem and I am convinced that if I
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could have done my job 10 years ago, there would not be any child
pornography today. That is why I have never been all that upset
about child pornography. I mean I hate it but I know that if I could
put the major king pins of porno in jail, commercial child porn
would disappear. And if I had good street cops making arrests for
prostitution and locking up some of these rings, then you would not
have the child prostitution and I think that is the way to get at
this.

We have to stop making excuses. And we have to stop looking at
child pornography and child prostitution as if it is some kind of a
separate entity all by itself that we can deal with. It is part of that
vice called commercialization of sex; it is part of the pornography
industry and it is part of the prostitution industry. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Bruce Taylor follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE TAYLOR, VICE PRESIDENT-GENERAL COUNSEL,
CITIZENS FOR DECENCY THROUGH LAW, INC., PHOENIX AZ

OCTOBER 31, 1985.

To: The House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.
Re. Effects of the pornography industry on the American Family and the sexual

exploitation of children.
For the last 15 years in America, the pornography industry has had a definite and

devastating impact on the stability of the American family and the relationship be-
tween men and women, and children. In the early 1970's, traditional organized
crime families consolidated their influence and control over distributors and produc-
ers of pornographic magazines and films. By the mid-1970's, the production and
international distribution of hard-core pornography was restricted to a relatively
small group of men with ties in organized crime. These producers and distributors
are referred to as the Pornography Syndicate and consist of film producers who are
members of the Adult Film Association of America (AFAA) and an interlocking
series of hundreds of corporations which are basically subsidiaries of two major dis-
tribution empires, Sovereign News Company (Cleveland) and Star Distributors (New
York). This pornography syndicate and members of La Contra Nostra opened hard-
core pornography outlets ("adult bookstores" and "adult theatres") in every major
city and hundreds of small communities. Hard-core pornography is therefore avail-
able illegally in every state and to nearly every adult in this country. The influence
of organized crime syndicates over pornography industry has been well documented
by the Department of Justice, F.B.I., Attorney General of California, Pennsylvania
Crime Commission, New York State Select Committee on Crime, and the major
police departments in the country, especially in a cooperative report by the Metro-
politan D.C. Police Organized Crime Unit in 1977.

It has been shown in certain communities that there is a statistical relationship
between the existence of "hard-core" outlets and the incidence of sexual crimes, in-
cluding rape, sexual assault, and child molestation. Official studies in Cleveland,
Phoenix, and Los Angeles have verified that sex crimes are higher in those areas of
a city where hard-core pornography is marketed. Statistics kept by the Michigan
State Police prove that in at least 41 percent of sex crimes, pornography is used or
imitated just prior to or during the violent acts. These statistics were compiled by
the Investigative Resource Unit and were based on over 38,000 sexual assaults from
1956 to 1979. Retired State Police Lt. Darrell Pope reported that the ages of the sex
assault victims was three months to 103 years old and the age of the offenders was
13 to 78. Lt. Pope also indicated that their records on the 38,000 sex crimes comprise
probably three to five percent of the actual total number of sexual assaults in
Michigan since 1956. A 1983 study of the University of New Hampshire found math-
ematical correlation between the consumption and readership of "men's magazines"
which are pornographic and the incidence of rape in the United States. Many of the
magazines available on newsstands and in convenience stores are explicitly porno-
graphic and have changed from soft-core pictures ten years ago to hard-Core pornog-
raphy at the present time. Some of these magazines have been adjudicated obscene
and in violation of both state and federal laws. Penthouse v. McAuliffe, 610 F 2d
1353 (5th Cir 1980); Penthouse v. Webb, 594 F. Supp. 1186 ;N.D. Ga. 1984); State of
Georgia v. Larry Flynt, et al., 1264 S.E.2d 669 (Ga. App, 1 'J80); and City of Belleville
v. Morgan, 376 N.E.2d 704 (App. Ct. III. 1978).
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It is my considered opinion that pornography has had a direct effect on the dete-
rioration of moral values and therefore the attitude which men have toward women
and adults have with children. Pornography has provided a message to the male
population that women are valuable primarily as sexual entertainment and domina-
tion. The high incidence of divorce, adultery, venereal disease, homosexuality, and
pedophile cannot be ignored as a fact of life in America. The widespread availability
If pornography and the obvious and statistical effects that it has on sexual behavior
and crimes is a significant factor in this change in the American family and sexual
life-styles. The pornography industry creates a desire for its product by enticing the
male population with the attractiveness of female nudity and mild forms of soft-core
pornography.

Magazines such as Penthouse, Playboy, Hustler, High Society, etc., and the in-
creasing sex and nudity in PG- and R-rated movies and the influx of pornography
on cable and subscription television, are, in effect, "priming the pump", and adver-
tising for harder types of pornography. The porn syndicate then capitalizes on this
desensitization to "soft" pornography by providing more explicit hard-core pornogra-
phy through "adult" bookstores and theatres and video stores. The increased toler-
ance of users of pornography then creates an escalation to a greater need for sexual
stimuli to achieve a similar erotic or sexually violent response. This creates a
market for, and a consumption of, more violent and deviant forms of hard-core por-
nography, including sadomasochism, rape, incest, deviant practices, and child por-
nography. The extremely alarming growth of child pornography is a natural! out-
growth of this progression and is caused by a total debasement of women as human
beings. In the mind of rapist and child molesters who have gone through the process
of "desensitization" and "escalation", women are thought of as sexually immoral
and a threat. The loss of innocence of women and the loss of affection in the sexual
relationship leads these men to seek a perverted sense of innocence and fulfillment
by turning to children as the last innocent and affectionate sexual partners. In my
opinion, this is analogous to the Oedipus Complex where men seek to sexually rees-
tablish a relationship of affection that is maternal in nature. Since the general pop-
ulation of women are portrayed in pornography of immoral and purely pleasure
seeking, these men seek the innocence and maternal purity of children as the stand-
ard of love and interpersonal relationship that is remembered from their own child-
hood experiences with their mothers. They are, in effect, reversing their need for
affection by perverting the last innocent sexual partners available, which are chil-
dren. Pornography is the major "educational" factor in destroying in innocence and
purity of women and the affection and privacy of sexual relations.

In my experience as a prosecutor from Cleveland, Ohio, from 1973 to 1978, and in
supervising over 600 obscenity cases, and by my trial experience of 40 obscenity jury
trials in Cleveland and some 20 obscenity jury trials in several states since 1978, I
see the effect of the pornography industry and individual sex crimes as well as the
method of operation and increased influence of organized crime in this business.
The business is violent, corrupt, and totally out of control. Increased prosecution ef-
forts must be made by city and state law enforcement agencies to restrict the local
distribution of hard-core pornography and the open sale and display of softer forms
of pornography. The lack of enforcement, since 1973, of federal obscenity statutesand child porn statutes must also be reversed. The Pornography Syndicate has
become too wealthy, powerful, and influential for local enforcement alone. Orga-
nized crime (LCN) families are laundering billions of dollars a year through the por-
nography syndicate. Many misguided and callous sexologists and researchers are re-
placing common sense and scientific methods with personal opinions and sexually
libertine philosphy. The ACLU, many entertainment figures, and media figures and
reporters are coming to the aid of the pornography industry byconfusing the Amer-ican public into believing that there are either no laws against obscenity and por-
nography or that any attempt to pass new or stronger laws or enforce existing laws
amounts to censorship and is a violation of the First Amendment. The United State
Supreme Court has held on every occasion that obscenity is not protected by the
First Amendment and that enforcement of existing laws against obscene publica-
tions and films is neither prior restraint nor an act of censorship. See especially:
Paris Adult Theatre v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49 (1973)

One of the best eummaries of the problem of pornography, organized crime, andthe need to increa e general enforcement rather than concentrate only on child por-nography is set out at oages j and k of a 1978 report by the FBI entitled, "The
Extent of Organized Crime Involvement in Pornography". The FBI concluded as fol-lows:

"It is the impression of Special Agents of this Bureau doing field investigations
that there is a national pattern of inconsistent enforcement of pornography laws
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throughout the United States. Many of the state and local ordinances are ineffective
and, when convictions are obtained, which are usually difficult in each instance, the
sentences directed at individuals are usually light and ineffective and do not act as
a deterrent. The financial rewards to pornography peddlers far outweight the
chances for arrest, conviction, and fine. There appears to be complete agreement na-
tionally that prosecution should be pursued vigorously against child pornographers;
however, if total emphasis is given to the child pornography area, this could give
the impression that law enforcement condones adult homosexual and heternsexual
obscene films and magazir e', and the flow of these materials will continue unabat-
ed, producing enormous prints for organized crime and their associates.

"mere -ire numerous possible explanations for what appears to be almost total
apathy in some areas of the United States concerning adult pornography matters,
and a number of FBI offices have reported that people seem to feel that as long as it
does not involve or both...r them personally, 'let it alone,' and if an individual wants
to spend money on films and magazines of an obscene nature, it should be his pre-
rogative. A number of our field offices, in contact with local police authorities, have
obtained information that the majority of individuals arrested on sex-related crimi-
nal offenses have in their possession at the time of arrest some type of pornogra
material. In one large western city, the vice squad advised that 72% of the individ-
uals arrested for rape and child-related sexual offenses had in their possession some
type of pornographic material.

"It was the usual opinion of the police and prosecutors interviewed during the
course of the survey that pornography matters have an extremely low priority, and
on several reasons: the complicated nature of the cases, inexperienced prosecutors.
highly skilled and organized first amendment defense specialists, resultant 'fear' of
losing the cases and, as mentioned previously, the light and ineffective sentences.
Even if successful, there frequently is a willingness on the part of prosecutors to
plea bargain and allow corporations to plead guilty as opposed to the individuals
involvtd, resulting in relatively small fines rather than incarceration.

"In conclusion, organized crime involvement in pornography, as evidenced by this
survey, is indeed sigrificant, and there is an obvious national control directly and
indirectly by organized crime figures of that industry in the United States. Few por-
nographers can operate in the United States independently without some involve-
ment with organized crime. Only through a well-coordinated all -out national effort
from the investigative and prosecutive forces can we ever hope to stem the tide of
pornography. More importantly, the huge profits gathered by organized crime from
this area and then redirected to other lucrative forms of crime, such as narcotics
and investment in legitimate business enterprises, k certainly cause for national
concern even if there is community apathy toward pornography.

There are many solutions which must be attempted if we are to reverse the vio-
lent and sexually destructive trends now seen within and without the American
family. Stronger laws are needed to protect minors from pornography and exploita-
tion, to restrict prostitution, and to increase the penalties for traffic in obscenity.
The FCC and the Department of Justice must enforce the standards of indecency
and obscenity in cable and subscription television to prevent the pornography indus-
try from successfully providing hard- and soft.core pornography within the home.
Crisis centers and homes for runaway and abused children and women must be cre-
ated and funded properly. Responsible and moral sex education and concepts of
inter personal relationships must bt: part of the educational system. Finally, law en-
forcement agencies must coordinate and cooperate in joint local, statewide, and fed-
eral levels in the investigation, study, and prosecution of obecenip, and child por-
nography cases. Law enforcement can and must play a major role in restricting the
sexual exploitation and pornography industries. By this effort an example would be
set which would change public attitudes as well as reduce the individual occur-
rences of violent sex crimes. I am convinced that as long as the pornography indus-
try is allowed to teach sexual perversion, violence, and the exploitation of women
ant children as sexual entertainment, American society will never achieve a thor-
oughly stable family structure based on mutual respect, affection, and obediez"e to
legal and r :nil principles.

Mrs. BOGGS Thank you so much, M.-. Taylor. And now we will
hear from someone who deals with this problem locally. Detective.
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STATEMENT OF STEVEN FINKELBERG, DETECTIVE,
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. FINKELBERG. Thank you. I wish I went before Mr. Taylor.
Madam Chairperson, members of the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth and Families, I appreciate the opportunity to be here
today for the purpose of discussing my own exueriences about how
children and young teenagers can be exploited for criminal pur-
poses by older teenagers and adults and what measures can be em-
ployed to effectively address the problem.

I am an 18-year veteran of the Metropolitan Police Department,
16 years assigned to the drug enforcement in general and the last 3
years with the youth offenders in particular. The local problems in
drug enforcement related to youth offenders are multifaceted.
Today, drug abuse among youth has reached epidemic proportionswithin the District of Columbia. Even more frighten'ng is the
number of youths taking an active part in the wholesaling of distri-
bution of controlled substances.

In the past, young people mainly experimented with marijur-,a
or alcohol. Today they experiment with PCP, probably the most
dangerous substance being abused by young people. The most
common list of substances being abused by teenagers in the District
of Columbia is marijuana and marijuana laced with PCP or PCP
lac'1 with other substances. Cocaine used by young people is on
the increase but the cost of the drug still prohibit; many young
people from experimenting with or abusing this substance.

This increase has occurred almost simultaneously with the ap-
pearance of $10 shooters or businessman special on the streets of
the District of Columbia. Some of the reasons for the popularity of
marijuana and PCP outside of low cost and availability of the
drugs is society's view through the movies, television, and music
that marijuana is a harmless drug. Since PCP is generally !aced on
marijuana, young people accept the dangers associated with PCP inthe same light with marijuana.

PCP is without a doubt the most dangerous of listed substances
being abused today. PCP is a danger not only to the physical and
mental well being of the abuser but also a physical danger to inno-
cent people coming in contact with a young person under the ef-
fects of PCP. No one can predict with certainty how a user will
react while under the influence of PCP. Many youths within the
District of Columbia become involved in drug abuse and the distri-
bution of drugs for various reasons. A few of these reasons are
other family members being involved in drugs, associates, a peer
group pressure, idolization, the glamorous aspects of the drug cul-
ture, coercion, and the oldest as far as distribution is concerned,
greed.

Many adult drug traffickers prefer to utilize young people in the
distribution of illicit substances because juveniles receive lenient
treatment from the courts. Even if the adult and the juvenile are
arrested together, their respective cases are separated and the juve-
nile in the majority of the cases will take the fall ear the drugs and
testify that the adults had no involvement.

In rddition, trying the case without all the conspirators present
in many cases hinders adequate presentation of the facts to the
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jury. Another reason for the utilization of juveniles is, they are
easy to control by fear, intimidation and may lessen the possibility
of being doublecrossed by an associate or subordinate. In addition,
juveniles open new markets for the distributor that would be closed
to an adult such as schools, teen groups, parties, et cetera.

I would like to emphasize that young people are well aware of
the consequences surrounding their involvement and basically are
looking for the easy buck. However, there are exceptions to eve .7
rule. In 1984, we encountered one of these cases involving coercion.
The police department received information that a drug distributor
was staging false holdups in order to trap young people into being
subordinates in his drug distribution network. According to the re-
liable information, the juvenile was paid $50 to deliver a bag con-
taining a large sum of money to someone at a hotel on New York
Avenue, NW. When the taxi stopped and the juvenile was on his
way to the room to drop off the bag of money, he was robbed at
gun point. When he informed the distributor about the robbery, he
was threatened with a gun and informed he would have to work off
the debt or else as repayment.

The juvenile was given heroin everyday to sell in order to work
off his debt. In 1983, we encountered the "ET" case. In the District
of Cclumbia, brand names were placed on street bags of heroin in
the form of advertising their product. In 1983, we found ET was a
brand of heroin being sold in the 14th and W Streets, NW., area.
Through an investigation, it was found that juveniles were being
used similar to a job corps. Teenagers were used to hold and sell
drugs and were recruited on a daily basis. There were two shifts, a
day and evening shift. The juveniles received $5 a bag for each
sale.

This case resulted in the arrest of four adults. At the time the
case was closed, the juvenile was present with the adults and seized
with 1,100 bags of heroin. Another case involved a heroin ring in
the Northwest, they used juveniles as lookouts when they sold
their dope on the street. They employed five to eight kids a day
and provided motor bikes for the older kids and pedal bikes for the
young ones, 9 to 10 years of age. Other cases involve young girls to
sell or hold for drug distributors ei:cce females are more difficult
because of a male/female relationship and present a searching
problem to the police officer on the streets.

A case 2 years ago had a man using a 6-yeai -old to walk over to
the customer and deliver the controlled substance, Preludin, to the
customer while the adult looked on. Another incident involves deal-
ers that purchase two or three Honda 250cc dirt bikes for the juve-
niles to deliver PCP for them.

As far as the schools are concerned, the District of Columbia
Public School System cooperates fully with the Metropolitan Police
Department, allows us to place undercover officers in the schools
posing as students. Presently, there are four police officers in the
District school system working in undercover capacity. The pur-
chases are generally made from juveniles or young adults who
work for adults.

I would like to clarify that, in almost all cases, youths involved
in drug traffic for profit are aware of what they are doing. Teen-
agers know that money talks and they want to make a fast buck.
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For this reason, it is easy to enlist juveniles to sell, transport, or
get a commission or just get their supply from them. With the ex-
ception of marijuana, I would say that ultimately all juveniles get
their supply whether for resale or use from an adult.

Although drugs will not go away and greed will always be in our
society, steps can be taken to fight the drug probl-m. The schools
do have drug awareness programs but they should start at an earli-
er age. Drug abuse should be taught starting in the first grade.
This would be light, general education and would increase every
year. Parents should be educated to the signs and effects of drug
abuse. PTA's would be an excellent place to serve as a training ve-
hicle. Education is the key and a combined effort by Government
and private agencies may be another key.

If the media or music- industry could curtail their dramatization
of drugs, it would help youth. In the long run, this would be benefi-
cial. I also have an attachment- of the arrests for the juveniles for
1984 in the District of Gambia and the charges and age groups
and schools they attended. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Steven Finkelberg follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN S. FINKELBERG, METROPOLITAN POLICE
DEPARTMENT, DETECTIVE II, WASHINGTON, DC

Madam Chairperson, members of the Select Committee on Children, Youth and
Families, I appreciate the opportunity to be here today for the purpose of discussing
my own experiences about how children and how young teenagers can be exploited,
for cnminal purposes, by older teenagers and adults and what measures could be
employed to effectively address the problem.

I am an eighteen yeaz veteran .of the Metropolitan Police Department, 16 years
assigned to drug enforcement in general and the last three years with Youth Of-
fenders in particular.

The local problems in drug enforcement relative to Youth Of:enders are multifa-
ceted. Today, drug buse among youth has reached epidemic proport one within the
District of Columl Even more frightening is the number of youths taking an
active part in the w. olesaling and distribution of controlled substances In the past,
young people mainly experimented with marijuana or alcohol. Today, they experi-
ment with PCP, probably the most dangerous substance being abused by young
people. (See Attachment A)

The most common illicit substances being abused by teenagers in the District of
Columbia is marijuana and marijuana laced with PCP or laced on other sub-
stances. Cocaine use by young people is on the increase, but the cost of the drug still
prohibits many young people from experimenting with or abusing this substance.
This increase occurred almost simultaneous with the appearance of $10.00 shooters
or businessman special on the streets of the District of Columbia.

Some of the reasons for the popularity of marijuana and PCP, outside of the low
cost and availability of the drugs, is society's view through the movies, television,
and music that marijuana is a harmless drug Since PCP is generally sold laced on
marijuana, young people acquaint the dangers associated with PCP in the same
light with marijuana

PCP is without a doubt the most dangerously illicit substance being abused today
PCP is a danger not only to the physicial and mental well-being of the abuser, but
also a physical danger to innocent people coming into contact with a young person
under the affects of PCP. No one can predict, with certainty, how a user will react
while under the influence of PCP.

Many youths within the District of Columbia become involved in drug abuse and
the distribution of drugs for various reasons A few of these reasons are other family
members being involved in drugs, associations or peer group pressure, idolizing the
glamorous aspects of the drug culture, coercion, and the oldest, as far as distribution
is concerned, greed

Many adult drug traffickers prefer to utilize young people in the distribution of
illicit substances because juveniles receive lenient treatment from the courts Even
if the adult and juvenile are arrested together, their respective cases are separated
and the juvenile, in the majonty of the cases, will take the fall for the drugs and
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testify that the adult had no involvement. In addition, trying the case without all
the conspirators present, in many cases, hinders adequate presentation of the facts
to the jury

Another reason for the utilization of juveniles is that they are easy to control by
fear, intimidation, and may lessen the possibility of being double-crossed by an ar..o-
ciate or subordinate. In addition, juveniles open new markets for the distributo.
that would be closed to an adult, such as schools, teen groups, parties, etc.

I would also like to emphasize the young people are well aware of the conse-
quences surrounding their involvement, and basic-ally are looking for the "easy
buck". However, there are exceptions to every rule.

In 1984 we encountered one of these cases, involving coercion. The police depart-
ment received information that a drug distributor was staging false holdups in
order to trap young people into being subordinates in his distribution network. Ac-
cording to the reliable information, the juvenile was paid $50.00 to deliver a bag
containing a large sum of money to someone at a hotel on New York Avenue, N.W.
When the taxi stopped and the juvenile was on his way to the room to drop off the
bag of money, he was robbed at gunpoint. When he informed the distributor about
the robbery, he was threatened with a gun and informed he would have to work the
debt off or else. As repayment, the juvenile was given heroin everyday to sell in
order to work off the debt.

In 1983 we encountered the "ET" case. Is the District of Columbia brand names
were placed on street bags of heroin as a form of advertising their product. In 1983
we found ET was a brand of heroin being said in the 14th and W Streets, NW area.
Through investigation it was found that juveniles were being used similar to a "job
corps". Teenagers were used to hold and sell the drugs and were recruited on a
daily basis. There were two shifts, day and evening. The juvenile received $5.00 a
bag for each sale. This case resulted in the arrest of four adults. At the time the
case was closed a juvenile was present with the adults and seized were 1,000 bags of
heroin.

Another case involved a heroin ring in N.E. Washington that used juveniles as
lookouts while they sold their dope on the street. They employ 5 to 8 kids a day and
provide motor bikes for the older kids and pedal bikes for the young ones, about 9 to
10 years of age.

Other cases involve using young girls to sell or hold for drug distributzsrs, since
females are more difficult because of the male/female relationships and prtsent a
searching problem to the police officer on the streets. A case two years ago and a
man using a six year old to walk over to the customer and deliver the controlled
substance (Preludin) to the customer, while the adult looks on. Another incident in-
volves dealers that purchased 2 or 3 Honda 250cc dirt bikes for juveniles to use in
delivering PCP for him

As far as the schools are concerned, the District of Columbia Public School
System cooperates fully with the Metropolitan Police Department and allows us to
place undercover police officers in the schools, posing as students. Presently, there
are four police officers in the District school system in an undercover capacity. The
purchases are generally made from juveniles or young adults, who work for adults.

I would like to clarify that in almost all cases, youths involved in drug traffickinF
for profit, are aware of what they are doing. Teenagers know that money "talks '
and they want to make a "fast buck" For this reason, it is easy to enlist juveniles
to sell, transport or get commission, or just get their supply from them. With the
exception of marijuana, I would say that ultimately all juveniles get their supply,
whether for resale or use, fro- i an adult.

Although drugs will not go away and greed will always be in our society, steps
can be taken to fight the drug problem. The schools do have drug awareness pro-
grams but they should start at an earlier age Drug abuse should be taught starting
in the first grade This would Le light, general education and would increase every
year Parents should be educated as to the signs and effects of drug abuse PTA's
would be an excellent place to serve as a training vehicle. Education is the key and
a combined effort by government and private agencies may be the key If the media
or music industry could curtail their dramatization of drugs, it would help youth. In
the long run, this would be beneficial
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Narcotic Branch iDet Steven S Finkelberg
January 1, 1965

Juvenile Arrests for the months of January

I ri

I ri

thru December. 1984

CHARGES TOTALS

UCSAPossession of Cannabis 179
UCSA--P W i 0 Cannabis 109
UCSA--Distribution of Cannabis 70

UCSA--Possession of P C.P 103
UCSA- -P.W.1 D of P C P. 137
UCSA--Distribution of P C.P 113

UCSA--Possession of Cocaine 5
UCSA--P.W.I.D. of Cocaine 29
UCSA--Distribution of Cocaine 12

UCSA--Possession of Heroin 5
JCSA--P.W.I.D. of Heroin 6
JCSA--Distribution of Heroin 13

fCSA--Possession of Preludin 2
jCSA--P.W.I.D. of Preludin 2
1CSA--Distribution of Preludin 4

1CSA--Possession of Valium 2
1CSA--P W.I D. of Valium

1

TSA--Distribution of Valium 0

CSA--Possession o' Ritalin 0
CSA--P W I D. of Ritalin

1

CSA--Distribution of Ritalin 0

CSA--Possession of Drug Paraphernalia 2
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GOVe(M'AcNT Of a OiSIA14T ur
'AerlOPOLITAN 701.10E DVAIr '
MORALS DIVISION FILE REPOel r

PD 454,4 P.. 4/74

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
(Conttnuatton)

1 January 7, 1985 Narcotic Branch

Title

Juvenile Arrests for the months of January thru December, 1984.

o ..urea

Kelly Miller Jr H S 2 Bruce Monroe Sr H.S 1

Einstein Jr. H S -MD 1 Mark Twain Sr H.S 1

Hamilton Jr. H.S. 11 Woodrow Wilson Sr H.S. 4

Patterson Jr. H.S. 3 Ballou Sr. H.S. 12

Evans Jr. H.S. 1 H.B. Carver Adult Educational 1

Garfield Jr. H.S. 1 Parkdale Sr. H.S. 2

Lackey Jr. H.S. 1 Phelps Vocational 7

Burdick Backus Jr. H.S. 1 Bladensburg Sr. H.S. 1

Kramer Jr. H.S. 1 Jefferson Sr. H.S. 1

Bundy Jr. H.S. 2 Carroll Sr. H S. 1

3rown Jr. H.S. 2 Radnor Sr. H.S. 2

Buchanan Jr. H.S. 1 Learning Operation Center 1

Francis Jr. H.S. 2 Congress Heights-MD. 1

Hart Jr. H.S. 18 Mt. Blair 1

Woodson Sr. H.S. 27 Edison 1

Friendship Vocational 7 Mt. Herban

' Armstrong Vocational 20 City Youth Services

Franklin Adult Educational 15 14erdon Sr. H.S.-Va.

i Springarn Sr. H.S. 32 Gorden Center 1

ci Dca.CnioSzatresert Alc.Veogy 6

40

City Light Vocational
1WilliamsburgArl., Va.

1

Coolidge Sr. H.S. 24 Penn Vocational Center 1

Crossland Sr. H.S. 1-MD. McLean Sr. H.S.-Va. 2

Center for Youth Services 2 Oxon Hill Middle-MD. 1

Roosevelt Sr. H.S. 19 Archbishop Carroll 1

Capt. Luthern Sr. H.S. 1 P.G. Community College-MD. 1

Bell Vocational 7 Suitland Sr. H.S. -10. 1

Eastern Sr. H.S. 7 Friendly N.S. -A0. 1

Dunbar Sr. H.S. 18 Central 1

McKinley Sr. H.S. 15 Green Vocational 1

T.C. Williams Sr. H.S. 2 Jefferson Jr. H.S. 2

Anacotia Sr. H.S. 12 Glen Park Middle-MD. 1

Falls Church Sr. H.S. 1-Va. Highland GED 1

East Roosevelt I-MD. Largo H.S. -MD. 1

OFFIOAL US! ONLY itrasa or ors
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MORALS DIVISION FILE REPORT
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Yit NS, 7. Ira
RETORT OF INVESTIGATION

(Comm ./. )

Juvenile Arrests for the months of January

January 7, 1985

ertranCo

Narcotic Branch

thru December, 1984

I 0 MAMMA

UCSA--Possession of Dilaudid 0

UCSA--P.W.I D. of Diliudid 2

UCSA--Distribution of Dilaudid

OTHER CHARGES

Robbery Fear 2 Sipple Assault 1

Burlary II 4 Reckless Driving
Disorderly Craps 2 Failure to Pay Fare 1

CPWL 3 Destruction of Property 5

AOW 1 Hit & Run 1

Breaking E. Entering 1 UPP 1

Nat'l Firearms Act 2

AGE GROUPS

llers. 121yrs. 13

15

yrs. 14

44
yrs. 15

9

yrs.

Males Arrested
Females Arrested
Total Arrests for the Months of January

Undercover Police Officer Purchases
Money Seized

Arrests outside of school
Arrests in school

GRADES

TOTALS

16 yrs. 17_yrs.
138 248

567

41

thru December, 1984 -608

'6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th
! 4 26 62 88 126 63

SCHOOLS RESPONDENTS ATTENDING

Lidding Elementary
River Terrace Elementary
Emery Elementary

Lincoln Jr. H.S.
Garnett Patterson Jr. H.S.
Douglas Jr. H.S.
Hine Jr. H.S.

Langley Jr. H.S.
Roper Jr. H.S.
Chelesea Jr. H.S.

151

$16,351 00

600
8

12th Not Attending School
50 T36

1 Somereo Jr. H.S.
1 Taft Jr. H.S.
1 McFarland Jr. H.S.

13 Paul Jr. H.S.
7 Fletcher-Johnson Jr. H.S.
7 Shaw Jr. H.S.
6 Terrell Jr. H.S.
10 Woodson Jr. H.S.
7 Friendship Jr. H.S.
2 Acton Jr. H.S.

1

9

7

2

5

10
10

6
3
2
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Icanim,m;ord
I January 7, 1935 Narcotic Branch

1 CI /k..
Juvenile Arrests for the months of January thru Decervaer, 1984

FORE OTHER CHARGES

Fugitive on a Warrant 1 Receiving Stolen Property 1

UUV 16 Unregistered Firearm I

Cl/II-Knife 2 Unregistered Aram I

Disorderly Conduct 8 Shoplifting 4

Theft 11 7 No D C Perait 2

DISTRICT BREAKDOWN
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Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much, Detective Finkelberg. It was
excellent testimony and the attachment is very revealing. We cer-
tainly do thank you. Mr. Coats.

Mr. COATS. Well, I want to thank the panelists for some very
good testimony. It occurs to me, Madam Chairman, that we are
just scratching the surface here. There is a lot more that this com-
mittee and panel can learn about, particularly from the organized
standpoint that Mr. Taylor was discussing. I would hope that we
could pursue this, perhaps even hold a followup hearing. I would
like to share some of the testimony that we have just heard with
some of the other members of this committee who, because of the
hour, were not able to stay and hear it.

I was particularly interested, Mr. Berg, in your characterizations
and categorizations of the child abuser. That was enlightening be-
cause we are struggling to classify offenders. We need to do that in
order to provide proper remedies for dealing with the problem,
both from an enforcement standpoint and from a treatment stand-
point. Your testimony there has been very helpful in that regard.
Mr. Taylor, you have given us some very practical, specific things
that we can do. We continually struggle in Congress, saying, "Well,
yes, thank you for alerting us to the problem; now what do we do?"
And you have given us some very practical things that we can do
right away. I particularly appreciate your forthrightness and can-
didness in doing tnat.

And, as our last witness, Detective Finkelberg, I think you have
graphically brought home to us some of the dynamics of what we
are dealing with here in a city that we all represent in a sense.
That information is also very, very helpful to us.

I want to reiterate and reaffirm some of the things that Mr.
Taylor has said. Mr. Taylor, you have made it clear that while it is
difficult for us at the Federal level to reach into and see into the
home where the father or the stepfather is sexually abusing a child
or to discover the child abusing pedophile who is the quiet, nice
guy down the street that no one would ever suspect, there is still
plenty that the Federal Government can do to protect children.

You have brought to our attention the extent of organized crime
in this problem. You have specifically indicated certain cities
around the country that are involved in the marketing and pro-
duction of pornographic material. You have given us some specific
steps of what you have done that has brought about tangible, im-
mediate results. And I think, based on this, we ought to move
ahead. We know what is happening; we know who is involved; we
know where it is going on. We have got to tike action, and we have
got to take it now. And, I really hope that this committee will lead
the way in Congress in bringing this to the attention of all of our
colleagues in making stiff, solid, firm recommendations as to what
this Congress should do.

Madam Chairman, I know this is an area in which you are
deeply interested. I hope we chi: zo forward from here; not just
have a hearing and ut out a nice report =lying, "Isn't this a terri-
ble problem!" I he e we really take the lead in this Congress in
doing something about it. We have been given some specific things
to do. We can rally in a bipartisan manner and do these things.
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And I appreciate not only the testimony we have heard, but also
the Chair's great interest in this. I certainly look forward to work-
ing with you to taking some action steps to do something about this
problem. Thank you.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much, Mr. Coats. Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. I will be brief, Madam Chairmr-.1. I know you are

under considerable time restraint here. I was particularly interest-
ed in your remarks, Mr. Taylor regarding sentencing guidelines. If
you had anything specific that you could submit in terms of recom-
mendations along those lines either to the committee, or to the
committee so that at least I could see them, I would certainly be
interested in perhaps drafting legislation along that line.

Just one quick question that I have of you, is not therea diffi-
culty here in the sense of Federal legislation superimposing itself
upon the States of course in terms of who should draft it and who
is responsible for it. Do you have any recommendations how to get
around that quickly?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yeah, that is a problem because obviously the Fed-
eral courts are not involved in a lot of the local problems that
these gentlemen are talking about. And we cannot expect the Con-
gress to solve this whole problem. If the Congress does what it can
do however, I think you will pick up on the local level. Like I said
before, even just as an attitude thing, if the Federal Government
was doing real good things on drugs, I think that the city police
officers might be able to do more on the local street level. If there
is white slave interstate traffic in Federal court, maybe the city
police officers would treat prostitution mare important. And if
there was some Federal enforcement of obscenity, maybe the locals
would pick up the slack.

One of the things that exist is that when you finally do have ju-
risdiction over a child abuse case where pictures were then sent
through the mails or something and therefore you do have Federal
cases on a few child abuse type cases. I mean there have to be pic-
tures taken but there are instances whee that happens where the
Federal people can be brought to court involving actual abuse of
children.

If the penalty structuie is changed, the discretionary guidelines
that now exist for Federal judges are changed to say that instead of
having the Federal judge consider to give the guy leniency, have
the Federal judge have to consider giving him jail time for those
offenses where, and then you can specify, violations of these stat-
utes are involved. And you can specify that they are Cie child por-
nography and the child sexual abuse statutes so that when the
judge gets to the point where he is saying, he is a nice guy, he is a
nice guy, he has only been convicted once before, then instead of
saying, well, we have a better program and my job now is to decide
why I should not put him in the better program if we change the
guideline to say, he has been convicted before and these are the im-
portant statutes and the guy knew that this was the penalty. Now
my job is to try to find out why I cannot put him in jail.

I mean it is a subtle difference. The Federal guidelines on sen-
tencing can be changed to give the presumption that he sheuld go
to jail on a second or third offense instek*d of that he should stay
out on a second or third offense. And so, that can be done to effect
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the Federal crimes. Another thing is that there is a copy-cat thing
that goes on around the country. If the Congress passes certain
kinds of statutes dealing with substantive law like you do with ob-
scenity and hijacking and other things, the States parrot that.
RICO is now being picked up in many States. They will pick up on
this concept.

Another thing you could do, change the pleas from guilty, and
innocent to guilty, innocent and guilty by reason of insanity in-
stead of innocent by reason of insan .y. If a guy says, yeah I did it
but I was insane then the Judge can say, OK, you are sentenced to
4 years but you are not sentenced to a prison, you are sentenced to
a hospital. People like the doctor on my right cannot treat if you
cannot hold them and if somebody is innocent by reason of insanity
and you put them in an institution where the staff has almost an
incentive to cure him to show how smart they are. In 2 years these
people get out, they do not really have a chance to develop proper
treatment programs. So if a person is convicted of a crime but he
does have serious mental problems, then the Government has the
duty to treat him while he is in prison, not just treat him and re-
lease him.

And so I think the change of the plea to guilty by reason of in-
sanity or guilty but insane or one of those variations would do a
whole lot to remove that abuse of the whole insanity and it would
allow us to develop treatment programs and to find out what is
wrong with these people once we do catch them. So those kinds of
things would be picked up by the States also, so that kind of leader-
ship by the Congress even though you cannot deal with all the
little street level aspects of this crime will trickle down and will
have I think a serious effect.

You know like I said, if the Feds were serious, they would get
tough and if the locals see the Feds getting tough, they will get
tough.

Mr. SMITH. If you have anything like that that you would like to
offer specifically in terms of recommendations to the committee, I
certainly would appreciate that.

Mr. TAYLOR. We would be glad to, sir.
Mr. SMITH. 1 would appreciate that. Thank you, Madam Chair-

man.
Mrs. BOGGS. Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I would just like to say that from the testimony I

h: -,,c heard and the testimony I have read from today's hearing,
the job that you have done both in documenting the degree of vio-
lence and the exploitation, the seriousness and the extent of the
problem really is very impressive, I will simply join my colleagues
in offering all who have testified the opportunity to submit more
specific recommendations having thought about your experien( - in
the context of everyone else's.

It is extremely important that we take action but it is not sy
up here to take action. And it is particularly not easy to tt.
action that reflects reality. I would just simply associate my re-
marks with others in the panel that any specific language or ideas
that you want to bring forward in the next few weeks, I know that
the chairlady and the committee members are always most inter-
ested in that kind of assistance. Thank you.
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Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much, Mrs. Johnson. We are verygrateful to all of you for your testimony and there were a few
things that I would like to ask. Mr. Berg, I was so interested in the
Chesapeake Institute and the remarkable work that you are doing.
How do the patients pay for institute care including the offenders?

Mr. BERG. I would say that that has been an ongoing problem
not only in our community here but all around the country. How
do people pay for the kind of therapy that we are talking about.
We are looking at long-term treatment, whether it is for offenders
or victims or families. The Chesapeake Institute has done some
fund raising to try and develop some funds for people that would
be available.

I understand that there will be some victim assistance moneys
that will be available as they are distributed to States and I hope
that will be available. Right now however, there are very few re-
sources, monetary resources for people. Insurance programs in
some instances will help cover benefits. In other instances, peoplehave to pay whatever they can pay. The Chesapeake Institute for
instance has a series of positions or "slots" for families that come
in. We have a sliding scale in a sense so that we can provide serv-
ices for people based on their financial need.

Mrs. BOGGS. What about the offenders?
Mr. BERG. Excuse me?
Mrs. BOGGS. Offenders, how do you treat- -
Mr. BERG. Offenders are very much in the same situation. We do

work with Juvenile Services Administration in the State of Mary-
land to provide some contracts for juvenile offenders. However,
adult offenders for the most part, out of necessity, need to pay for
their services themselves.

There is also a program called Parents United which we help
support in our county which provides very low cost, in some in-
stances free support and self-help and therapy groups for offenders,
for children, for nonabusing parents and for adults who were mo-lested when they were children. So there are some creative ways
that communities can help to maintain some of these resources.

Mrs. BOGGS. I would thank you very much. Mr. Taylor, in your
written testimony I was very interested to see that you felt very
strongly that we should for instance have more shelters for bat-
tered women. Would you elaborate on that a little bit?

Mr. TAYLOR. Madam Chairman, I think' that there have to be
places where police officers whi go into a home situation and find
a woman that has been beat up by her husband or a girl who has
been beat up by her pimp or that sort of situation as well as for
adults and children alike to be able to be taken. Now right now, Ithink the best jobs are being done by privately funded organiza-
tions like Covenant House in New York does with children, like
Odyssey Institute does in New York with prostitutes and adult
women. I think that the Congress although obviously you cannotpay to have homesrunaway homes al: over the couL_y, youcould have tax incentives, you could Lave people in the Federal
Government in one of the Health aid Hum :n Services Depart-
ments or someone who go around ana find out what is good about
the existing priva e programs and then make their knowledge of
the other private ! rograms available to different communities.
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If you had a Federal educator who went around to different cities
and talked to their local people and said, this is how you could
start a Covenant House privately, this is how you could start an
Odyssey Institute privately. I think that that has always been a
problem for our police officers. What do you do with these people,
you have to leave them there and the husband is probably going to
get out of jail on bond in an hour, so what do we do with them. So I
do think we need more for children and women. I do not necessari-
ly think it should be Government operated because I think the best
jobs are always done either locally or privately But there are
things that could be done with the tax laws or with education that
would make it easy.

People just do not know how to start. They do not even know
that they could start them and I think that just telling them that
you could start it, the YMCA's, the Salvation Armies, if they were
told how to start and how to fund these operations would do that
job for us without any tax money or without a big part of involve-
ment b the Federal Government other than facilitating the infor-
matio

Mrk_. A3oGGs. The other question that I would like to propose to
you that is also included in your written testimony which I read
with great interest was that you seem to feel that there should be
some type of sex prevention education programs in schools or per-
haps that could identify the kids. Do you feel that if there is this
type of prevention, sex prevention education that it helps in later
years for the young people to come forward and to reveal their own
abusive situation?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think very definitely. You would see the same
kind of thing happen with child abuse that we have seen happen
with women, adult rape. I think there is much more rape going on
in this country now, the statistics are so much higher that it
cannot be just over reporting or under reporting previously. Kids
would if they were told what this problem was and there have been
some good education programs, all of them to this point have been
private. But one of the things that has been most helpful in indi-
vidual cities that have taken initiative of their own. For instance,
little cities like North Ridgeville, OH, they have a Safe Kids Day
and everybody comes down and the police department photo graphs
the kids and they fingerprint them and they take their medical
things and they give them a card, whatever. They have seminars
for the parents and then they have separate seminars for the kids.
The policemen go to the schools, they address every grade at least

-Ice a year.
Now, many communities are doing this on their own but not

enough obviously. One of the ways that the Federal Government
could get involved in kind of fostering or encouraging this would be
to have people like the postal inspectors, the Custom's inspectors
and the FBI agents make it a point, just make sure they visit every
classroom, every class and every school at least once a year as a
representative to ei:plain Federal narcotics laws, the problem of
narcotics, prostitution laws, problem with prostitution, pornogra-
phy laws, problem with pornography, sexual abuse of children,
what it is, what to do about it. Expi.in to them what kinds of the
child lures are going to be used on them and where to go for help.
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And make them see a law enforcement officer in person insit.ad of
just hear about them in the street as these goofyyou know 1:ie
rigs.

I mean police officers, they have this siege mentality that they
operate in a private world of their own and we impose that on
them I think more often than not because we avoid them and since
we avoid them, our kids never get to see them. We do not thi tk of
Officer Bob on the street corner anymore because he is not there;
he is in a car or he is in a police station. And we have to I think
get them back into the classroom so they can see a copy and to see
that he is really a person, kind of like people that they like and he
is not just that kind of person that the kids talk about as the guy
that is trying to catch you when you are trying to have fun.

The Feds could take the initiative in that regard. If each FBI and
Customs and Postal Office had to split up the schools within their
jurisdiction and make sure that every class gets visited at least
once athat is not a big job, they could do that on their spare
time. That could be done through the Federal Criminal Investiga-
tor's Association or the FBI Agents Association. There ar° ways to
do it so that it would not ens', any money at all and it is an educa-
ticr_ program that would - .wonderful.

I mean that kind of sex education is absolutely necessary. Sex
education programs, just the ones that teach what sex is all about
are important too but I do not think it is necessary for the Gi.ve'n-
ment to do it. They know that before they get out of fifth grade.
mean I knew it when I was 10 years old and I am sure the kids
now know it when they are younger. My daughter knows it and
she is and we were not the first to tell her and that scares me.
However, children do 'eed to have sex education that says, you
have a right to contro, ',our own body, you have the right to main-
tain your own respect, chastity is not a bad thing. You are sup-
posed to say, no, you are supposed to wait until somebody has
enough respect to make a commitment to you. We could teach
values and we could teach kids the right to sayto make those
choices rather than just teach them th" gynecological or the physi-
calwe should nut teach kids how w y t on prophylactics or how
to have oral sex. I mean that is what they already know.

What we should teach thein is when they should do that and
why they may not have to do it and why it may be proper for them
to insist that their boyfriends do not demand that or that boys do
not demand that of the girls. I mean we should be teaching respect
as part of sex education rather than just mechanics. That is some-
thing the Federal Government has a lot of control over, the sex
education programs. I mean I have seen some of the A.lovies that
they use, if it did not have tne title "Sex Education, Department of
Education" on it, I could have gotten a conviction in Cleveland Mu-
nicipal Court on it.

Mrs. BOGGS. I sometime chide my colleagues privately that if
they do not stop being so explicit in their floor statements, we are
going to get rated X on television. But I am joking of course. Mr.
Finkelberg, you feel that the exploitation of young people in the
area of drugs and drug trafficking takes place of course because of
the feeling of greed and earning fast bucks on their part but also

yoi,ng people really open up a whole new market to drug
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traffickers and especially in the schools and school parties and so
on. Do you feel that there should be more education in the schools
and this type of exploitation of young people?

Mr. FINKELBERG. I feel there should be more education. We are
looking into programs to start earlier. But, the school'sbig prob-
lem we have is marijuana and PCP and I feel if you start teaching
the kid younger, there is less chancejust say no, we are better off.
But, the kids do make money but it is easy to enlist them so to
speak. They like money. Clue they get in the system, they are cor-
nered and it is hard to get out. And we receive complaints all the
time where the kid messes up the bag or he is short a couple dol-
lars and the parents call up, he cannot go to school tomorrow, the
man is looking for him, he has threatened him and the problem we
have is with the child will want to testify. They do get caught up in
it, they are looking for money but once they are in their system, it
is very hard to get out.

Mrs. lEk)Gcs. And, do the teenagers sometimes exploit the young
children in school?

Mr. FINKELBERG. Yes. They haveusually it is the older student
who is selling for somebody else. He is the senior in high school,
the 18-year-old and he will have a couple selling for him. They are
usually 16-, 17-year-olds. And when he does graduate, if he does
graduatewe had one 22 years old still going to school 2 years ago.
If he does graduate, the 17-year-old takes his place and enlists
some more.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very, very much all of you. We are very
grateful to you for what you do each day and we are especially
grateful to 3 lu for what you have done for us today. The commit-
tee is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the meeting was concluded.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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DEFENSE FOR CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL-USA

- An 80-nation resource, investigation and information network
concerned with the abuse, neglect and exploitation of children

THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF CHILD-SEX

THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

Violations of tne fundamental, human rights of children to be free from

abuse, neglect and exploitation are worldwide.

Children are dying at a rate of 40,000 per day for the want of adequate

food, clean water and primary health care. There are over 100,000,000 "street"

children.

There are over 50,000,000 children employed undfr conditions detrimental

to their health and development, often resulting in fisease, permanent injury

and death.

Recently released figures indicate that civilians now make up over 90%

of all casualties in the many wars and "pollee actions" throughout the world.

Children account for almost half of this figure. We know of children who have

been kidnapped, tortured and sentenced to death. The rape of children by sol-

dier, and paramilitary police - in Asia, Africa, America or Europe - is
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a commonly reported occurence.

Corporal punishment, once used extensively as F! isTrImre mans of chas-

tising and punishing soldiers, sailors, servants and wives,is still used on

those least axle to defend themselves and the least likely to be represented

in any hearing - children. Likened by one critic to, "trying to mend your

watch by hurling it on the concrete," the excessive use of corporal punishment

frequently results in severe physical and emotional damage an even death.

The reality is that we know of no country that prot :*s the rights of all

of its children.

THE SEXUAL EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN

Defence for Children International is a human rights movement dedicated

to the promotion and protection of the right of the child to be free from

abuse, neglect and exploitation. Over the past five years, one of its major

programs has been an investigation of the international l'nks in the commer-

cial sexual exploitation of children.

The results are horrific. A western-financed sex-ourism industry main-

tains child prostitutes in perpetual slavery in East-Asia. Children may be

purchased in one country for the sexual exploitation in another. Pedophiles

use complex, underground national and
international networks to exchange mem-

orabilia and private photographs. Child pornography is collected and processed

in Europe, then recirculated in countries like the USA, where it is used to

exploit and seduce even more American children.
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In the USA, the annual gross revenue of child prostitution may exceed

two billion dollars. Child prostitutes are for sale, for the price of a meal,

in almost every city of any size. There is a growing suspicion that children,

mainly "runaways" but possibly even kidnapped children, are passed from bor-

dello to bordello by a few unscrupulous pimps.

Even more disturbing is the knowledge that many governments - at national,

state, provincial and local levels - deny the existence of this element of

child abuse. Laws protecting children are, at best, under-enforced. At worst,

policemen and other government officials take bribes, or even the services of

the children themselves, as part of a world-wide ethos of corruption.

AN INCIDENT IN NEW YORK

The inextricable links between child-prostitution, child-pornography,

pedophilia and sex-tourism can best be explained by reference to a case that

came to the attention of DCI-USA on August 17, 1984.

A young, innocent-looking nine-year-old Mexican boy - we will call him

Jesus - was attending a day-camp in New York's lower east-side. He had been

registered two or three days earlier by an elderly, Anglo school teacher. An

observant youth worker noticed that Jesus was depressed and crying. He was

walking as though in pain. She took him to one side and asked what was wrong.

The resulting story is typical of the plight of many hundreds of thousands

of children.

Jesus is a native of Acapulco, Mexico. The father of his large and very

poor family was approached three weeks before by a visiting Anglo who offered

5
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to take the boy to New York,provide him with an education, teach him English

and eventually find him a job. Sane money changed hands, we don't know how

much, and Jesus was brought to the Unitec States, without proper documentation,

through all the Immigration controls.

The lower east-side is described by New York City Police as the drug

supermarket of the world." It has row-upon-row of derelict buildings waiting

for a nroperty speculator to make a financial killing, while it is populated

by a variety of people ranging from honest, poor new immigrants through to drug-

pushers, street gangs and prostitutes. It contains many of the worst of New

York's flop houses for the single homeless. It is a long cry from sunny Aca-

pulco.

The effect of the neighborhood on Jesus was traumatic. Even worse were

the allegations of frequent sexual - assault by the Anglo who had purchased him

and brought him to New York.

The youth worker called the "hot-line" for child abuse at 11 a.m. for

advice. Nothing happened. Further calls were made. Still nothing happened.

By three o'clock in .he afternoon, the day-camp staff were frightened. The

Anglo was due to pick the child up at 3:30, and no social worker had arrived

to investigate.

Fortunately for Jesus, DCI was contacted, and as a result of advice given,

the child was taken to the local precinct station. The Anglo was arrested and

informed that he would be charged with sodomy at 5:30 p.m.

The story doesn't end here. Further enquiries by DCI members in the

neighborhood uncovered evidence that the Anglo had, on at least two previous
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occasions, brought other young boys back from Mexico and the Dominican Re-

public. The details of these boys were available from the local school system,

and the information was passed to the police. It was also discovered that the

Anglo advertised regularly'in a local paper as an "experienced babysitter". His

occupation was given as school teacher.

Jesus was eventually returned to his parent: on November 15th, three long

months after the assaults took place. With Jesus out of the country, the case

against the Anglo was dropped. As far as we know, no attempt was made by the

police to follow up on the information on the other two boys, and tneir where-

abutits is still unknown. The Anglo continues to advertise as a babysitter.

We believe he still has his job as a school teacher.

A WORLD OVERVIEW

The offc.ing for sale, or "indenturing", to give the proper name, of the

children of poverty-stricken families to rich families to act as house servants,

is commonplace in many parts of the world. It is a traditional practice that

goes bark hundreds of years. In many instances, it is seen as an equitable

exchange. A family who cannot afford to keep all of its children receives a

cash payment. The rich family gains a servant. The child receives training

and, perhaps, an education. There is always the additional possibility tIat

tt.e child may make a good marriage and move up the social ladder.

It is practiced in many parts .4 Central and South America, Africa ane

Asia. It was common in Europe until the turn of the century. It probably

occurred it Nortt America.
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It is a practice that exploits children and all too easily leads to abuse.

The seduction or rape of the parlor maid by the master of the hoose was the

subject of many a 19th-century novel. Frequently it was the woman who was

blamed, and she was cast out either pregnant or with a child. A long way from

home, unable to return to her f aly through shame or because of the financial

burden brought about by the penalty clause in the indenture, she turns to pros-

titution as the only means of survival. We've all seen the movie, the part

played by a young Gloria Swanson. Riddled with tuberculosis, she repents her

bad behavior and dies...

The reality is much harsher. In Thailand and the Philippines - as well

as other parts of the world - children as young as eight are sold by impoier-

ished parents to agents from the big cities of Bangkok and Manila. Instead

of being placed with rich families, the children are purposely diverted to the

many brothels in these and other cities.

In Thailand, prostitution is illegal. The Thai's themselves estimate

that there are over one million prostitutes. The majority are young women.

At least 1,Z of the minors involved are under 14.

DCI's international journal, the International Children's Rights Monitor,

recently documented reports and newspaper cuttings of a fire in Phi.ket, Thai-

land, in wtich five young prostitutes died. One girl who died had been bought

for a $33 advance on her wages. Another, who was injured, had been bought for

$43. She was 15 years old, reouired to service up to ten customers in a 12-

hour working period and received fire cents per custlmer. She had been told

that the "redemption clause' in her indenture was $109 - 2,280 customers

if sne saved a!I of her income. Some child-prostitutes are kept handcuffed
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to their beds, which may account for the high death-rate in this fire. Mary

have numbers tattooed on their bodies, and they are sold in advance through

catalogues.

In a recent raid on another brothel in Thailand, 29 prostitutes under 19

were released from prism -iike conditions.
These girls had also been shipped

once a month to Male;sia to entertain customers there. Another recent report

(Deceri.,er 1984) speaks of child-traffickers
taking 11-year-old girls from the

hill-tribes of Burma, bribing border officials and smuggling them into Bangkok.

The situation in the Philippines is no better. A recent article in the

Washington Post reported that, "Sex is cheap, about $11.40 each girl for an

evening. It's easy to arrange; a man of any age is offered his choice by

energetic pimps In street corners and in cabs, hotels and bars. There's usually

little official interference."

That this awful trade in children s'3u1d exist is bad enough. What is

worse is that tne West, the industrialized nations, should take advantage of

their superior eclnomic circumstances to abuse aria exploit foreign children.

In Japan and countr.es in the West such as Germany. the Netherlands, England

and the USA, there is a strong, developing tourist industry specializing in

sex-tours of the East ant, increasingly, other parts of the world.

The potential cf this market has not escaped the senior politicians of

the countries concerned. Thailand, hungr: for foreign exchange, advertises the

image of "Asia's most exotic destination, offerrng many unique and unforgettable

experiences." In preparation for a major bid for part of the international

tour market, the Deputy Prime Minister of Thailand is quoted as asking provin-

cial governors,
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to consider the nature, scenery in your

prov,n s, together with some forms of

entertainment you might consider disgusting

and shameful because they are forms of

sexual entertainment tnat attract tourists

... we have to consider the jobs that will

oe created.

Little wonder that with political encouragement of this seniority, fines

in Thailand for prostitution offences are ridiculously low - $16 for a recruiter,

$22 for a brothel owner or operator. Bribery and protection of police are al-

leged to be commonplace.

The two industrialized countries that have been the most prolific in their

exploitation of the East are probably Japan and the USA. In Japan there was,

according to the Post and other sources,

an entire section of Japan's travel industry

organized around delivering Japanese to

foreign countries where girls were conven-

iently lined up and numbered for easy sel-

ection.

It is estimated that in South Korea there were 5,000 "Kinsaeng Houses",

a type of restaurant catering to Japanese malt tourists, to which officially-

trained prostitutes were attached.

The development of the "recreation and rest centers" by the US military

during the Vietnam war in many parts of East Asia were invariably associated

with the accompanying brothels and prostitutes, and as far as we know, little

9
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was done by military lutk..-ities to police the ages of the women and boys in-

volved. Even now, returning community-development workers from the Philippines

have reported to DCI that child-prostitution
seems higher in the vicinity of

US military bases, and it has been alleged by one US police specialist that

military personnel feature at a disproportionately high rate in the pedophile

exchange lists he has studies.

The development of the sex-tourism trade is not confined to these coun-

tries. Two organizations in Europe are typical of those exploiting foreign

children. The Rosie Reizen Agency of West Germany, predominantly for heter-

osexuals, makes sexual experience an explicit part of the package tour. John D.

Stamford's Spartacus, published in the Netherlands, offers advice on how to

obtain young boys in almost every country in the world. Together,these agencies

offer guides to help the tourist negotiate the prices of child-prostitutes, give

advice on the right hotels to use, how to circumvent local laws and how to deal

with local officials.

The trade is expanding. John Stamford's Guide for Gay Men is placing

increased emphasis on boy-prostitutes in West Africa. The Methodist Women's

"New World Outlook" (January 1985) reports the concern of the Church over in-

creases in prosti:ution in "St. Maarten, Curacao, Bonaire and a host of Carib-

bean countries."

One 15-year-old prostitute interviewed who had travelled from Santo Domingo

to St. Maarten, tells a story almost identical to the Victorian melodrama we

mentioned earlier. She went to work as a maid in the house of a radio person-

ality at the age of 12. He se, iced or raped her, and she was pregnant by the

age of 13. After the child was born, the child was taken from her, and the
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offender applied for custody on the grounds that the mother was immoral. She

was expelled and took to prostitution.

Sex-tourism is not the only factor in the expansion of the trade. In the

Amazon boom towns of South America, it is alleged that there are over 50.000

children and young people struggling to survive in brothels of extreme exploi-

tation. In Iquitos, Peru, the demand for 12 to 16 year olds is very high among

migrant workers who themselves live an unnatural existance in company-owned

camps and enclaves. The companies themselves supply the young prostitutes

and even offer young virgins as gambling prizes.

Nearer to home the problem is not so different. Estimates of the number

of underage prostitutes in the US varies between 200,000 (Campagna) and 900,000

(Denson- Gerber). Based on the lower figure, the annual gross revenue is esti-

mated at two billion dollars. Official estimates as te,the number of prosti-

tutes in any given city seem to bear no relationsh*WthiticitS01114440
.

children involved, but rather to the seriousness with which 04 politicians

view the problem. Louisville, Kentucky, for example, in which John Rabun

headed a pioneering multi- disciplinary team of policemen and social workers,

estimates over 100 child-prostitutes in a population of 300.000. In New York,

on the other hand, with a population of over 7 million, the police estimate a

number between 50 and 100. In the Borough of Brooklyn, with a population of

2% million, it is alleged there are none.

Similarly, in Europe, estimates vary between 8.000 for the city of Paris

to 600 for the whole of Italy. There are no available figures for England or

London.

In the recently published, 1300-page report by Canada on Sexual Offences
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against Children, the Committee admitted that regarding juvenile prostitution:

Its full dimensions are unknown." Commsrting in general terms, the Committee

said,

Publicly, there is widespread indignation

and condemnation concerning the plight of

these youths. Their visible presence on

the downtown street corners of many large

Canadian cities, is seen in some quarters

as a 'ilure of existing public services -

social, enforcement and legal - to deal

adequately with the problem. A sharp dis-

parity exists between what is said should be

done and what is actually done...While in the

rhetoric of public debate the needs of these

youths are allegedly recognized, the services

available to them either are limited in scope,

or in some instances, have been curtailed...Many

experienced professionals have adopted a defeat-

ist attitude...

Prostitution is big business in Canada. Its

full dimensions are unknown.

THE LINKS BETWEEN CHILD-PORNOGRAPHY AND CHILD-PROSTITUT1ON

On September 14, 1934, the Italian daily, La Repubblica, printed a full-

page article on the child-pornography market in Amsterdam. The publication

of this report was sparked off by a news item: the death from a cocaine
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overdose of a six-year-old girl, Thee. The cnild had been systematically

drugged and forced into prostitution; she had also been used in the production

of pornographic video tapes. Apparently, as part of the investigation, police

seized

a number of video tapes showing sexual relations

between adults (of both sexes) and children, be-

tween children and children, and between animals and

children. All of the children u_ed as protagonists

were under the age of six...

John Rabun, now Deputy Director of the National Center for Missing &

Exploited Children and formerly of the Louisville Task Force, says that in

his opinion, most of the juvenile prostitutes he has dealt with have been in-

vited, at one time or the other, to partake in the making of "dirty pictures."

One of the few, recent crrests in Manila was of a 70-year-old Canadian -

a retired public employee, and in many ways similar in profile to the Anglo

who purchased Jesus. He was held on three counts of "inducing lascivious acts" -

paying young girls small fees for allowing him to photograph them in erotic poses.

Child-pornography is the beginning, the end and a by-product of child

sexual abuse and exploitation. Typically, the Anglo would have used child-

pornography in the gradual seduction of Jesus. It can be used to legitimize the

requests for the sexual act. It can be used for demonstration purposes. It

can be used as a medium of exchange among networks of cnild abusers.

Just as typically, the Anglo might have taken photographs of his own rape

or seduction of the boy. These may have been done on sophisticated VCR or 35 mm

equipment - or with an ancient Brownie or a modern Polaroid. Over the years,

9
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the Anglo might have built up a collection of thousands o1 pictures. It

appears to be a common occurrence among
practicing pedophiles to possess an

indexed, labelled and ordered supply of child-porn pictures. A commercial

school photographer arrested in Manhattan on February IC, 1983 ano cherged with

sodomy and abuse on two 11-year-old boys, was found to have about 1,000 pic-

tures of underage boys engaged in sex-acts. In addition, police confiscated

pornographic movies and several boxeu of magazines.

Child-pornography needs to be recognized for what it is - not some form

of youthful erotica, but the pictorial
representation of an actual happening,

the photographing of the actual abuse of a child.

Considerable attention has been given recently to the hearings of the US

senate Permanent Sub-Committee on
Investigations, chaired by Senator Roth.

These hearings are mainly concerned with
the importation of glossy magazines

allegedly produced in the Netherlands and Denmark. Less attention is being

paid to the origins of the photographs that are used to make up these magazines.

While many of the pictures in the magazines
imported to the USA originate in

Europe or Asia, perhaps the largest
number come from this country - taken by

people like our Anglo - and then exchanged through extensive, international and

national networks until they are published in one of the glossy magazines. It

seems that the USA, according to US Customs figures, is the largest consumer

of child-pornography in the world.

John Stamford's Guide for Gay Men openly asks,

Good at photography? Interesting photographs

regularly published in Spartacus and Pan magazines.

Send for details to...

C

56-037 0 - 86 - 4
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In the back of the book is advertised The Coltsfoot Press," a division of

Spartacus specializing in "fiction and scientific books about friendship,

love and -exual relationships between men and boys..."

Stamford's books, however, illustrate one of the major difficulties in

the prevention of both the sex-tourism trade and control of pedophilia. At

no stage does he advertise actual photographs of underage boys in pornographic

poses. Indeed, as far as we know, there is no evidence that he has ever done

so. There may be a photo of a young boy nude. The text may be suggestive

or categoric. His main book, a comprehensive world-wide guide, frequently

refers to places where the "young crowd" are available. His anecdotes about

bars will go into detail of his own meetings of underage prostitutes.

These books do not, according to US Senator and former D.A. Arlen Specter,

fall into the category of pornography. Similarly, books that go Into infinite

detail on how to seduce a young child, or magazines such as "Forum" which

publish requests for advice on a range of sexual problems, including incest

and urr'er-age sex from alleged readers and then offer in rept., graphic or sug-

gestive paragraphs under the pretense of "advice", do not fall into this

category. They are scientific or educative works, and as such are free from pros-

ecution.

Wh'ther or not this needs to remain so is another matter. Under English

common-law, the legal principles of to "aid and abet, counsel or procur" a

criminal offence exist. There are also the principles of "incitement" and

"conspiracy". The services of a good international and constitLtional lawyer would

be needed to determine if these principles could be applied to a potential

crime that may be committed outside of the jurisdiction of the court.

9 ti
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INTERNATIONAL ADVOCACY AND ENFORCEMENT

The sexual abuse of cnildren, when perpetrated by people outside the

family, prcbably has more qnternational ramifications than any crime except the

traffic in narcotics. Even then, as most investigators are aware, the supply

of drugs frequently forms an integral part in the seduction of children and

the remuneration of child-prostitutes.

Child-prostitution, child-pornography, pedophilia and the sex-tourism

industry all form part of an interlinked, world-wide trade that not only

epitomizes the exploitation o' children by adults, but Illustrates the continued

exploitation of the developing nations by the industrialized West. As with the

trade in drugs, there have been solemn international treaties dealing with the

various aspects of the trade in child-prostitutes and child-pornography since

the turn of the century. Yet, as with much of the dcmestic child-protection

legislation, it is frequently under-enforced, and few countries, the USA in-

cluded, meet their international obligations.

iris is not to say that enforcement is the panacea. But, at least, the

mechanics exist, and it is a place to start. The causes of prostitution are

complex, and poverty is a significant factor.

There exist relatively simple ways of obtaining third-world children and

bringing them to the USA. In most instances this is done to the benefit of

the children concern,'d, and many are adopted by genuine childless couples with

honorable intentions. There is evidence, however, of a growing number of

cases of children obtained abroad and brought to this country for Immoral and

abusive purposes. In any event, the trafficking in children, even when honor-

able, is seen by the nations from which the children come as further evidence

1 (,, 0
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of their explcrtation and powerlessness.

It is possible that all investigators and social workers in this field

will, sooner or later, be involved in a case of a child from outside the USA.

It is probably that when such a case occurs, evidence of the international

traffic will be present, but ignored.

There are no official agencies collating the evidence on an international

basis, despite the obvious harm caused to children here and throughout the world.

Yet, if we really want to stop the trade in child-pornography, it is necessary

to cooperate with people beyond our boundaries. The place to stop the print-

ing and distribution of child-pornography is in Europe, East Asia and other

count ies before it leaves their scores.

At the same time, women's groups, trade unions and churches in the exploited

East are pleading for our help in stopping our men from going to their countries

to plunder and exploit the women and children. Cooperative, international

efforts do have some effect. In Japan, single men returning frbm the Philip-

pines were met by hoards of women who ridiculed them and subjected them to

heckling and abuse. In Manila, there have been large-scale demonstrations re-

sulting in some police action. The fire in Phuket resulted in a parliamentary

commission of enquiry.

There has been a slight reduction in the number of air flights from Japan

to the Philippines. Whether this is a temporary abberation, or whether it is

permanent, only tirn tell. Perhaps the trade has moved elsewhere, and we

have yet to locate it. Perhaps it will he back this summer, increased.

The ease of modern communications - via the jet plane, satellites, com-

puters, video-recorders - has made the trade of the child-exploiter easier.
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Modern technology is used first by the law-breakers, and it takes a long time

for law enforcement to catch up.

Governments, by their very nature, are nationa'istic. They are not struc-

tured to work internationally on social issues. Ethiopia is a classic example

of the private, volunta.y agencies taking the initiative, while governments

languished in the rear.

The initiatives being 'aken by the US State Department and US Customs

officials, under pressure from Senator Roth's Senate hearings, are to be ap-

plauded. Customs officials are planning a series of bilateral working agree-

ments with Sweden, Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands - hopefully these will

have some effect, and the trade in pornography will, at least, diminish. We

also hope that the State Department will forgive us if we are skeptical. It

has taken 81 years since the signing of the first tnternattonal treaty in 1904.

In any event, these bilateral agreements only attempt to tackle part of the

interlinked trade.

DEFENSE FOR CHILDREN 1NTERNATIONAL-USA

The only organizations really attempting to deal with this matter at an

tnternattonal level are the international non-government organizations.

Our own organization, DCI-USA, is the US section of the tnternattonal

child-advocacy movement founded in Geneva, Switzerland during the International

Year of the Child.

It is a volunteer movement, with a small full-time Secretariat, that uses

the expertise of its members to the fullest. It has uver 1,200 members and
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affiliates in 80 countries. In the USA there are 200 members. They are pre-

dominantly child-care professionals, social workers, lawyers, police officers,

academics and pediatricians.

Our work consists of monitoring press reports and other studies on the

abuse, neglect and exploitation of crhloren, carrying out or commissioning

research into critical areas of children's needs, introducing national and

international legislation, lobbying for its enforcement and creating and man-

aging innovative programs when no one else will take up the challenge.

In order to be effective, we need the help, assistance and support of as

many people as possible. It is Important that the prejudices of "professional

officers" and social workers against sharing information with the voluntary

sector be overcome. There must be a free flow of information between the sta-

tutory agencies and the non-government organizations.

All of you reading this book have evidence that is needed to arrest the

trade. It might be quite simple, like the title page to a porrographic book

or magazine showing the publisher and the date printed. It might he the post-

mark on the envelope it came in. It might be the developing process shown on

the 8mm film.

You might pick up the name of an alleged abuser in another state or coun-

try and have no one to pass it to that you trust.

In return, DC1 can benefit workers who are having difficulty dealing with

children from another country. Our international contacts are substantial.

We can arrange for social enoury reports from almost anywhere - carried out

by people qualified in the country in question.
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Additionally, DCI can help make you aware of both the gravity of and the

solutions to children's problems throughout the world. Our quarterly journal,

the international Children's Rights Monitor, has been widely acclaimed. We

hold consultative status with the UN and UNICEF, and our opinions are called

for on a variety of children's rights issues.

Despite the distressing s.ate of colidren's needs we find today, we de

have hope. Interest in international and national treaties and laws has never

been higher. The issue has received a degree of priority treatment from gov-

ernmental and non-governmental organizations,which, while still not enough,

represents a first step. In the final analysis, however, the battle can only

be won through a multi-tiered campaign of education, eradication and enforce-

ment. That can only happen if people, all over the world, sit up, take notice,

join together and get involved.
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ID Corm-wenn p 15

New edition of child labour book SC/1001 opened
for Iranian chiidOWs xhildren 5 Rights Week
in Florence Article proposed on chidren and
armed conflict

Conn drawing one llystrirnans by Jeer .414411.4,1

p 16

IN THE NEXT ISSUE (Vol 2 No 7)

An 8-page feature on children incarcerated with
Wen bated on the results of the DCI "Children
in Prison 'Study

Responding to the special reeds of the children of
politics' prisoners

I n I 3
mond

Unarmed conflicts

riImpossible to decide among several issues that c_n/W
have been the individual sublects of this column Her.

are lust three of thorn, reduced to their simplest form for
the moment

111 I want every penny (cent, centime, bra etc / to go to
the children' Unquote When giving money to a human.
teren orgennation one apparently @sputa the entire sum
to wine by magic in the nands of the ' sponsored" child,
adult or community via a dwritY that equally apparently
pays no rent no ularws, no telephone bills no mail charges,
etc Results humanitarian InatitntiOnt falling over ow
other to Prove" how little they are spending on "admout
nation" the counterproductive cover-up of the real costs
involved and if this is hought to be uncovered, public me
trust and confusion Example "I Lind...gond from an
authoritative mom ther only 8 Per cent of contributions to
UNICEF actually reach the cnildren"1 Among the unasked
quettons what does "reaching children' really mean if
precisely, it is to have a real meaning for thus children?
And if we manage to answer that what don "reaching
children" require? Something more no doubt, than "every
penny ' going to them

121 'The aim it to rade300,000pounds( ) RYrr nominee
only a denary people trying to help " The money being
reined n for the construction of an orphanage outside Dhaka,
Bang sdesh It is designed to supplement the facilities at the
prevent building where "the IVOIYIln, In shabby sari rap
crying bitterly w she begged for her lade girl to be taken
in ( I For starving Immix's, the orphanage 4 the led hope
for their children, Many of Whonlare 001 In fact onsherls"2
The initiator IS a Brit ish Airways stewardess, whose goodwill
we do not question What we should question sureh is the
promotion of solutions hat takechildren ewer from then
parents

131 Within the next hue months, three MNor intemehonal
vehicles for information on children's aliens may well die
appear UNICEF's Idea Forum and UNICEF News are
likely to rear appearing before the end of the year The
60 year old infernanona/ Child Welfare Review is being
phew' out unlen as we hope there is a last minute
reprieve This at a time when requests for information from
all parts of the world are morn, Mg subnormally and th
need for Channels through which the "Third World" can
exPtOSS its opinions and concerns grows He who pus the
PiPar

Put Mesa issues together Measure the results for children
These conflicts with their often devastating ramifications
10, children are one, for which we are totally unformed

Nigel Cantwell

1 Lumen I common! diming phone ,n radio qn.7111,11. on
Fierce Inter February 1985

2 Remo Phony.r magezine r 7 Marin 1965

1965,7 1
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DISAPPEARANCES:

CHILDREN AND THEIR RIGHTS

Mohamed El Kouhene

The practice of disappearance is a new facet that
repression has assumed in alarming proportions over

the pest ten years or so It violates the most elementary rights
of the individual The practice takes on a still more sinister
colourir g when it affects children as it often does

Disappearance may aff ect a child directly, if he is a bducted
together with his parents or if he is born in @secret detention
camp where his pregnant mother we, kept or it may affect
him indirectly if he witnessed his parents abduction
w thout himself tang taken In every case disappearance
provokes very serious disturbances in the child which
jeopardise his mental balnce and integration into society

Dire paysthoksgtcal consequence*

The repercussions on child en of a disappearance in the
family which is Ma primary group unit afford ng the child
protection and guidance, have been shown in a number of
studies by psy,..-atrists Psychologists and physicans' These
studies reveal that the members of the family of someone
who has disappeared live in a 'prolonged state of shock ' a

mixture of fear mental anguish and total bewilderment

As a rule the reactions of the family members go through a
number of d fferent stages At first there is a stage of doing
nothing motivated by fear of reprisal against themselves
or by tha fear of endangering tha life if the ona who has

disappeared' and who they hope, is still alive if they
ask too many questions they think they may precipitate
hit being killed &tante and naction frequently result in
gun -elings Thee. feel to the next stage, Mx, the family
undertakes an active Search for the victim with all the
attendant feelings of anxiety that this involves Las,ly

Seeing how powerless they are e Ked with the authorities
bedevilling silente they begin to real,* the need for some
form of collective action and either Irwin an association

or turn to already eautIng groups and international onianna
Mons It is now recognised that contact with a talppert group
exerts a deeply therapeutic effect on tha relatives of a

disappeared' person

The disappearance of a person feeds to many changes in the
life of his family His wages were more often than not the
mainstay of his family's existence Now his wile hes to go
to work while at the same time pursuing her search for her
abducted husband The children are thus left to their own
devices Sometimes the older ones take charge of the hoot
hold and of their younger brother and sisters, and in some
cases they even try to earn some money though they are
neither old enough nor sufficiently mature to be working
Their own hopes and plans foe the future thus come to
nought their new occupations and family obligations often

GROWING NUMBERS ^; "DISAPPEARED"
IN PERU

The response of ilea Penmen Armed Forces to tha
Sender, Lumnoso rShintng Pads", gueolle movement
seems to have been at lent as negligent of basic human
rights as the ecnon of the movement being combatted

One of the tercet gro per of the Armed Forces in tt,
ernwpney zone vied Ayeaucho n dearly v....mg
people Amnesty International reported in February
left that it had documented cases or 76 children and
teenagers under 1$ who have 'ditappeeted-

Al also reported that leading members of the ludicurY
in Pen. including the hnornesGerreval and provincial
public prolocutors, have denounced the Intones, of the
Armed Forces and the obstructiveness of tha latter with
regard to ineettlatiOnt Into the whermbouts of the
"disappeared' So far these protests have been to no
avail
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lead them to drop thee schooling, and rob them of their own
chilih000 Thole dukken Who have no older sibling to
look after them end up roaming the streets, not unlike
children who were orphaned during a war

Studies meal wry serious psyChologisal damage, the
abandonment syndrome' in children whoa pare its

suddenly disappeared from their lif., and in thole who
witnessed the abduction of their parents in situatior
when valence was used (torture before they were taken
way looting of tha home etc I Thissyndrome maven more

pronounced in children who were born in detention camps
and who were taken away from thou mother Thew children,
moreover wets born in atremely poor sanitary conditions
with no medical assistance whatsoever the mother soma
times having been subfacten, to torture until shortly before
giving birth Some of them were placed anonymously in
public institutions, others were given awayor wan sold
to adoptive families, not only in the same country but also
abroad Unlike an adult a child who disappears loses his
own legitimate identity

A child may also aspartame a feeling of abandonment
the rest of the family conctal the truth from him and keep
him from sharing thaw concern However being themselves
deeply perturbed by the doapparlinc family members
have no inner resources loft to offer be child anyarnotional
support or to attempt to even partially make up for the
emotional ties he had and lostwith the "disappeared"
person Formerly the centre of the world", the child thus
becomes a stranger in het own family and may even become
an outcast of society The studios referred to above show
that the children of the diappeored" eaperience feelings
of powerlassnas and insecurity they are hype. sen.itiva
but above all they aehibit 'prams behavior which
manifests itself by a lost of the ability to Tre vith lady
activities Clearly the problem is such as to rah. the
international community s fullest attention

Rights trampled

international
dildrell'srnonttVits

5

"Disappearance violates no; Only the rights Of the person
directly InvOlved (the right to lift the right to protection
against being subjected to torture or other cruel inhuman
or degrading treatment the right to recognition of a lapel
identity and right to a fair trial, the right to freedom of
opinion and freedom of asprossion the right to family
life, etc ) thaw also violets the rights whico apply to
Children KatiliCallY These have been embodied in a
number of international instruments promulgated on a
universal or on a regional bests

The rights of tha child which are infringed by dins,
peerancas" may be classified as follows

thole relating to the protection and care of children,
pregnant women end nursing mothers'

those relating to the child s right to a personal identity',

those relating to the child's right to be protected and
cared for by his parents'

Most of these rights are set out in the Draft Convention on
tha Rights of the Child However, an additions provision
to COver tha specific situation crated by 'disappearances"
would be desirable Such a provision might be 'mated in
article 6 of tha Draft which in its present form appears
too vague and not sufficiently detailed to afford children the
necessary protection against 'disappearances" in (M E K )

I Sse 9 Chodr en of Pr loner, end the Chsappe,ed A Diagnostic
Studs, Sants,* Chile 1979 in Cenethen Snidvp term
be Or F Alford. Toronto 1979 See Moo in the same publication

SliMislall of Poi., of ISMrSiniOn the Ptvc.logocal Hem to
Children by Marie E Merzoil or a/ The Chad and Poiiticai
Repoession
2 Thad ere est out in p toculer In the Universol Oalereton of
Human Fights fart 25 i.ei 21 in the Internetionel Constant on
Civil and Polt.cal Root ts (art 24 Pere II in the Internatio.1
Cove .nt on Economic SOLial and Cultural Rims (art 10 pares 2
a. 31 in tha DOCUirtion of me IR*n of me Child end in the
American Convention on Human Rights lest t91 Thos. right. are
to some extent to I. Protection of the right to Ida me first
right of the human being Tha American COnvontion MotOCts this
right from the time of conception air 4 one 11
3 This re. to the right of the Child to. reentered irnnadietaly
alter birth end to have a nemollnternatanal Covenant on Civil end
Poetical Fights cat 24 are 21 end even es stipulated in tha
Amer icsn Convention fat 181 tha rent to a family narne Them
provisions apply in PertCular to child,. born in detention camps
The right to Pawn, elerity is also rnanooned in ma Gnaw.
Conventions (ConysittIOn IV articles 24 50 end 1311 and in Pro
loco. I tart 78 pare 31 Protocol Ilmakes.montoonot thosubpsot
4 Primp,* 601 the Declaration of the Rionts of the Chad stipulates
that the child alien prow up under mho respo %A. of ha parents
and in ma cams of d in tender Yee, the, he shell not be
Operated from his mother Ira family a considered to h.- 4ouroi
end fundom.tel unn of society It m .titld to protection by
essay end by the Stat. (Intornetionol Covenant m Coed and Poi,
mat Rights art 23 pare 1 Amerman Convenor ion Human Flophts
art 17 pas 1 Afrcn Charter of Shaw and PeoPles Right.
art 181 The Genes, Conventions and a Additional Protocols
mere Contain provisions rotating to Prot.ion of th family

it to Me right of the Child rot o ha OePerld from has family
oven in lha Cow of dotont on and to Ihe ramification of families
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BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

Dr Norberto I Leek', peachatricen and member of the Support Group of the Grandmothers of
the Plaza de Mayo, Meads for the return of "disepeeered- children

to thew filmdom ran after many Yon
of achusanent to )her new environment

7-1 Six yews and seven months haw pawed since Pule
L j along with her parents, was solnePPedand later
wrenched from her parents side to disappear into the net
work of terror of the military dictatorship which governed
Argentina

Atter six long Veers of ignorance Tres end victimization, she
was reunited with her legitimate family In doing so, justice
returned her to truth ligthmliCy, and health

Dozens of elellifthed and disaplaigred. children have tree
wined this happy Toed of return to their Inn tamthel, thanks
to the courageous huinenitshan and exemplary efforts of
the Association of the Grandmothers of the Plug de Mayo
in tha defence of Children's rights

The Argentinian people who during the years of terror had
to leek refuge in en unhealthy silence are the principal
collaborators in noble oblective Similarly, irony mein
bars of the profespOns egmcially health and law,contr thou/
technical and scientific support Included in this latter
group are certain sections of the constitutional government
pledged to o hinder task

In all GIN of restitution the time elapsed between the

disappearance of the child ans.: its return to its (Oft]
family has ranged from six to urns, %Marl, and the approxi
me, hp of the children et the tone of their uquestration
varied between a few months ar4 four yers

Although from a NO standpoint there can be no dOub: as
to the legitimacy of thew claims for restitution, a certain
confusion has been obeened in some sectors of Public
cpinron as to the benefit of the child of being returned to
his/her family after several years disappearanceyears
during which the child we Mind on a family environment
mewed by the yrdelIMI of State terrwom

From the standpoint of the child's best interests end given
our experience with a considerable number of restitutions,
we are On a position to state unequivocally that the is the
only mama which Can guarantee the child a development
free from miller psycho social disturbances

W. tee this assertion on the very CorCUMIUMOIS Of the bond
imposed on the child which, far from falling into the complex
*rem of adoption, are fen realty more akin to approCe +Idiom
or peeudoodoptrom

Adoption mown three parties en tondoning family an

ARGENTINIAN PROPOSAL FOR
INTERNATIONAL PROVISION

ON "DISAPPEARED" CHILDREN

Tha Argentinian delegate to the UN Waking Group on
the Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child &clued
during the Group's Jamey 1015 WUIOn that hocOuntry
wished to table a text for consideratton as an additional
article in the Draft Convention, concerning the specie)
problem of "dISSIPPOdenor

Recalling the 172 denunciations of cases in which
children hed been abducted and stripped of their identity
by SUM agents during the lest hell of the Seventies in
Argentina the delegate stated that her country now
writhed to cony ibute to efforts to prevent smiler
'aggressions egeind Children" in the future in whatever

country they mph! be The inclusion of en article in
the femurs Convention would constitute one such
contribution

The delegate noted that 28 of the "disappeared children

had now been traced, and 20 more were in the process
of being so, after veers of desperate searching The tracing
involves hed been greatly 'Militated, he said by the
fatting up of s Federal Memory Committee, and
similar body for the Federal Capital alone

The PmPowed draft article was submitted as follows
tumor/ iciel translation from the original Spanish)

rho child hot the onolooalo rear to COIMM111 hit or her into
or0 otatoonne Nacho/ awl one land* ahotay
SM.. Nord hes houdtreently bah &e.t.a o1 awe w ht.*
Ormolu or era or her lelontay the Stec NMI pony peal
Oattootion on/ Otiotento n Notch*, Max* DM
routobleatmont in the otortert Roaft4O rate of ha of or true
end mattootto Woad,
ilia ohNeerlow of the Sore Inclvdee in macular tiler or
folontory, the Hold Sr Marro of members of en ot
blolopeol toothy

The draft text will Ire comidered, in all probability,
Once a I the substantive articles as sat a., in the original
Polish proposel have been adopted in first draft form -I
Don'ts)v elf aedy et the 1988 Working Group meeting

teen

11't
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abandoned child who is looking for a substitute family
and a family ready to extend its love to an abandoned child

In the situation at hand the family has not abandoned tl e
childthe parents are sequestered or disappeared and
members of the legitimate family are looking for the child
There is no abandoned child but a child criminally violated
in nerMis rights who longs for truth identity yob and
liberty And finally there is a couple which is ready to per
peturty the original violations

The act of appropriation is marked by denial concealment
and hes about the child's origin on the part of the pseudo
Parents and by the violation of the child s will and of the
life protect of his/her parents now represented by his/her
legitimate family members

This concealment character sex the typical situation des
cris by psychologists as 'conditions of disaster The
term is applied tc those situations of family life where
horror is mystify', By definition, 'conditions of disaster
are directly hot, id to the abomination of family secrecy
and otherwise constitute a factor of social shock linked to
the constant effect of the Carcinogenic hidden horror

Although it is not talked about or precisely because it is
not talked about the secret perverts like an infiltrating
cancer the lives and emotional structures of the family
This is especially true when the pseudo family is created
by the same repressive Ow Its which constitute the

malignancy

The only antidote against the malignancy is to uncover
all that hides and simultanec-nly promotes, the establish
men* o' a new order of family legitimacy

Without doubt this stripping away is painful because it is

terrifying es were the circumstances which gave rise to a
But only the truth can act as an incision to drain relieve
the pain and cure the abcess created by the conditions
of disaster U IN I L I

too' oods'064- owl"'
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NEW WORK ON CHILDHOOD INFORMATION

Childhood lnformatton Resources is a compendi in on
what to read where to consult and where to get anwers
on every aspect of the child, and is due for publication
by Information Resources Press in March 1985

This reference book describes end evaluates more than
1 100 key sources of information on children and child
hood It is the first and only work in print to essembie
in one volume this countless sources and statistics on
children thst have been compiled over the years

Virtually every aspect of Children and childhood is

covered Encyclopedic in scope, Childhood Information
Resoulril encompasses the maps, relevant sources,

publications online data bases and 0,9.mM...dealing
with topics ranging from ..usi abuse, mining children
breast feeding, and the effects of divorce on Miklren
to the impov.ished Child luvenile deliquency handl
capped and gifted children the sexually abused child,
and single adoptive parents Included also are special
Chapters On statistical measurements tests and asses
ments end parent education

Childhood information Resources is available for S45 00
Plus 5245 for postage and handling from Information
Resources Press 1700 North Moore Street Suite 700,
Arlington Virginia 22209, USA

REPORT ON 'VIOLENT STATE ACTION"
IN SOUTH AFRICA

Pro rots against the mime pohNcal system broke out
nationwide in August/September 1984 as the new
constitution was launched ( I Soldiers and polite
merged as a single force ( I A pattern quickly emerged
across the country of unprovoked egression towards
residents ( I Provocation in the three Grahamstown
townships of Jote Tanta, and Rngo Village (population
60 000/ peaked on tho eve of Pottle* Mdyogolo's funeral
This 75 year-old boy was the first rubber bullet victim
of 7984 in GrehamStOwn Thousands sang through
the night of 8 November I The next day, the day of
the tunerif, was symbolically turned into Starawer
( I Thousands attended the service and graveside
ceremonies As the crowd dispersed the Stare ,orces
-nnved on teargasstng and siambokking (whippong)
than I TAO was the cone...at for what resident.
in E Street experienced on 9 November

The above is taken from the introduction to an eye
witness report about teargassing shooting and brutality
by soldiers and police on an indiscriminate matter
which affectwl children lust as MUNI as adults

E Sneer Grehamsrown 9 NovernSer 7984 An eve wamst
,oporr co, vrolent &croon on bistro publ.sheel by
Grebamnown Cornenonte of Demovais evadable I rem Karos
Co,e, liouenanstraat ig Nc 3572 LT U19 99 Nefhwlandt

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

The unwarranted removal of children from their native
communities their ubsequent de antiwe estrangement
from thaw communities and the harmful and sometimes
fetal arcurnstenors of the foster cars into which dray are
Plead es an alternative solution in their best interests"
are long sandire but also long-neglected children's rights
neulle

The problem he recently been highbred in Canada one
of many counuen (including Australia the USA and areal
Central end South American counties) in which indigenous
Peoples allege systematic violation of their rights by the
authorities and the removal of than chi Wren as the response
to their oppressed sate

On 26 Jun. 'o64, reports AMAiSA , Richard Cardinal
17 yur.aid Men boy hanged himself in the backyard of
his foster parents Since the ape of three, he had been a
permanent ward of ti *Alberta Government and had been
Plead in no las than foster hones during those 14 years
He had originally been removed from hone-end from his
community-became he parents wee alcoholic Like mon
Indian children in that Matron he was Placed with white
fosterpaants, and in the eucalypti of such families
tended to be "looked Ole" rather than loved end cared for
Potential Native foster puma, it is Cl sued, often believe
r they or wrongly that they will fail to qualify, given the
strict guchilina for foster parenting laid down by the as
ponsible social services

Rchyd's suicide is reported to be the 17th recorded death
among words of the Alberta Government between mid 1983
and and 1984

' Ned., Parham. of the Aborigine MoitiMethe Society o
Aioena

AFGHANI CHILDREN SENT TO USSR

According to the Swiss daily New /circa, Zerture
(14 November 1984/ Wertern diplomats stationed in
New Delhi resorted that "a first contingent' of 870
children wed 7 to 9 yews Were flown out of Kabul
bound for education and training in the USSR This
move apparently took place aping the will of the
parents and it is clamed that the training courses are
to last 10 years

DCI has for some time been concerned about similar
aerations that have taken place from KeMPushest to
Vietnam and from certain African countries, such
Ethiopia to Cuba OCI s major preoccupations concern
the low age of the children involved and the fact that no
account some to be taken of their parents -or their
own-wishes

PHILIPPINES EXTRAJUDICIAL KILLINGS
OF CHILDREN

Amnesty International ,sports the killing of three young
People, and de wounding of seven women and children
n Agdao Davao City, Philippines, on 1 December
1984, allegedly by members of the Civi hen Hone Defense
Force, a civilian militia under the command of the
Armed Force

The killings followed a 'peoples strike" in the yea,
which was broken up on 28 November They were
armed against members of squatter community that
had tam part in the strike Eight men, believed to be
from the CHDF forced the male squatters to lie down,
and shot five of them dead, including Rey Name (17),
Martin Canoe 116) end Joel Narbey 1141

TM events took place in the canted of Constant armed
clashes between government troops and opposition
groups in Davao, the mein city in Mindanao Raab
of human nghts viOlatrOnS are continuous and the
acting chef of staff of the Armed Form, It Gen Fidel
RernOS, if said to turn admitted that military MAO,
may have been factor in the breakdown of law and
order

CHILD VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE IN SRI LANKA

The conflict between Tamil eatrennet groups eel the
Sinhalese majority of Sri Lanka has not spared children

An amnesty International document data A January
1985 gives the following details

According roan eye-witness account, on 11 August 1984
army personnel slated the face of a 13 yearold boy with

broken bottle, causing him to bleed profusely He died in
hogsnal as a result of his injures

A Tan who was himself subjected to torture recounts
the fact at a "small boy' eccomanying him to buy fish
was Interrogated end beam by army personnel at Kff,rnilal
On 20 September

Children ewe among the 65 Sinhalese civilians kilted
in the William., district, by members of a Tamil extremist
group on 30 November

Children minimise among the 101 victims-mostly Tamil -
killed on 4 December in the Mannar area by security forces
in e reprisal attack

On the same day, army personnel allegedly fired maxr.
OnnegliN at the inhabitants of Parappenkandal killing a
nursing mother whose child air lad despite having three
toes shot off

Sri Langan Teals seeking asylum eve thorn as
y ogre as 15 risk arbitrary arrest incommunicardo d.ienTIOn
and ill treatment if subjected to refoulement

1985 7
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Adoption of (almost!) five draft articles
Non-industrialised countries more active
NGOs congratulated on their input
Sights set on '88?

RUSHING SLOWLY

A report on the 1985 meeting of the UN Working Group
on the Ouestion of a Convention on the Rights of the Child

(28 January-let February, Genova)

True, the UN General Assembly had requested in 1984 theta special effort be made to come up with a final
draft text for the Convention this year, in honour of the fact that it is International Youth Year True, this
goal was anything but reached, and the number of draft articles adopted during this session was handy
greater than average But true too that the practised eye could detect a little more sense of urgency than
before One might describe it as rushing slowly

PARTICIPATION UP

Both participation in itself e attendence) and active participation were higher than average this yearwe
counted over forty delegations present, almost half representing the non-industrialised COuetrret Apart
from a general renaissance of interest in the draft Convention, two factors may have ..ontributed to this
f irstly, the fact that for the first time since work on the draft Convention hewn, there were no
simultaneous meetings of the Working Group on the Convention on Torture (drafting of which was
completed in 19841, secondly, the NGOs had organised an "information meeting" for governmental
representatives in December, and many of those who attended had never or rarely taken part in the
Working Group meetings previously

The participle on of delegates from Ow "South" was particularly encouraging and positive It is recognised
that the non-industrialised Taintruss are greatly hampered by the limited resources they can devote to such
meetingsthe Senegolca delegate, for 'zany.., was running between three different UN meetings going
on at the serer time The did not prevent hin and, notably, delegates from Algeria, Bancladesh, China,
and Mer,co from putting forward the South's point of view far more foroef ully than usual, and with
rT,ocrete results in the draft texts adopted

Although the members of the Working Group are those countries on the Commission on Human Rights
(numbering 431, observer nations can player equally important role Algeria and Canada, both observers,

z among the most active delegations

I!4
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Article 12bn - HEALTH

I T. Ste. P.m to the ...I Cattooloon ecoone 2no fort,
Of the eta,' I. the ...pent. , Of the hitt., drama. standof0 0.
health @neto mod., ond rohobd.tot foc.t.tos Th. Stem Palen
ON. tone to ensure that no ch,td I, do,nto for 1 fnenctof ,ettpnt
of by rains W MCad to such heel th tart sertft.
2 the Stems rim. to the Weir, COotent fun Shelf Outtut fuft
anitloonentatfoo of else rad), end 0 .1dular dud to .00,00, els
ettllares to
tal O.. .l. Intent and chdd mortatdo
WI ono.e the do.oson 01 noCOomov .nhcof One heff1fh
04.10 anon... won onadmon on IN davalcornant of ph.ov
hoolth can
IC) awn ornaendloto Noun ooro tor tto.t.,0 ,ofraft,
MI eneoure the provdson of full and ..cur ate f Marna On
repttevne ...ado of )01 Nan no ',it Kon ....dole the ...locum of
O men foothn,
I.) *hove the OrOintetn of fnto rnelfon to end Inenfri fp, f ',top
end .nodal m bawd hoonh co).. sohool)on and ohnent.on of

II) demo., ptsfOntn* health care end lam de pla.,rq Odocohon
and tondos
3 Motes Porton to the Wand Convention undonot) to thorn..
ond cooPorotwn VIdh e oleo to &I...no
Preyed melt tht full resifts, on of the ,q411 rotor met on 1110
ar'tele to the fol../ 0Orteculor a...It Owl b. to*.
of dowobool cod.)).

COntertent

On the whole, the text of thin draft article Can be looked
upon as ',Hof actory Several rcommendetions made by
the NGO* haw found their place Itte0Oin, notably explicit
rearm* to the concept of pnmary health care (pia 261
and to Me mod for lamely planning education and services
P.M 2 fl en well as to the promotion of breast feeding
lima 2 d)-alberd, in the last ease in partox.lw , In a much
attenuated font (Algona had in fact tabled an entire deft
snide on this one ablest) Also miutary 1. the mansion
(paw 2 a) of the prevention of accidents as is the mcluelon
of pot 3 on onernationel cooperation the olea for which
area from the Senegalese delaget* and *hid! adipustelY
reflects the NGO proposal that -11".10,.".^ be

omen to choldtoo of developoto COniccat

On the moue* ode, nether the quetboo ot protochon
from medical investigation end treatment detrimental to
the ChfItTs development, nor that of traditional practices
harmful to Meld, wwe ONO won. these may taken up
upon -or Mt to bCOVOVR-in the context of draft oriole
18 (extra faminal maltresurwrniexplonanon)

Artlata 14 - STANDARD OF LIVING

1 the Sums Perms to the present Coo...moon 'work. the 'Ohl
Of eat, 01140 tOestandrd of ifvsri adcouate tat 11111 child
O nYtont maul Ipodual 100151.0 loco, cfPf
2 71. prwltlrl o off.. mOonsblo lot the eh ad nano the
Wend,/ reldenelhhty tO Newt *110,0 thee "dads end 'mantel
Cogan** the condmons often, no oearwry f. the ch.fd
dmotoorolmt

THE DRAFT CONVENTION ON

Teats adopted by the UN

3 The Sohn Pomo, to t Convontfon n odrtc.wnn
nalonel cond..* onO whhn thtr means shad lake 1op1own.
masons to oohs, preen end othns rat000sof. f o. m. child 10
ft/women, 0,0 tInt.04 shall ,n cow of hood P,ov..
essSt..c. ancl 009reheett 01, ebb. le or thfagefo fo

t..,on cotl .0 how.,

Comment

Thera an still draft texts whiled with regard to this at Ude
which therefore hag to be considered it prewnt as
incomplete The NGO, were plowed to note the Inclusion
of the comp! of "saw/ denr/opnwor" in the first
OWgralM, which they hed put forward in then proposed
text They are still seek.ng raft/canon to

artCfal ovouona for the poorest or singla-parant
farnibas and children deprived of parental cars,

the foot that Oat1ntal °Ntions to support the child do
not own whim the child ts living apart from thorn or from
others responsible for hen/Mr,

consideration of standard of Irving n dvalOprnant
planning and fntarnitfOnal COCP.abOn propsmma

Artemis 16 - EDUCATION

I TM Stet. elhflail 10 lit. Preeent COnventtOn recteinfre the rpht
Of the Mid to oducahon end on. II. to achrovng too full
roohooVon Of ,Iles opt on the boom of *WM opOonunov we, .hall
fro Part0ufef
I.) mak. Offtanf o fro and condlottory as onto as poombn
Of *mown., the nt of cl.f foram I orrns of ...no.,

.cloCavon sone.. both Wert! end vacation. 10 mobs them
wahlotho end occombla to ll chAdron and 'roe epOr011f fate
',mown such at the .ntroduchon of Inn onocat)on one of town,

ownrtar.I. moot nod
lc) mot. NO. odust)On Peelle ar.C.eible 10 all on the beat of
telet0eS he eery *8.1 01011 moans
2 Stem Pao*. Mull take af0 .0101,- olifeetatt 10 enters
that *hate thwart,ns ft adratOttereld f0 tn./trot WW1. fue of the
chat, s hon.. dleee
3 T Nom Perim to 0.0rwenl COnhontton she hawed the
rgnn aril 601011 of the Owens, and whore faxrcabf
arracdfant 10 Pteerdedtreetele to the chfld the emit.. 01 hlt
sight to a:100Mo,, rnahner cOnflueteet froth the eeOlvfno
capacni. of the chill
4 The States Potts to the omen Convention Mel Onantng end
eetOureld uffterttellOhel cO00f/1etto0 fro matter. reletina to
latocalan ftertdotar outh ft vets ta C011treboungto 101
glom... of *noon. ale Motet., Ihroophoul the world nth

to sclentild and toohnocal lohohokohn and mod.. h
teaching method. In M. r.erO PertKelat aCcoonl 10.11 be token
of the hoodoo, 0.N0tnno
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THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

Working Group, January 1985

Comment

In discurng this article the UN Work ing Croup decided to
restrict it to the context and form of education preferring
to deal with the aims of that siduution under draft
eructs 16 This being so, the basic right outlined in pare 1
can be compered satisfactory It can be noted that the
NGOs formulation, in pars 1 b, of "parlous forrhs of
latoodary adoration spawns. both general and rocononal"
was adopted ritually intact The NGOs were particularly
pleased however with the inclusion of pars 2, directly
insured by the NGO proposal aimed at the prohairtion of
corporal punishment in schools the only text tabled on the
question Para 4 Is the result of a draft text tabled by
Algeria las indeed nears 1 el end constitutes s positive
addition The NOOs regretted however, that no mention
ern made of the development of educational programmes
for Children who had not been able to receive Of complete
frnrY education

Articlell AIMS OF EDUCATION

The Sass Pose to the gown Caromt., ern that tie
oloconOn Of No chid 0111 be SSW to
Id the t000nonon of Ito 0.110,11.0 Of the Md01 peessehor
also and snail end ohne* ISSN to raw I Wart pastel
and the manna, of refs. for ell hums rash's end I ...Sondra&
Oraiderne
1a1 /he irseeratran of IS child to ',Womb* We in Ow ass.
el Ora Iowa of undtratendis tolerance f models sari ell
SKS ethn end Stowe rends
hal es deminpnrhl of lonttO1 fo OH natural onvottnonont and for
the annedpies or the Untied Ninon Cheraw
2 Mn paint Stedraelt 1 of the enc.. SOI be conehned so ta to
infects with the rawly Of indiralitten end bodes to *MSS end
dew erScaroonel IssaOw rates teralls to the otos.. 01
the annetnira es foot, ra POMIKW. 1 end to the Suess? ran
the educetran elven In AS inethetrane shell conform to ash
nommen, Solo* et se be lad dawn he the Site

Comment

Nether than home devoted to 'TawPwanon for nOtOOMble
IM ", as the NGOs had unofficially end for consnience
entitled the draft araidik it now deals somewhat more
rant ictirtly with the -aim, of loducetIon-, Including some
elements from the orginal draft of article 15 (notably in
pre 1 (01 As such, and despite the surprise addition of
Para 2 at the ins-option of the Netherlands lend which is

taken insight out of the Intonational Covenant on
Economic Social and Cultural Rights) it is in keeping with
NGO ttunk neon that contton In parucuIr the NGOs
were pleased that their proposel to include a reference to
education 'an NrattOny earn ',stuns" received support end
SOO decor., was formulated (in pal. 1 11101 in a most
atoPropnete way

Artie.. 17 LEISURE AND RECREATION

1 The Sutra Pates to the senora Comentrao racoons; IS nein
o f the Vold to red sod Sans to goys in DS nod fectratrand
slams worsens to tn. ere 01 nth chid end to pealtpete frONV
al craw rd ids end the eras
7 TS 51stes Sues 10 IM Uses Convent's Sea respect end
porno. Ilia net Of tn. HIM to NOV wades. in cultural mod
0R111,0 111 04 Nell entrains the tionnoon o1 800,00,WIS *MO
e asi OPPOnynd. Iw cuaurel 00010 redeems? end 1.0111
aclnar

Comment

Without a doubt the text adopted for dm article.
combination of a Canadian first paragraph and US emend
paragraph left the most to be dewed of the various draft
ankles agreed upon during this muting of the UN Working
Grour To begin wont, the would paragraph adds little to
the f est In addition, several Isom was brushed aside
nubbly

the question of providing opportunities and facilities for
children with uncial needs different forms of handicap,

the idea that housing end town planning authovnies in
particular be encouraged to purse the reelnation of the
rghb contained on the article

Th. Pahlect of Me draft article n too ohm looked upon es
a secondary Of 'AO 'MS ingostant consideration, This
COMM ntanirs not the Was to argue the sew NonetheL
if the theoretical granting of 'Pits to caldron h designed
to ensue their optimal overall development, each link in
the dam has an equal importance The exPrower of the
"industrial's's/ nations", with the NOW rate. for
schooling and health Olfe, but oleo the MOW rates for
child and adolescent suicide, is eloquent in the regard
No less eloquent is the fact that nom, with one of the
meow child .lode nitre In the world, could not accept
Me °Newham of the ankle as it stands and formally
announced nervation in this nripeCt

That the nneween Coliedian proposal contained a
realm°, to the Mike right to Way wee positive But the
any in *MCA the and the other "rights" granted In he
article were rushed through we nut In the interests of
speeding up the drafting of the Convention, the inure=
of the child were neglected a constant danger Thou who
reed the Convention will ,till think Mat that article is
talking about do moss and theft. tickets If it is, It
shouldn't be And it is DCI, which wends somewhat more
brae on Caws of child torture and exploitation that on the
recreetional problem. of inner-city children, that says to

1 1 6
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SPEEDING UP

Everyonethe UN individual governments and the NGOs has expressed the strong wish that the
draft Convention be completed as soon as possible Achieving that aim is a different story, however
Hopes that next years meeting could last two weeks instead of the usual one now seem to be unrealistic
At the same time, It seems equally unrealistic to expect work to go a great deal faster during the meetings
tnernselvesone article per day would appear to be a maximum objective It may also be a desirable
ma x ,f c ^c Judges from the content of draft article 17 (see this Supplement) which was pushed
through quickly but with a lack of due consideration and debate that makes the final text wholly
unsatisfactory

Two things would surely help to expedite matters Firstly governments sliould develop their pre meeting
concertahon initiatives, thereby avoiding as far as possible differences of views during the Working Group
Secondly, as much useful documentation as possible should be made available in good time to the delegates
by the Secretariat to the Working Group, to facilitate the formulation of draft proposals that take into
account existing international provisions and other relevant texts

NGOs AND IGOs

The nongovernmental organisations had, as in the previous year, prepared a report on the results of their
consultations, which was submitted to the Working Group Several elements in this report found an echo in
the draft texts adopted The work of the NGOs prior to and during the Working Group was, moreover,
acknowledged by the Norwegian delegate, towards the end of the meeting In his statement, he
congratulated the NGOs for their "constructive contribution" and expressed the hope that the Group could
count on NGOs' "competence and enthus aim" on the future

In contrast, he noted the need for increased collaboration on the part of the UN system, especially UNICEF
In fact, since UNICEF has given useful support to the NGOs in their consultations and was represented
almost throughout thy Working Group meeting (and we gather that this is likely to be the extent of its
cooperation in years to come as well), the NGOs have had less cause for concern about that agency's lack
of direct input recently than had been the case earlier in the drafting process (cf Monaor 0 0) Mt.re to be
criticised this year was the absence of the World Health Organization (which had been expressly informed
that the draft article on health was likely to be dealt with at this meeting) and UNESCO (for the draft
silicas on education and recreation/leisure) The potential contribution of intergovernmental organisations
IIGOs1 was clearly demonstrated during the debate on the "health" article because the UNICEF
representative was there, she was asked to give her agency's point of view on the inclusion of a reference
to "promotion of breastfeeding" in this article Not unnaturally, governments do look to "their" specialised
ogaresations for advice such as this and without doubt UNICEF's revolts in this instance was
instrumental in the final decision to in:orporate mention of the advantages of breastfeeding

NEXT YEAR AND BEYOND

It is not utopic to believe that at next year's meeting, the drafting of all substantive articles can be
completed Thera renew, just two of the original 'obsh draft ''ex ploitahon" and "penal questions" and
so far fou, texts"armed conflict", "birth out of wedlock", "drugs" and "disappearances"
One would hope that the two "original" articles could be adopted in the first two days, leaving sufficient
time for considering the four new proposh (none of which contains more than two par...graphs) and tying
up a number of loose ends

Thereafter come two major tasks consideration of the draft articles relating to "imolemer.tation", and the
second readingriot necessarily on that order It seems feasible, to the extent that preparation is adequate,
that each task Se completed within a week

So we are witting a target date of 1988 We hope that we are not alone
IN C
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Mooting of Aston exports on child exploitation

PREVENTION THROUGH INFORMATION
Efforts to prevent the exploitation of child labour and child
prostitution dep41.5P to a large extent for their suCCeta on
the effective dissemination of information about the pro
bums involved and legislation that exists to combat them,
as welt as on the development of community interest and
awareness on them nails I t is this message that comes
through strongly from the conclusions and recornmencla
bons of the Meeting of Exports on The Exploitation of
the Child held on 12 and 13 November 1964 in Singapore
and organised by the Human Rights Standing Committee
of LAWASIA (The Law Association for Asia and the
Western Pacific)

Clearly recognition of the problem commitment by national
governments to address it and the enactment and impla
mentatron of appropriate legislation to this effect are fun
denental But it is precisely the refusal to admit the need
for tackling child exploitation the inadequacy of laws and,
in particular f Aire to implement the latter that could be
changed substantially through wide macerate and concern
about the causes and dramatic effects of the phenomenon

The Meeting emotional,' that child exploitation in the region
s not an isolated phenomenon it is in the main the result

01 dire poverty and the breakdown of family relationships
says the report

Among concrete Measure, in the spare of chid labour,
the neeting proposed compulsory minimum wages and
basic labour privilege. and regulations distinct allocations
of goveironent funds for educational and technical train

progremmes and the encouragement of suitable pro
gr./Vile, in the private sector for the welfare of children
in employment

More specifically on child prostitution, the meeting recom
mended the &vocation of government funds for rehabilitat
ing tot victims

Emphasis was also placed on the need for govern -rents
not only to take appropriate measures themselves but also
to recognise tht ermoitance of the role of nongovernmer tal
initiate cooperation with them LAWASIA is planning a
I ollowup workshop on this theme in December 1995 in
Kuala Lumpur

lAWASIA 170 Hullos guest SysIneY NSW 7000 AoStratis

HONDURAS
TORTURE OF A TEN YEAR OLD BOY

The Honduras daily Heroldo denounced in its
1st November 1984 edition the alleged torture of 10
year old Ramon Alberto Ortiz Hernandez by State
security agents (ONO

The boy accused of having been present at or party
to a theft was reportedly subierted to electric shodts
and the capuchc Ihood)

FlernOn had already been returned to the care of his
mother when the denunciation was made

9

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

Repro ti Nowenbas 11114, reothed by Amway loon-
isttiOool, thwe growls foe fearing that wen wheel-
ohldren N kilned, M eyed undo. who had been
menthowed he death. would be ethethed within din The
Rites wetboAtles, who were Ming ae intenmdleries
bohnion Etblothe and Iltheelle, took op the thee and the
Soma thewnwrort reapended qua**. othweartIng the
semen= of ell meth II le looped that the len. tams of
inewentetlon Inthaesd incised will else be PthelbstlY
endowed end name&

It is not Inetheant w lath however, toot Ivey 60 yowls
Moths we weber entree of *POO In the USA, foe
whose ethweined when they were under the ye of 10
-110WIS were es theme es 14 at the Owe of Ow offense.
The *nth of enewatIon, lowsphie owthese your, people
for then en end. WOO constholes I Iona of -creel and
Inhetwen- weesoont.

The Ineintedonel Gthensert on CNN and Politic& Rights
forproesti prohibits the hoposition of the death penalty
for Mahe connOtted enderthe age of IS, whams the
the at which the offender Is tried Neither the USA nor
Somalis Nth unified the Comment

THAI REPOR
HIGHLIGHTS CHILD SLAVERY PROBLEM

The most recent issue of the Human Rights in Thailand
Report' contains several devastating accounts of child
slavery and torture of children

The document describes in articular the plight of hilltribe
girls-from both Thailand and neighbouring Burma-who
hays been lured into prostitution in Bangkok and other Thai
towns The Burmese girls are said to be tasen across the
border at Mae Sal upon payment of bribes to off icials They
and their Thai counterparts end up incarcerated in brothels
with little or no salary, minimal food the likelihood of
wv-re maltreatment Their age can IOW 85 11 years
They often speak only their local dialect which increases
their helplessness In addition it appears that even when the
girls are rescued those from Burma can be repatriated only
with difficulty since they belong to minority tribes that are
in conflict with the Burmese government

TF Report also documents the case of a 14 iinar old 'baby
sate whose employers a married coupe from Bang
Khuntlan (Thonburil have been charged with attempted
murder child slavery and unlawful detention The girl
claims that she was sublected to constant physical torture
She was found semiconscious, in a wardrobe Her father
testified in court that he had been paid 1 250 baht lap
proximately US$ 451 to send his daughter to work for the
couple

Vol 5 No 3 July Danube, 198a Coontrunine niom
Re pion in Society 495.4 So. Y000noin Jai,ntanitworie 40
Riled Bangkok 10700 Insiisno
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MARKET FORCES
Recent developments seem to indicate that more and more people, increasingly aware of the issue, as well
as the authorities of some countries, have been taking a stronger stand on the problem of the sexual
explortman of children, perticilK, ly child prostitution and pornography involving children

Two national chapters of Defence for Children International (DCI USA and DCI Netherlands) have recently
had occasion to note a special concern with thew issues in their respective countries

Thus, m November 1984, the N irth American chapter of DCI was invited by the United States Senate
Permanent Sub-Committee on Investigations to appear at a public hearing on child pornography
Dn 29 November, DCI USA submitted a Statement entitled "Commercial Child Pornography and Pedophile
Dripnizations", which was widely publicised and from which we reprint extracts below

The Netherlands, as we know, is the only West European country where pornographic material involving
children has been freely on sale This may soon change the Netherlands Minister of Justice submitted
to Parliament on 2 October the text of a draft article to be included in the Penal Code, which would make
it punishable to utilise persons under sixteen yews of ape in the production of pornographic material
Professor Jaap E Doek, President of DCI Netherlands, recounts below the steps which led to the drafting
of this text

And finally, to round-out this brief "case-file", we oublish an article by Dan Camper 1, member of the
faculty of the Department of Political Science at Appalachian State University (USA), who takes a look at
the economics of juvenile prostitution in the United States His original approach reveals the gigantic
proportions of this "market" in terms of dollarsand-cents, ..ind thus throws light on a core aspect of the
problem of child prostitution its economic implications ant the huge financial interests that are at stake

Dominique Lamina

EDITED EXTRACTS FROM A STATEMENT
TO THE US SENATE COMMITTEE

ON GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
PERMANENT SUB-COMMITTEE

ON INVESTIGATIONS

Statement prepared by
Prof Kenneth J Herrmann Jr

and Michael J Jupp
on behalf of DCI USA

[I Defense for Children Internal coal USA wishes to
express its gratitude to the members of this Sub

Committee for the opportunity to express its findings and

its views on this important subject before the United States
Senate

We wish to make clear from the beginning that there is
much that can be accomplished to suppress this trade in
children if the Political will isoresent if the proper resources
are made available and if a purposeful and creativeaPProorh
is used We sincerely and respectfully express our hope
that this is not lust another committee hearing where the
findings Win be relegated to obscurity

Findings

It would eern appropriate to begin by telling you about
Jesus age nine DCI USA became aware of this angelic
looking Hispanic boy on August 17 1984 He arrived at a
day comp on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in New
York City that morning in tears and walking as though in
pain A youth worker took the time to talk with him The
story of Jesus is the of horror His horror is shared by
millions of other younger and older children He is a native
of Acapulco Mexico The father of his large and very poor
family was approached three weeks before by a visiting
Anglo who offered to take the boy to New York provide
him with an education teach him English and eventually
find him a job Some money changed hands we do not yet
know how muchand Jesus Came to the Lower East Side
of Nev.. York City The neighborhood is described by the
New York City Police as the ug supermarket of the
world It is populated by rows of derelict building and
what appear to be countless derelict people The effect of
the community was traumatic for Jesus The repeated
sodomizing by the Anglo was even worse Because Calls
to the hot line for child abuse and to the New York City
Bureau of Child Welfare resulted in no response the day
camp called DCI USA for advice As a result the child was
taken to a precinct station and the Anglo was arrested
Inquiries of local people revealed that the Anglo had

119 liPAJIAVA 'f903 1?,38
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OR FORCE OF THE LAW?
brought a boy of similar age from Memo:, the previous
summer and a boy horn the Dominican Repeb lc the
summer before Those two children heronry., been meted
We also do not know if photographs had been taken of the
children being sexually victimized for sale in the child
pornography market The case a still being investigated
by DCI USA

The four aspects of the sexual exploitation of children ne
exemplified in the story of Jesus child trafficking, child
pornography child prostitution and Pedophiles

Denmark is an example of one nation in which Mild
pornography results in few arrests and ProSeCutiOns Thu is
not an Issue of police corruption but rather an issue of a
problem having low priority, a problem shared by most
children s mugs both nationally and internationally

DCI n disturbed by reports received from US tourists and
profesionals who have returned from the Philippines It
aPPews that the number of children engaged in prostitution
in that country is unusually high near US military installs
tons It eau also reported to DCI-USA on October 19,
1984 by Sgt Thanes Rodgers of the Indianapolis Police
that there a a disproportionately high number of US
military officals on child pornography distribution lists

A shocking report was received by DCI at their general
membershop meeting at the intnnational Congress on
Child Abuse and Neglect in Montreal, Canada in September
1984 of en actual child auction in Amsterdam, the Nether
lands This event vies allegedly not isolated It saw the buy
ins and selling of children by photograph foe the purposes
of pornography production and child trafficking for such
Purposes We ere still investigating such reports and believe
that such activity may take elect in a variety of nations

The children who enter this market are frequently street
children whose numbers ire estimated to be up to 170
million children or 38 per cent of the world s population
No more than 500,000 receive services by professional
agencies The vest majority of these hopeless children live
without care and supervision and are readily available for
the exploitation we are concerned about today It was
reported at the 'Shelter the Children '83" an international
conference in New York last year 'There dais° the growing
wuness that ',WY Young girls while not actually hying
on the streets, suffer 'undo' deprivation at indentured
house servants child prostitutes or Ma reluctant mistresses
of rich mar, "This is a malor prOlern in Central and Latin
America A 1 rice and East Asa Although in smaller numbers
the problem is escalating in London New York and other
developed nvtOM

Many of the other Chtldre^ who enter this market are sold
by economically &Potted parents who have to make the
terrible choice between selling their children or starving
Some come from the intonational adopt ion system Others
are children stole tom families in the United States
Europe and other na uns It could well happen that a child

missing from Washington today could be seen in porno
graphic pctures next year in Germany This approach to
supplying children If/ acts all DOCIOISOWIOMiC groups

International trafficking of children is conservatively
estimated an a five billion dollar huntress There are cam
der4bIs, a0PbOttcaded networks linking these issues inter
nationally The children involved in this brood problem
all suffer irreparable damage with severe Wend COolleCtUlmall
for both the countries in which the victim :shoo originate
end on which it is consumed There are no national boun
dories for such activities as in illustrated by the story of
yeas this past August end the children who preceded him

Progress to efforts to combat this Problem

Efforts have been made to fight this problem of the sexual
exploitation of children around the world None of them
he been successful Some have made progress

We are pleased to report that Professor Jaap Dock member
of the DCI Executive Council and a family court fudge in
the Netherlands informed us on November 8, 1984, that
Mr Korthells Alt .., the Dutch Minister of Justice, has sub
nutted a bill to Parliament, prohibiting the production
distribution, and possession of all forms of child porro
graphy (See accompanying article by Prof Dock (Ed

Ingrid Almbadh &clattery to the Swedish Commission on
Sexual Offenses, has informed us regarding proposed
amendments to Sweden's penal code that will broaden the
criminal definitions of sexual misconduct and increase the
penalties for the sexual exploitation of minas and the
production of child pornography

There are, Of COuree, several intertatiOnal treaties address
ing this issue the Convention for the Suppression of the
Traffic in Women and Children, 1921 (es amended by the
Protocol of 1947), the International Agreement for the
Suppression of the White Slave Traffic, 1904 (as amended
by the Protocol of 1948), ratified by the US Senate but
Poorly enforced in the case of Jena and countless others
the Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons
and of the Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others 1949
the Convention for the Suppression of the Circulation of
and Traffic in Obscene Publications, 1923 In amended
periodically) and of course, the UN Declaration of the
Rights of the Child

Although these pacts of legislation are or are in the process
of being enacted outside the United States, they are of
critical importance to Amer can children There a no dos
!motion in this world of the 'cruel exploitation of children
between a domestic and an international market The con
ventional wisdom among many investigators has been to
distinguish between the 'glossy' commercial child porno
grephy much of which has been produced in Europeand
the low-quality or home Produced pornography of the
United States We have seen copies of photographs of

1E41512 I
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CHILD PORNOGRAPHY AND LEGISLATION
Prof Dr Jup E Doek

El In many presentations on child pornography the

Netherlands is often mentioned none of the countres
where this type of pornography is produced from where it
is distributed and where its tale is allowed and can be
effected without serious risks of (penal) prosecution

Recently however there have been developments that
over the next few years may well change the situet,un It is
not unlikely that the Netherlands will very soon no longer be
the wad. for child pornography producers distributors
and sellers that it is today Thrs forecast is based mainly on
the fact that the Tweede Kamer (roughly equivalent to the
House of Representatives) of the Dutch Parliament has
accepted a bill on pornography that contains important
provisions on this question This bill is now before the
Eerste Kerner (Senate) for global approval

Bill 15 836 and influence
of the woman's movement an interesting lesson

This Bill was submitted to the Dutch Parliament as a result
of the report of the National Committee set up ton:Noe the
government about possible changes in the Public Morality

Act ' more especially as tar as it deals with dornograPhY
The Bill was submitted on 5 October 1979 and its history
gives an interesting picture of the development of a piece
of legislation over the past five Yens

In view of certain ham human rights which are of special
meaning in this regard re the right to freedom of thought
conscience and religion the right to I reedom of en ressiOn
and the right to respect for private life the legislation was
based on the principle that the State should only intervene
when and where really necessary Therefore the legislator
was pursuing two main objectives with this Bill

(al protection of citizens against unsollicrted or unwanted
exposure to pornography

Protection of young people against particular forms of
pornography

For our purposes here it is this latter aspect which is more
particularly relevant

Article 240a

Any p.mwn who pro) eel oilers or shows ro miner whom
ha b.:owl or nymonobly could ham armor, ro ape count?. Man
16 yaws of age Donne or oboe, rhe showing or whrch rs
co...Owed to be Ishwful Co. persons below me ay or I5
than be punishable by hnonsonment he maiiimini or two
moo., or he line or op ro 7 000 novice

The committee responsible for preparing this But asked in
as Preliminary Report 122 April 1980) whether it was
possible for a fudge to decide what is considered es harmful
for minors and why the possibility of harmful risks was not
taken into account when pornography was in written form
Members of this committee were thus doubting whether it
was really possible to label pornography as detrimental This
was the expression of t general trend to liberalize almost all
the forms of pornography

In his answer (12 January 19811 the Minister of Justice
argued for the maintenance of the proposed text of Article
240a

In the final report '12 h arch 19(31) memcers of the Chris
ban Democratic Party lexpir-rtly asked for special Provisions
in the law to protect ',ono against involvement in the

production of pornography Sr, far the Bill had not given
rise to Serious debate in the trim a because at that time
there was no fundamental disagreervn nt about the proposed
provisions and the general trend of Ilberalisrng policy con
cerning pornography

But the response of the Minister of Justice was not published
until 6 July 1984 10 over three years later The reason for

known American children that have been circulated through
informal domestic markets which appear years later in the
European market and are recirculated in the United States

The commercial trade in child pornography was once pre
valent more than today in the United States It partially
Moved to Europe because of the lower risk in production
Many of the photographs used originated here

There is a developing market for child pornography suppled
to our country from East Asra We are investigating the
source and believe it may originate in Thailand the Philip
pines or Srr Lanka

Recommendation

The issue must be seen as not me,ely the eeplonation
of children by adults but also as exploitation or the lesser
developed nations by the more developed nations

Efforts to educate the public must be solziort,d loade
gune public recognition of the scene and complenty of

the subiect has resulted in little funding for investigation
Money must be made available and must be ravened in
both public education and in investigations by public and
private organizations pupped to provide such FPrtiFFF

There 's a need to review consolidate and enforce exist
ing treaty laws and conventions Strong enforcement has
been lacking and we with to submit this as the key to
breaking the high levels of illegal activity which nut today

We ui-ge the creation of Cl.rinfthOUSI to identity the
producers and distributors of child pornography and loose
engaging in the international trafficking of children for
sexual eeploitation wherever they may be This should
prompt ,OCAI police action to seize equipment and supplies
and to confiscate materiel It might also identify the children
involved and assist in returning them to their familiar

As It took the combined effort of the Ant; Slavery Society
and the British Navy to stop the slave trade the same
combination of public and private action may serve to stop
this devastating trade in children

1965,2 r
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the war: none dlay2 was as follows In Ow course of
1981 the Monster of Justice Waived a large number of
letters from women's organisations amassing the Bill and
strewing among other things the fact that pornography was
becoming more end meal violent and that it ducrintireted
against women to many respects As a reset of thew pro-
tests at the end of 1981, the Minister of Juana asked the
Natant Count for Me Emanceation of Woman to 114.
advice about the possible imPlatoons of the probated 9111
for the crouton of women on Dutch mom The Coursed
c,rsciuded its response by saying that th Monism of Justice
shoe not continue with the dnowsion of the Bill on
Pah lament The Council pointed out

then the report of the Commons' of the Pubic Monilny
Act whorls was the mein beds foe the Bob had been pubilshad
,n 1973,

Met rewwch woo thereto» necessary to undone llta infer
matron and in porter:oh, research should be carried out on
Me reletandso between the increase of violent pornography
and violence mann women and the relationship between
child pornography and maul atm of children.

that more attention Mould be Men to the production of
pornography under dunes and to the discrirtunating effects
of pornography for women

As a result It was only after a new government end a new
Minister of Justice had taken office that the demon was
made to pursue docusnon of Bin 15.S36

Bill 15.838 amendments, theinnionsendquensons

In he answer of 6 July 1964 the Minister of Justwe ProOolled
taw changes in the pending Bill3 But after that date them
were a number of develoPhents which undaybotedly had an
impact on the Maude of the Minister of Jump/

Firstly at the and of that same month (July 19841, the
Amsterdam poke undertook a "runs" and railed all the
Mold Pornognehit materials (books, romazones, films,
voclootam, etc ) This initiative reamed conablweble
attention in the press, e 0. articles in national nectarines/
weeklies Itko Vgg Ndogigngl, 28 July 1964, CM TO. 10
August 1964. with statements by experts in the fold
shinbone the donne duld PornoVaPhY Mows for children
involveel

Secondly the Montster of Justice was intervoinved for the
NBC documentary "S,Not Shame" in "Mich the vahous
detrimental specs of the child-pornography business were
shown, this documentary wet broadcast not only in the USA
but also at the Netherlands on 16 October 1994 (the
Monster of Justbe had no daub. been informed beforehand
about this brow:keeling)

It d difficult to say which other activities (such as thaw
carried out by the Dutch wctoon of Defence for Choldren
Inwrnahonel and wme members of Parliernen0 also In
fluenced the opinion of the Minister of Justice but on
2 October 1964 he arbrnated an amendment mho the
proposal to onset a new article 240b 1811115 838 No 171
in the Penal Cosh as follows

be-

=molts 13

daft*
galsiktell gob

lIggisr, Agile Asktilliniiriitii w it
swag masigsosibst IR ow SIMS 011.11011114,
Y as se east Sgs asysgsgst is gaSitt=
err the Beg Ina dethellataribethillbeile
tee MIgkilatek SYS, AsSYSIS AdIB stioAst Misr so
mart lainallix* ergs glI *MOON *II Papa kr
WIN" an imugingly WWI* phiteenniera
mike NMI crab iggsgigir M ass *8
thoggint gaud gvangont *8985 Now I Sosivsgsgl
what abbess, betaven OAS.% oggl
betvggwe sitsals owl claim AR eV aglow Bard
Mbasillankle 8. I see wady the op ft eas."

On 22 September. the ma newmpar reothied the
adatonce of a dad prostIntlon network In the Sewn of
Sommto fort the Gulf of Naples! The report Indicates
that about thirty young boys -but the number
fact, be car raidembly hIgher-were "recruited" in the
vicinity of primary WWI" in chime. end in public
Pam, with Mennonite of same t or of a sum of money
30,000 to 40000 lire or about 1.15$ 20. Per "liendoe"
The boys were than forced to prostitute thernotives and
th081178:1 with relwlsele Keine themeless Or their
firmly If they failed to keep silent Some of the molftew
beam avows of whet wee happ.nlnp, but ware the
targets of intimidation tents end town. the 'II* of
silence" canoed out of fear of regale* Is making the
PM of ineestiferton Particularly ditlicuft They do not
acluth the possibility Met this network may be the
work of the "Carnet's", the Neapolitan melt a large
Part of whoa mown ha. Maths been denied from
prostitution, which now seems to extend to the Mouth
lotion of young calk*.
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Any hereon ref Menden. or memory mana: Of who aqui e
new le elerrobemon or woe Imhof:moon produce, nem..
camps et wwww expert, e omens e "lore fewledeng
oeher foam or Inlenemnen resew film or reloolele cnwm
mg wee warenerof mew, me no rem* personobwoune
0000 N. we of fa row ...Isms own h sowWwi by
meamonemne fee e nehmen.. of Over wombs r Med
cowry firm !moron.. 100000m.)

Outing the discussion on Bill 15638 in the Twwit Kamer
many representatives of the various political parties paid
serious attention to the problem of child pornography
From that discussion this following COnCluPPIS can be
drawn

there is almost unanimous support for the provisions
dealing with child pornography (Articles 240 and 240b)
among the members of the Tome. Khmer, the support
was expressed in a positive vote on 6 November 1984,

Articles 240 and 240b as proposed lead to same
questions which have been discussed in the Tword. Kamer
some of the main conclusions are

tall! will be up to the suds, to decide what is 'Iminnful"
(Art 240) in individual caws The Minister of Justice
',misused that not only sexual violence can be harmful
but also sexual acts without violence It is furthermore
not excluded that violent acts without a sexual compo
rent fall wither this provision, the feet of Article 240 .
does not limit its working to "sexual" partUreSCe °Wets

lb) Article 240b is based on the irrefutable assumption
that a child below the op of 16 cannot be voluntarily
involved in child pornography productions (counter
evidence is not possible) But what about the production
of child pornography wroth has ben staged (using
tricks to make It look like cnild porn0p1Phyl? That fall,
also wthin the del inition of Article 240band is therefore
punishable, aCCording to the Minister

lc) What happens if the defendant states that it was not
obvious that the child involved was yOunger than 167 As
Inn: at It rnewent rhildron Pram o 17 years there is In
the opinion of the Minister, no reason for any doubt
Those children obviously look younger than 16 In oth-
cases it night be difficultin particular when the identity
of the child is unknownto prove that the accused
',sew or could have known that the personls) was faliall)
younger than 16

Concluding ninnsirks

The history of Bill 15 836 shows howebove all thanks to
the influence of the women's movementthe attitude of
the legislator towards r rnography In general and child
pornography in particular has changed WO the beginning
of the 80s Child pornography has finally been considered
as a serious problem that falls within the scope of the
Penal Code Statements of the Minister of Justice lead one
to believe that child pornography will be Severely Olen
secured In !ha context, he has mentioned his willingness to
participate in international efforts to fight *gainst this
phirnosenon

Once the Earn. Komar has delft with this Bill it can be
expected that during the cows. of 1985 the Netherlands
will for the first time hove effective legal instruments to
COMbet child pornography

It will then be up to the Minister of Justice an! public
prosecutors to make full use of thew instruments

Organisations concerned such as the National Society for
the Preveshon of Child Abuse and the Dutch section of
Defence for Children International, will closely follow the
activities of the rasponsibie authorities as soon as the new

Defence for Children International will closely follow the
activities of the responsible authorities as soon as the new
penal provisions come Into force I (JED)

t Tint act r not e worm POP of legaletion bur e ip.1 Chapter
of tne OutCh Mimi Code 'gook ll Ina XIV Cr ma mem. moanv
articles 230 254 Marne wish woony Sirs illetter-901110eraPhY,
rag wean moult inapt eandotionom)
2 The putaltranion of the written carom; Moen.. in tho prin. Pon'
phase had been Que. nonnel 0.11 with explanetion 6 October 1179
proliounary report of the Common. 22 April IMO amen I roar
the keno.. of Justice t2 January nor and find repOrt of Com
mitt. 12 Morn Mt TIM eorromon of written P.M dliciuld
Inc rewind in a final answer of the Minoan in Summer 1961 and
public dwasion in she w* Klan, in the autumn of that year
3 Mon mportent nee the props. r add a row* wornuon
Jenne wen m nen iceman Inwen Anise 430 Penal Code)
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THE ECONOMICS OF

JUVENILE PROSTITUTION IN THE USA

Daniel Campers
Appalachian State University,

Boone, N C , USA

According to thew yew investigation into the
sexual exploitation of childron, known as the 'Mew

Rack" report, there are 100,000 200,008 wiener. (boys
and girls) engaged in Prostituen on a regular basis in the
Undid Sates The intimate is derived from the rteults of

national piney of 506 police departments in 50 dates,
supplemented by an additional Piney of 125 social service
essences and fold ourveollance stud*, of targeted cities
whore' kiddie pros" could be obeesed or onterviewed

It is evident that juveniles reprisest a substantial proportion
of the commercial sex trade, not lust in prostitution but in
subardwy areas such or pornography and "exotic" dancing
There Is in fact awry reason to below thew children have a
gross market yoke that excowi. th traffic in adult Prone
hen TM purpose of the article is to mew succinctly
the economic dynamics of this issue How much money is
conereted, and who profits, from the labour of child
prostitutes in Amami?

there is a very ample formula than can be used to calculate
the gross yearly revenue of this trade It I. a type 1.4 Coding
scale, adjusted accordong to the praised velutns of juvenile
prostitutes and employing a maximum minimum range of
essential oar oebkis, including the number of working days
Per ear end daily income from the weeny The crude for
mull however, b reliable onsomuch r it depends on
conserv.tive estimates, s g 515 per transovn, subotan
listed by first hand knowledge of the business as provided
on the "Meat Rack" investigation There...sof the formula
can be effectively parented ins ,' an operational IBM.

V ;IA x S w R
wee veneer
of somene.

wen ins
ere

Way
ow..

Armin pow Mallon
Irn inewenes r esanol

200000 208/10a 415/615. 1 872 000/312 000
150000 2011/104 645/615 1 004000/230300
100 000 201,104 4151015 978 000/150000
50000 MVOS 415315 On 000/78 000

Ert.rneed at ownenurn 4 or rntorrnton 2 working hen weak
52 MOIts

*,..mum 3 er nnnwnton 1 1 aosannonisl day
a $15

These figures ate to say the least, both enlightening and
Plonk/gong In their implications The grow annual rovonUe
rain. from almost 2 billion to 78 million dollars, doe:ending

on the 05,no of alimite prostitutes laicise 10f 0105$
indexing Even at the loosest level (50,000 prostitute.
corresponding to nut 500/0 of the minimum estim.ted
fon.), the income is at lent 'goal to, if not greater than,
the gross national product of many developing nations
K4455515 in mod that the table uses extremely conservative
bass figures for the A and IS variables, the results clearly
indicate that, in addition to being sexually used child
prostitutes are economeally settee on a systematic, unpre
cedentod wale in the United Sates

What becomes of the fruits of their labour? Who profits, in
cther words, from this Masi sntenailei The moot 8,11he
date recipients are those directly involved in to perpetua
loon, web as pimps, mademes, hotel and manageferlor
ownero They remove the bon's there of the MOM* of
which a minuends portion filters down to the child Prost.
tuts An unknown sere a recycled bock into the economy
by the lumen through Ow purchase of savors and goods.
including food, drulls, shelter, clothes, and toemPortahon
Others, such as bartenders. cabdrovers. and corrupt owe
officers benefit from kickbacks from pimps or customers in
exchange for referrals or official protection from arrest In
any event, mod of this untaxed Income is eventually
returned to the economy when It ado, to both the god
national product Iced, flow) and the notions! debt (loss of
taxable revenue)

fl,zents ht. ;Jut nto prsmces the .J:to-t
. which lusenolit prostitutes are economiCelly exploited
They reflect the logical disparity of cornmocul sex those
who are moot routinely victimized rap the fewest financial
rowed, This *Particularly true for children who must WI
themielves in order to survive Their. Is a Mustion ato
riOrifista refer to as diminishing returns on a capital
moot An thaw Juveniles age, so their "market value"
decrease. There is, in mance, no such thing a. a wealthy
child prostitute

The croons of exchange involving prottituna, CUstomna,
and peripheral Partni0onts e 9 Pont*. Peewees the con
tinted economic and sexual victionzotiem of child prosti
tube Wthout a steady demand, supply would dosappear
Such cold observations do not won hint at the trauma,
emotional o physical, inheront in en adoluctnt promote's
lifestyle Nor do they touch upon key mum regarding the
politico or cultural values of a society willing to condone
nownol.Prootitution They however, make a .bundsntly
CHIN that a segment oft lull population it the USA has
a Mead financial interat in, and commitment tr, the
perpetuation of the 014141 trafficking in children (D C

Ige5/2
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NEW EDITION OF CHILD LABOUR BOOK

A second, revised edition of Chad labour a threat to haelth and development was
published in January 1985 oy DCI, in cooperation with the World Health Orga
nilatiOn This new version carries certain of the articles in the first edition but
most contributions are either updated or completely new The length has been
expanded from 85 to 110 pages

Orders may be placed with
DCI, Plena enclose six inter
national reply coupons to
cover nonage and packing

SCHOOL OPENED
FOR IRANIAN CHILD POWs

After more than 18 months of negotiations and prepare
tan by DCI end Terre des Hommee Lawannt, an
educational end vocational training facility for the
Leman child r aone-of war at Al Flamed, camp, Iraq,
was officially inaugurated on 6 January 1985

1 ea

"CHILDREN'S RIGHTS WEEK"
IN FLORENCE

Organised around DCI's internstionel seminar on "Children
in Prison" and the movement'. second ordinary General
Assembly, a week long International Congress on Chlichen's
Rights was hosted by the Comm of Florence, Italy from
3 to 7 Dec mbar 1964 In addition to the two above
mentioned events, the Week comprised a wen of vary well
attended public meetings on selected children's rights issues
(More deuce in the Isnot information bulletin for DCI
members Info,norben, no 8I

ARTICLE PROPOSED ON
CHILDREN AND ARMED CONFLICT

At the last meeting of the UN Working Group the
Netherlands detente tabled a draft text, to be considered
in principle at the 1966 meeting, for en article in the
Contention on the Rights of the Childdealme fowl, magy
with protecting children's rights in situations of armed
conflict This proposal, supported by Belgium, Finland,
Peru, Senegal end Sweden, reeds as follows

t Stem 14semm M the weft.' Convention tendeelote to rower
Simi 10 Smdmie moat for ale of onternetIonsl honnenoteron
MeePleebie in encase conflict, **kb ere ntiment to clookfren
2 In en* to Implement than oteloetione Sane home to the
prevent [tenet.. Peel M confoenete met the "einem
of etelmeePonel Mornsenteelen late mfr., In pervade, from
ntemenet ceeleton aro tem./mat forme endeieell mere),
/rinse mamma to erne eurroneven do nor eke pert in
haft.eltme

The NGOs, at the SUpPettion of Fluids Barron and the
Friends Vaunt' Committee for Consultation, agreed back
in 1993 that the inclusion of special provolone on
children and anted conflict in the draft Conner tan was
vital At that Ili a, they proposed a text to which they
added a perapiph in the course of their 1984 consults
done How does the above text compare with that put
forward by the NGOs)

Favourably. is the basic answer, to the extent that it is
apparently bond on two of the three paragraphs con

.r "re-cc:es' Tot, nmmen"m ,hr
Netherlands draft, concerns more particularly the special
protection to be afforded to children caught up In
situations of armed conflict There a indeed a danger
that such special protection, seat as a principle, results
in the undesirable spitting up of lanolin, and even it.
the apparent 'unification of the international displace
ment of children (including "bobylitte' I with all the
children's rights problems that such initiative' pose At
the *erne time, the spirit of the paragraph proposed by
the NGOs was clearly that of protecting children from
situations in which deliberate or foresnably harmful
acts are committed against them, more because of
the context of armed ',Ilion than because such actor.
advance the cruse of the perpetrators

Now that the Netherlands text has been tabled the

NGOs will be deciding this year whether or not to press
for the Inclusion of a provision granting -special pro
notion- to children

1906/2 1 Pooled in SworPiond by Anorvinerie do Buren SA Geneve
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DEFENCE FOR CHILDREN INTERNATIONAL
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Defence for Children International MCI) is on independent
nonibvernrnental organisation set up during the
Internitional Vex of he C lid 119791 to ensure ongoing,
practical. tyttematie and concerted International action
specific-ell,/ throated towards promoting and protecting the
rights of the child The organisation's alms are

to foster rwarerraes about, and solidarity around,
children's rights situations, issues end initiatives throughout
the world.

to belt, promote and implement the most effective
means of securing the probation of these rights In concrete
situations, from both a preventive and a curative standpoint

To adorn thaw awns, CICI's methods include
pubashong information on all evicts of childron's rights,

through a regular bulletin for members, the quarterly
Inonnanonal Chddlon's Rights Mondo/ for wide
dotnbution, and ad hoc lAkhcatiom.

'bong up 'pacific cabs of ,bloom of children rights
referred L. It as an independent international agency,

undertakinz ctiononontod inbotwations, alone or
10.tlY. MUMS of WOCIIn concern which are found
to be inadequatrir documented internatronally, g the
sexual exploitation of children, chddren in prisons,

taking bract action in response to situations nwniv.nli
the violation of rights of badoc groups of children,

of accepted children's rights,
working for improved international standards in the

children's rights solvers,
strmuleting cooperation and boon, nationally, regionally

and internationelly, to Import rayon n to children's
rights problems

DCI is an international Movement which already hen a
membership of both individuals end orgennation involved
With or supporting Its work in nearly 40 countries on ail
contrmints EMI with subscribers, correspondent and
information exdumge otpeements in many more It it in
consultative status with the Unclad Nations Economic and
Sociel Council I Rosterl and with UNICEF

Defence fan ChIldren International
PD Sox 359
CH 1211 GENEVE 4
SWITZERLAND
TN Geneve (e,2) 2(4 346
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An unprecedented opportunity
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SPECIAL EDITION

The yawl edition of the Monitor marks the filth
anniversary of Defence for Children International
Volume 2 will begin in January 1985, and from now
on volumes will correspond to calendar yews

3

Some of the oth3...
r---1 In recent years, UNICEF has been Pub.ishing an

annual report called The &snot the World's Children,
the core? of Which is reproduced on the cover of the issue
The is neither a gratuitous act on our part, nor a facile
attempt at gentle criticism It is QUITO On: r what we felt
to be an evacuee way of swing that the 'State of the
World's Childrn" cannot be wen purely in terms of
mortality and morbidity rates, access to education end
bent Meth services, Oi nutritional Weals

Than are part of the storyindeed, en important purl but
there is more There is more because evellnounshed duldran
who go to school and receive effectwe treatment for OM(
illnesses her only "won" half the battle Wherever twy
are, they may still fall victim to the other half OM might
almost say Mat physical survival is the wry Part, even if
40,000 die of malnutrition and preventible dawasee every
day At least we know how to wee the wet matority,
wen if we still let Mem die

In contrast, we still have only a scant idea es to how to
persuade governments the, they should not tolerate or
encourage the abduction, tortwe and killing of children
We still do not know how to OW a simple Wolohan from
certain quarters that children are being physically and
psychologically tern Wart because they are once,.:-veted
with adults, brutally wparatsd from their parents, shipped
front one country to another, sent to war in other words
forced into situations that milks a mockery of die fact
that they wwe enabledor managedto survive

...,,ye, nem mat we mount PProech the problems faced
by these children in a spin '4 Mauve optimism, that in
describing what are sometimes `alai circumstances we are
all out to avoid sinking into the realms of pointless sense
Vorahernoe pasonnone manna,.

Pathan/ not so strange in view of what wee intimated in
this space in the last issue of the Monitor Something

is
happening in the whine of children's rights It is suddenly
becoming an issue All at once the bowl of nee, the tents
and blankets and the veocinatiOrn are being seen for what
they are absolutely necinsary, but never sufficient

Mid 1984 The fifth annnenani of Defence for Children
Internatronal Five years since the Intimatbnal Year of
the Child And something happening An appropriate
moment then to take stock of the state of some ^f the
world s other children

Nigel Cantwell
Defence for Children International

SPECIAL 10114
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AN UNPRECEDENTED

Taking the floor before the Sub Commission on Prevention of Disc -nmation and Protection of

Minorities of the UN Commission on Human Rights in Augu '984 aie representative of the UK based

Minority Rights Group made a statement on the exploitatio. ind abuse of children that included the

following passage
it can be strikingly demonstrated in our own research and experience and by the work of organisero is

such as the Anti Slaver). Society and Defence for Children International that international legislation to
protect children and secure their loft:717*nm! rights iseven when it exists Often widely neglected and

tha. devote a few imaginative Opera onal programmes children Is priority group' remain ill served by

nonoovernmenta/ organisations and government bodies alike
The Independent Commission on International Humanitarian Issues, set up in 1983 at the initiative

cf Prince Sadruddin Aga Knan and Crown Prince Hassan of Jordan, is focusing its attention on a limited
number of such "issues- that, in its opinion, require far greater priority for concern and action One of

ow selected is The Protection of Children"
At the April 1984 session of the UNICEF Executive Board, the chairman of the Standing Group of

National Committees for UNICEF in Europe stated in no uncertain terms that the Committees he
represented expected UNICEF to play a far more active role in the formulation andcompletion of the
Draft Convention or, the Rights of the Child The delegate of the International Committee of the Reo
Cross, in his statement, strongly urged UNICEF to become more involved in efforts to protect children
in situations of armed conflict At that same session, the UNICEF secretariat announceo is intention of
preparing a report, for the 1986 session of the Board, on "children in especially difficult circumstances
! e those situations that the agency has, to a greater or lesser degree, tended to look on as falling outside
its mandate to date They are many, and from an original list of four inalor areas, the scope of the paper

has now been widened to include-potentially at least-a review of all of them And they are basically
situations requiring the protection of children and their rights

A raresty International, not far from celebratir,g its 25th anniversary, this year decided to pay more
attention to children as a special group with regard to action to combat violations of rights falling within

the organisation's mandate
For the first tme, the major British development and relief agency, OXFAM, is inctuaing a section on

children s rights questions in the handbook it issues to its field representatives
Interest in the Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child has never been so high Not Only are more

and more international organisations seeking involvement in the drafting process but so are national
non-governmental bodies Governments like that of the UK, initially non committal and passive towards the
formulation of the draft text are note being polled into taking active stands on some of the issues
The Canadian Government .s posits, ely asseiling the UN Working Group on the Convention withproposals

for substantive amendments to the content of this fundamental instrument

There is not the slightest doubt that 1984 could mark a turning point for efforts to promote and protect
children's rights The above examples are lust some of icony that bear witness to the sudden emergenceof

a collective consciousness about children's rights problems on an unprecedented level Not even in the
International Year of the Child (INC) five years ago was this degree of manifest concern from so many
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OPPORTUNITY

quarters achieved At the same time, it is precisely IYC that lard many of the foundations vital to the
widespread awareness that now exists For It was the announcement of IYC that led the Polish Government
to put forward the idea of the Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child It was in IYC that UNICEF
(which housed the IYC Secretariat) was suddenly confronted with a whole range of children's rights issues
that it had previously managed to avoid It was because of PiC that UNICEF was later named "lead agency"
for children within the UN system and began describing half as an advocacy organisation, meaning chat
sooner or later it would have to respond to calls from outside and inside to review its policy on problems
facing children over and above survival and development It was also IYC that inspired Amnesty
International to produce a special booklet on "Children", the organisation's first demonstration of special
concern for this group And it was IYC that saw the foundation of the first international organisation
specifically concerned with the rights of the childDefence for Children Internationalwhich has naturally
been involved with several of the developments outlined above In other words, IYC c1.1 what it basically
set out to do, which was notcontrary to what many of its critics deliberately and unconstructively
intimatedto solve all the problems of the world's children by 31 December 1979 It was, rather, to put
children on the map, and to try to instigate a continuous and higher level of responsiveness to their needs
The aim, then, was to ensure that "the spirit of IYC" was carried forward, indefinitely Five years later,
the signs point to this being the case

Nonetheless, we advisely said that this year "could" mark a turning point The e,ustence of a high level
of collective consciousness is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for bringing about change Change
requires informed str.teges and the resources and tools to implement them The field of the protection
of children's rights is strewnsome would say overgrownor evtn suffocatedwith good intentions and
worthy sentiments It is no doubt partly because of this that, in practical terms, it is only recently that it
has been seen as a field at 611 Looking at tactics and the material means to employ them SEAMS almost
novel when the sphere concerned is the rights of the child, yet they are vital if the meaning of the "rights
of the child" is to be anything more than that inherent in any grammatically correct phrase

That it must be moremuch moreshould be so obvious that it hardly needs repeating Unfortunately,
it does need repeating Over and over again Fortunately,more and more people are rapes g it
Equally fortunately, they are discarding the "something should bedone about this" approach in favour of
"we shooks he doinr2wwwwking atcut :74 2 ..tier von sIttetAl to do

This special edition of the Mown", is designed to contribute to such efforts, by looking at the major
problems with which DCI has been confrontedover the past five years It is not exhaustiveit deals only
fleetingly with questions such as discrimination, for example, and not at all with the problems of specific
"categories" like street children and refugees But within the limitations imposed, we believe it does

provide an information basis in a sphere In which this is sadly lacking,
dispel the belief that "children's rights" is a marginal questionthe problems involved affect millionsof children,

a demonstrate that violations of children's rights are universal.
show that effective action is both necessary and feasible

An unprecedented opportunity exists It is our joint responsibility to take it
NC
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TORTURE
r---1 Torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman and
L-J degrading treatment are, of course outlawed ureter
the Geneva Conventions in times of armed conflict( and
the International Declaration of Human Rghb In addition
the text of a draft Convention on this subuct was finalised
sufficiently by February 1984 for it to begin its lourneY
through the various UN bodies that, successively, have to
'Wee, it (Commosion on Human Rights, Economic &A
Social Council, General Aseembly)

There is little doubt that, from a children's rghts-lat alone
a human rtghta-standpoint, thaw is every need for such
end. concern to be agsressed about torture Children are
relatively frequent ectims of such treatment, especially
during times of domestic tension and armed conflict

Psychological and physical torture is employed on children
in order to extract information about their activities or
Moe of thaw family Children may also be tortured in front
of one or both parents in cede, to obtain information or
confessions from the latter Among the many reported
instance, in recent years, the following are unfortunately
all too typical

Afghanistan known torture victims have included boys
and girls of 16 wars of pa, often arrested with their
families, many of whom disappeared after arrest (Amnesty
International)

Cllornbia recorded instances in the late Sewell*,
InCk.ded one whore a female primer was ..adronted earth
her three year-old daughter who was whipped end then
immersed m a barrel of water, with the threat that she
would be drowned in it if her mother remained silent

Iraq a 12 year-old Iraqi Kurd, arrested on 25 February
1961 was detained tor inGrroglition at the headquarters
of the country's security forces in Karadagh Nine days
later hat body was returned to his parent,, bearing the
marks of severe torture which had apparently curled his
death

Iran girls as young as 10 and 11 have allegedly been
seen under torture in Egan prison in addition a January
1963 report from Amnesty International stated that some

M. or.. .00rl ono ,n Intel., Vow, IMMO on that same
prison with an mothers and Were forced to watch as
the latter were tortured

Mary brutal acts committed against children are tantamount
to torture levee beatings, rape or threatened rape, dem
%union of food isolation, etc In some cues these acts are
motivated by aims similar to Mow that underlie torture
in others they constitute forms of punishment and in yet
others they simply result from the abuw of power Although
they are clearly fostered by states of exception internal

hostilities etc end seed MOEe systematically in such
situ mes, such acts are not limited in their incidence to
*recital cormonStances Whipping end beating are considered
appropriate forms of punishment In certain societies, and
both deprivation of food and solitary confinemem are
widely used in institutions both correctional and coring
throughout the world to punish children and young People
in their charge

When a population or nation is involved in
inuirnationel armed conflict or Internal stnfe,
it is not only the immediete effects of the situation
that gnu rue to grave concern for the rights and
welters of children, but also the fact that the

KILLING
In Its °yew**, 81 DCI reported the following
instances

Guatemala during the first week of February 1981
women and children were among the 188 victims of an
army intervention in the Wines of eapa-Chala, Patent
and PanincliC, Department of Chimaltenango on
9 April of that year, 24 wants including a fire
year-old child were killed in Ctsuabalito villsg in
the same Deportment, by members of the security
forces

El Selveelor on July 9, 1960, the Guadalupe
Mogotes Canton in San Pablo Taceichoco was sur
rounded and entered by the army ranches were
sacked and inhabitants threatened A group of men
took several elderly people, women and children
from their home,, and ordered thorn to forma line
and kneel they were then fired on and killed 31 of
those killed were members of the lame family, the
Mono. Santos family, which was actually extermi
gated 22 of those who died were under 15 years
old The eggs of the Members of the Motic9antos
family killed ranged between 13 days and 85 years

On 4 September 1990, eight National Guardsmen
took Ana Meru Mire GJevirfl from her home at
gunpoint in th presence of her chikkn aged three
and bye She wee taken to the local school and
tortured She was in the ninth month of pregnancy
and the acts of torture caused the onset of labour
o(....
Guardsmen fired several bullets destroying her face
and broke her arms and legs She ulnas eight minor
children, now in an orphanage

Since then reports of similar inf isnCes haw continued
to anew from Central America According to Amnesty
International

The Guatemalan army was named responsible for
m 8 August 1903 attack on an internal refuge Ids
placed parsons) settlement between Cuspemech and
Fees Sienese n Alta Versos. Thirty two people
including 14 children, allegedly died
a The why also allegedly attacked displaced persons
near the village of San Jose Simi, Cohen, Department
of Alta Versos: in September 1983 Seven children
were reportedly mono the casualties
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CONFLICT
eltUlt10110/1 ,awn deliberate tr81111870MOne of
Children's fundamental rihts, van/ often involving
acts that we unconnected with the furtheeena
of the alma of the forces engaged in the conflict
It is cn them deliberate acts that a sPocull focus
es needed

Such instances are in no *Sy confined to Central
America however Children and young people have
been kilted by members of the armed forms or ,ther
government agents in all regions of the world In
virtually all Glee n Wens that she perpetrators could
hew, at the vtry least foreseen that children were at
risk of being killed o Severely injured In many cases
the killrnge were clearly deliberate

Chile several children and young people have been
killed Owing the recent Series of 'Protest Days by
government troops

Morocco Countering demonstrationslargely in
volving children and young peoplein June 1981 and
January 1964 the armed forces killed an unknown
number of children but reportedly 300 during the
first demonstration Cone

Northern Ireland In 1981, three childrentwo
aged 14 and one aged 11wine killed by the armed
forces They are trot the most recent victims

Thailand In August 1981 uniformed rangers fired
on a crowd believed to contain a communist leader
Children were among the 11 people killed

Nemithe In November 1981, British church
delegation reported finding a number of (military)
incidents involving children in South African
soldiers had shot indiscriminately at a but and killed
two boys aged 8 and 15 who were sleeping inside

Argentina The mass graves now being discovered

children In one case the bodies of a disappeared
family were found this parents with their three
children aged 3 months to 4 years

Similar examines are legion not to mention the
better known incidents sucii as the Sumpul massacre
1E1 Salvador 19801, the Bangui in nacre (Central
African Empire 1979) end thChatilarSabre massacre
(Lebanon 1982)

Ores again n has to be stressed that these are delta
rate and gratuitous acts that are either totally dispro
pononate to the needs of the situation or entirely
divorced from any offensive or defensive require
merits of the conflict or disturbance In none of the
Caws were the children armed

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

El Under international law, the use of cap tai punishment
L_J for children is &Medically prohibited
'Sentence of death shall not be impoeed for crimes coin
mowed by persona below went,en years of and shall not
be caned out on onament women "I Article 8, Inter national
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights I

To the vaunt that they reflect the real incidence, it is
reassuring to note that reports on nolatiOns of this funds
mental right are relatively infrequent IN B Capital punish
morn n not a synonyn on execution, the former implies
a sentencing procedure the latter is simply an act which
ncludes capital punrshment but also extra pidiCial killings,
reports on which are unhappily far more common )

At the same time when such sentences of death ere pro-
nounced and carried, this is apparently done with impunity
Instances recorded in recent years her concerned more
particularly Iran where, between June 1981 and APr1119132,
at least 42 children and young people was allegedly
sentenced to death and executed or tortured to death
Similar information has continued to be announced since
than three girls aged respectively 14, 15 and 16 were
allegedly sentenced to death and executed at Shear in
and 1983 after oneend a year in Origin, aCcoMel
of sympathies with the °Opinion On 20 September
1983 Amnesty International announced that the youngest
children on whom death sentences had been carried out
in Iran were aged lust 11a girl in Isfahan end a boy.
executed with his 18 ymirold brother in Fes, near Shim

The situation seems similar as concerns the equally pro
Maned practice of sentencing pregnant women to death
twelve such executions allegedly took plane in Iran between
June 1981 and April 1982 TM prohibition ends, of MOIL
once a woman has given birth Ina recant caw which received
some publicity, a Sri Linkers *COW wet condemned to
death in Abu Dhabi for adultery, but since she was pregrunt,
the execution was postponed until after her baby was born
No doubt due, in part at least, to internale:All ^rettlire,
the sentence PM commuted to a years imprisonment and
subsequent deportation (OCI has not however, received
the assurances it requested regarding the care of the batty
while the mother is serving her prison semen.") IIB
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INVOLUNTARY AND FORCED
DISAPPEARANCE

F--1 Since the and 70s there has been growing awareness
and concern about the disappearance of individuals

after arrest by government agents Some 90 000 people have
allegedly disappeared in this way in Latin America (a third
of these in Argentina alone) Whilst it is true that in the
overwhelming majority of cases the oersons concerned are
adults (but wnose children of course suffer the effects of
their disappearance) it is equally clear that children them
selves are by no means spared such a fate

Public attention on she phenomenon of disappeared
children has been focus1 more particular.y on Argentina
from where as we have noted in previous editions of the
Monitor cases dating back to the late Seventies are still
being reported today Some 25 children out of over 170 have
now been located usually having been adopted Among the
most recently found is Paula Eva LOgares who was abducted
with her Argentinian parents in Montevideo Uruguay in
May 1978 when she was lust 23 months old Her parents
are still missing Paulita has been living with the family of
an ex policeman allegedly implicated in human rights
violations In a move that has set a precedent for several
other requests of a similar nature with regard to 'des

appeared children the lodge ordered that genetic analyses
be carried out to deter mine whether or not the girl located
is really Paula This has now been provedthe analyses are
apparently virtually 100 per Cent accurate The study of
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Paola Eva Loewe% ius , chum...nee

the use histories of ,,,Jted children together with the
innovativ- use of techniques such as genetic analyses in
determining proper identification, provide the basis f or more
systematic responses to disappearance' if their potential
can now be exploited appropriately

There unfortunately seems no doubt that such experience
will be requited in the future Since the middle of 1983
for example sixteen chilrn aged 12 to 17 have allegedly
"disappeared' in the 0 //Koch° region of Peru after their
arrest and detention by the police and armed forces

"Disappearances' are not confined to Latin America in

Kabul Afghanistan, over 300 students aged 15 to 17 are
reported to have been taken from their school by plainclothes
policemen on 23 June 1979 Their parents have not seen
them since Similar Casts have been reported from other
countries in that area

Situations analogous to ' disappearance la term which is
now used to describe the politically motivated abduction
and secret confinement or disposal of individual., ,e
those involving tncomunrcmrdo detention in 1980 in South
Africa for example three children aged 13 to 15 were
detained for three months following a demonstration
without their family being informed of their whereabouts

or those three months they hed eff *et mei y disappeared 'III
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OF CONFLICT
CHILDREN AS COMBATANTS

In any nation at war Mere is strong propaganda and
social pressure for young men in particular to enlist

in the wined forces When a minimum age is applied to
such enlistment that Prof:wanda and pressure can none
theless lead children to lie about their age in order to be
accepted International humanitarian law only prohibits
the active participation in comber for children under
fifteen Countries throughout the world recruit sixteen
and seventeen yew-olds into their armies with no qualms

It has hem in resistance groups, however and mote
particularly in conflicts of an internal nature, that children
under fifteen have most frequently been active either as
combatants or as armed or unarmed auxiliaries messengers
etc The very nature of such groups makes it virtually
impossible to envisage measures to prevent such participation
by children Reports of "child resistants in Afghsnistan,
Central America Lebanon and certain African countries
have produced momentary concern but predictably no

action There are, moreover those who argue that similar
involvement of children did not and would not cause an
outcry in for example times of conflict in Europe

The massive use of children in the armed forces of Iran in
its current conflict with Iraq has, on the other hand, seem
InglY aroused an unprecedented level of world awareness
about the participation of young people in armed combat
That it should have done so is f am a children's rights
standpoint Posit, re to the extent that the resulting intention
is not limited to that one situation as though it occurs in
Complete isolation end is unrelated to other armed conf I cis

114zenii3t oval
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The active involvement of children in the Iran Iraq war is
more especially significant and disturbing for the following
reasons

it appears that propaganda has been directed at school
children as one specific target group,

that propaganda is designed to encourage enlistment in
the governmental armed forces,

the government has encouraged participation by children
below the minimum age prescribed in international hums
niter tan law

the children haw been deployed with means and in roles
that placed them in particularly vulnerable position

Over and above the argument about the fundamental
morality of a government's decision to utilise children in
this way, the question of the Iranian child soldiers has
brought to lightor confirmedtwo important problems

governments can recruit and send children into battle on
a systematic and ongoing basis with impunity,

children under fifteen who are captured in battle are
not, in principle covered by the provisions of international
humanitarian law (they we not civilians because they have
been engaged In bottle, but neither are they hamse of
their age recognised as combatants)

Efforts to respond to thew problems will be supplemented,
es far as many international nOnlOvernInental organisations
are concerned by moves to outlaw the recruitment of any
one under the age of eighteen into the armed forces of a
government Such is the content of part of the article that
these NG0sincluding DCI,are proposing f Or irclusion in
the Draft Convention on the Rights of the Child

CULT IMAGES
In October 1982 a two year-old boy, Joseph

Green was spanked to death by his parents who
belonged to a religious commune in Western United
States Apparently the boy had hit a playmate and
has refused to apologia His parents then publically
spanked him up with a wooden addle for hen ',mini
Shortly afterwards he was rushed to hospital where
he was pronounced dead The medical examiner
reported that death had been caused by shock
brought on by loss of blood from the buttocks The
Parents were subsequently sentenced to one year in
prison for involuntary manslaughter (Charleston
Daily Mail USA 14 May 1983)

Religious cults have receny received considerable
publicity in North ^ mica and Europe The main
issue is brainwashing but there are numerous examples
of inhuman or cruel punishment of children of ten
nisillied by the parents as articles of faith

Child abuse or neglect in the cults often take two
forms firstly excessive physical punishment and
secondly refusal of medical treatment The problems

are compounded acme local social SrviCes can
rarely gain access to the children before it is too late

On 19 April 1983 the Bost.mPho*rie (USI Lamed
a feature on the Northeast Kingdom Community
Church in Vermont The community was said to
P reich the "spars the rod, spoil the child' philosophy
It was the duty of all church members to beat children
for the slightest mistake and to continue the tein.h
mint until the child stopped crying One witness
repOrted that Break fast and Irehgrous) reaching
can last for two hours Meanwhile, the kids weren't
allowed to My word A baby who is hungry end
sleepy in the morning can't be Quiet that long "

At the same time the Fort Wagne News,Sentirwl
(Indiana USA) investigated 52 recent deaths in
local religious community, 'the Faith Assembly'
The oommunnY recognised prayer astheonly solution
to health problems and refund to allow Its members
medical treatment Out of the 52 deaths, 28 were
babies including one who died from rupitatOry
problems 38 hours after birth Seven were children
Who suffered from dinettes and injuries ranging
from chicken pox end burns to pneumonia and
cancer
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CHILD LABOUR

EXPLOI
As wit here aid on several occasions, the mirror concern on the sphere of child labour is the exploitation
of children at work rather than the simple fact that children are work one
The Instances Mearbed below exemplify many of the cond,cions that characterise exploitative labour

absence or inadequacy of remunerator' on money or on kind,
long hours, little or no holidays,
unhealthy wartime environment,
morpily or physically dangerous work,
lack of exam to educational and health services,
lack of legal protection, social secunty, etc

The examples am, with one exception, taken from submonsons made by the Anti-SI...ay Society for the
Protection of Human Rights to the 11:44 season of the UN Working Group on Slavery and Slavery-like
Practices; the other its extracted from a report on investigations being carried out in Kenya by a
multi-disciplinary teem heeded by Dr Phrasal' Onyango of Nairobi Universtty, one of the contributors
to the DCI book "Child Labour. a Threat to Health and Development", a second, rimed edition of which
is on promotion.
They were chosen not only became they describe exploitative 'Me of child labour but also bemuse they
deal with situations that may not readily come to mind as phenomena of today However clandestine the
sweatshops may be -the workplaces with which we typically associate child labour they are by no means
as hidden and neglected as the two examples used here children on plantations and children m domestic
work.

Chad Labour on Plantations

The concept of slavery, notes the Anti-Slavery Society
is inextricably linked in the popular imeranston with the
history of plantation agriculture What is less well -known is
that the workforce on many present.day plantations lives
and works in conditions which approach in misery anything
recorded for the arghteenth end nineteenth centuries

Within the plantation system, children are useful workers
Plantation egocuttu is labour intensive, but two mere
nuns can be used to keep labour costs to management low

Lut t7. 1.-

basic needs Thus means that households are obliged to send
children to work to ensure family survival, and children
we paid ewe lower reps than adults for the nine teaks
(in some of which they are known to be mire Productive)
The second mechanism is to employ whole femilmes 011 a
contract, or individuals on pro rata from %dish they can
only obtain a ding wage by using the MOW of other
family members. Either way Is cheaper than a regular
tinder asp Meanwhile the children of plantation
lambs. are not only prevented from attending or benefining
from the In a rule) substenderd *chore Prodded by the
premation management but also trained in the tasks of the
plantation es a disciplined and quiescent workforce

Recent reports receded or commissioned by the Anti
Slavery Society 'how remarkable semiarids in child was
on plantations producing different crops and In different
countries.

India

Although the 1951 Plantations Labour Act lets the minimum
ago at 12, it is common to find boys and girls of 10 years
old working on the tea plantation, of Arun in family
groups The number of children working in this way has
tripled over the part two &nodes and now stands at more
than opoo They can pluck tea bettor than adults and work
a 40 hour week for hail the adult wage They also work in
the factories attached to the plantations Because they are
e mployed one cruel bash, they leek both eecurity of
e moloyment and socul security Growing children ars in
pendular danger from the pesticides and herbicides used
in the pintations Children have been seen actually spraying
without protective clothing, using chemicals which are
restricted by law in many parts of the world

Hygiene and sanitation in the poor quality plantation
housing are inadequate Health facilities are substandard
infant mortality is NO 152 per 1,000 in one case) end one
fifth of the children are moinouroted Education and
training era either inadequate or nonexistent

Brazil

Children work in the suger.cane plantations of Pernambuco
Star from the age of 7 years, receiving lower wages than
adults for pow:ming almost the same work Often they are
employed alongside their fathers on a piece-rate system,
and they form about one sixth of the workforce
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The work is seasonal but for up to 2 months at a time the
children will Wave horns at 5 am stint work at 6 am and
not return until dusk In general they are malnourisned
receiving only one third of the necessary calorie intake and
there is evidence that this has significantly lowered mental
as well as physical development in many cases

Malays,.

In both rubber and oil palm plantations, children work
either in a cash gang or assisting parents Their labour is
necessary because of the low wages paid to adults In a
survey of six plantations it was found that about 9 of every
10 households had at least one child working On the oil
Palm plantations children begin working at the age of 8
ano on rubber plantations around the age of 10 They
work 7-8 hours a day beginning at 530 am and, as in
Assam, they are subject to the dangerous effects of plash
odes and herbicides

Nearly hall these c' ildren fail to attend school because
these are either not provided or are inadequate. or tOrKaree
they do not have the time or energy atter the working day
Their houses are infested with rats cockroaches, mcequitoes
and other pests They are exposed to infectious diseases
and usually have no access to clean miter

Sr, Len*.

From the age of 5 children are employed on tea plantations
Once they are 12 years old they are employed on a casual
haus, or through family contract systems, in other tasks
Particularly weeding Although Sri Lankan legislation sets
the m nimum age for employment et 14, 50 per cent of
the children in Our research had been in employment before
this ego Some do attend estate schools but tend to drop
out after a year or so Estates have lower levels of literacy
compered with the rest of Sri Lanka, the schools are 000rly
equipped end use untrained teachers TM inadequacy of
housing and health facilities is reflected in mortality rates
which are double that of Sri Lanka as a whole Eighty five
Per cent of thew children suffer from malnutrition

Among the recommendations of the Anti-Ulises,/ Society
is that government* b invited to take consrderan,n of the
Report of the 7th session of the ILO Commits* on Work
on Plantations, written 14 yews ago

"A ll these loci'', services hew to he Provided to the
community w e whole and not lust to one category of
workers The entice betatron as to who should prow*
thew serwcathe national government, the local Comm
nay or the plentanonshow they should be financed and
how they should be edmminered, clearly needs to be
conesdered Maw in sine depth

TM ILO Report in 1982 stated that there had been little
improvement in the respect.

11

One of the WANT° known as ltregOne" In the City
of Mews° The number of thaw young fireesters
is I/WNW* every day They work at street crown's,
salute die traffic lights are in red, in the bigger cities
of the country at peak Awns. The money thew
children take home constitutes an important shirr of
the famdy Income The hazards meshed in the ' act"
accounts for the relatively high framing*, which some-
Noes exceed two or even Chive now the minimum
salary established by the labour lase However, the
risk of were bums in the throat, mouth and vocal
cords is very hrgh

Photo and text Arecely &sum de Is Hoz

Chou "CsomeStsc workers

Tha Final Report (1981) on the exploitation of child labt-ur
by Abiehvahab Eloudtuba, Special Rapportaur of the
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Mine...ties, highlighted as the moat widespread
and least remedied abuse of child workers "Maids-of-all
work in situations of virtual bondage" and pointed out that
although girls may be put out to domestic employment,
or rim sold as maids, mine of the worst forms of bondage
arise from the misuse Of apparently respectable fictive
family relationships, Rich as adoption and fostering, which
WPM as a Myer for all kinds of malpractices

Over the part decade, the Anti-Slavery Society has published
reports on the child labour situation In a number of
countries, many of whch inelude account* of child domestic
workers Among thaw, the combination of Paternalism and
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ream which lead to tie who! ..awry of young maids in
South Africa, pointed to the utter helplessness of these
Children

Most chord (1011MC workers do not go to school, theft
kern, condloons are often inadequate and nary e,.
pittlxV, a warn They are orpersted from their Menthes
at an owl/ ape and suffer from explodshon which, became
it occurs in ornate homer, a chthadt to meal and remedy

This is a situation that can be found worldwide Because
this work is not apparently productive, it attract, little
attention Yet it has been estimated that household services
by housewives and domestic servants can be valued at 40 per
cent or more of the measured Gross National Product in
developing countries Wallet are keel, low, by keeping the
cost of reproduction of ,°. labour force at a minimum for
the industrial employer In many case this is achieved by
institutionalising the use of the cheap household labour of
little girls The entire exploitation system functions by
deeming *oho n penechal family structures, which
emphasise hierarchies bawd on age and sax

Brazil

In some area of Brazil nearly one third of the domestic
workers are minors reports the Anti Slavery Society
These workers are marginal, They have no legal protection,
are paid low salaries and carry the stigma of social prejudice

Thirteen to fourteen yearold girls are often responsible
for the day to-day running of homes which are not their
own As early as the age of 3 or 4, children may be farmed
out to other households, their relationship to its members
almost always modelled on slam kinship and represented
as hospitality, adoption or godparenthood In some COWS

there is a kin link, but this is usually distant and the child
will not be treated as family member, despite perhaps
being addressed by a kin term, such as "cousin'

The children are usually unpaid, because they have to
learn domestic asks But in some cases they work to

pay off the debt of a biological parent The enduring tie
is not between the child end its 'adoptive" parent pi

godparent but between the two families a relationship
which entails assumed obligations or debts on both sides
The fact that children's work is conceptualised in terms of
kinship Ideology as a morel obligation incumbent on
family members, makes the children vulnerable to a part,
culerly insidious exploitation tantamount to then being

super exploited" -unpaid overworked and unprotected
by either real or fictive parents

Dominican Republic

Although some maids work by the day in the employing
household the predominant type of dornesti Servant is
the type known as puerta cerrscla 'a term meaning
literally closed door and particularly poignant in these
caws The isolation of these young girls from the family
with which they live and the society of which they era

EXPLOITATION

part is almost total More often than not, they have to
sleep where they can m the yard of the kitchen, without
the company of other servants because usually only one
maidof -all work is kept They at different food to the
family at different hours and work up to 72 hours a week
But their labour cannot be computed in hours, the most
important factor is their almost total submits on and the
fact that they mutt be available at almost all times Thus
they have few possibilitin of meeting or combining with
others in the Same situation Over two thirds of the female
domestics in Santa Domingo are migrants from the Jai
area their isolation old powerlessness are exacerbated by
their lack of knowledge of the city and the fact that they
have few local contacts

Peru

About 12 per cent of domestic servants are aged 7 to 14
and over third are in the 15 to 19 age range Nearly 90 per
cent of all domestic Servants are migrants from the country
side to Lima and other large towns A great many rive in
the city as your g children under "adoption" or "godparent
hood" arrangements, in which their rural parents entrust
them to third party, believing that they will find work
and education in the city Once arrived they receive little
pay, are often ill Wiggled or overworked They are frequently
too exhausted to cone at gh001, even if they art
allowed to attend, and the only time they may be able to
find to do homework may be in the early hours of the
morning which Iwith a 5 or 6 em start to the working
dayl makes study virtually impossible Working long hours
and with almost no free time, they are unable to make
contact even with other servants in other J-lilies Moreover
their situation es fictive family member, has ironic cone
quench, The employing family may rationalise virtual
impraonment in the house as caring for the girl's i ,orals
but traditionally they are sexually available to the sons of
the family If they become pregnant, however, they will
be turned out and many such girls are later forced to
prostitute themselves to Care for 'heir illegitimate children
If they run away, the employing 'parents' , as guarians",
are able tc _ .-nal steps to have them returned to family
care end control

Domestic workers have few rights guaranteed by law,
which guarantee 8 hours rest at night It is a t6-hour day)
and only 15 days of holiday a year (where other workers
have a month) with 3 Public holidays Wages are arbitrary
there is no legal minimum, and there is no security of
employment Not surprisingly, adult women try to find
better work end brause Peruvian middle-class women do
not went to lose status by performing domeitic tasks
the need to acquire maids is leading to an increasing
tendency to seek "adoptive daughters 'distant cousins
Or godelairghters- from rural areas As family members
thew girls are unprotected by the children's legal code or
by labour law

As the overwhelming meionti, of dynastic workers of
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whatever ageage are female the Anti Slavery Society has
recommended that this should be regarded as one of the
priorities in the final year Of the Decade of Women led in
particular that the Secretary General of the World Confe
rence to Review and Appraise the UN Decade of Women
be invited to ensure that this issue receives attention

Ke

The findings of research carried out on domestic labour
by Dr Onyango and her team confirmed what other studies
nave ob-,,ed For example most of these workers tell
within the age range of 7 15 years

These children started working because of poverty and
family instability Many children reported dropper g out of
school and opting for work because of financial problems
There were chi dren who had ts leave their homes because
of broken marriages and sing' parenthood Hense all

4.=

13

4.

the children had to work because of the inescapable need
to Support themselves or their families The Tilt:Ray of
these children had received little oi no educes On

The working hours of these children were in mot cases
very long The maiority of the children started work at
5 am or 6 am and finished at 9 or 10 pm with an average
working day of about 15 hours Usually these children have
a large number of duties in the morning and evening with
a somewhat freer time in the middle of the day

Two estates were studied Eighty-eight per cent of the
working children in the low income estate, compared to
7C par cent of the working children in the middle income
este e were both 'ayes (child nurses baby sitters) and
cooks The rest of the children were tithe. "a yes"or cooks
Salaries for thew children ranged from 20 300 Shillings
(1) SS 2 301 per month The working children in the middle
income estate 150 children) sent 72 Per cent of their income
to their parents while none of the children working in the

MgCmLaoM
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low-income estate (50 teem& sent money home Few
children working in the low income estate roomed salaries
Id per cant) They moo usually green food, clothing and
accomodetion and expected to be happy with thee

All the children ware working for employers with whom
they reported haying tome blood relations distant uncles,
cousins, amp, etc In most own, the children's parents
had been approached by thew relatives with a new to
obtaining thief children's help Most of the relatives Proem's'
the parents that the would provide eon* education to
their children in Nairobi, but this rarely materialised
A few children were brought into employment through
family friends who sympathized we the homily's conditions
and deeded to take on the children Even these french
were said by the children to be relative It we only after
in-depth inter/seen that d was learnt that there was no such
relationship at all

Although the medical WW1 of the etudy is still being
analysed to determine difference between the working

'and nonworking children in terns of weight, height, arm
circumference and general physical condition, it is already
clear that children working in low mom estate are de
advantaged The mammy of thew children looked thin
and stunted, and even weighed much less compered to
non-working children of simile age in the ulna estate

The etudy Is still going on and the findingt reported here
are based on only 121 cows Generalizations must of course
be eroded at the stage, but one can still mdie the following
observations

In most cases the salaries Promoted are not paid and some
of the children had to be content with ecoomodation and
food only These children work long hours with no
dimperwinon whets

The children app nger than their ages Some of
these children are phe .y 'bumf by their employers
specially when the latter fend that they cannot Perform

their dunes well
Mott of the children we eery unhappy with their work

and the working conditions, and work simply booms'
they are forced to do SO Most are found to be anxious and
depressed This is illustrated by fro:wont headaches fatigue,
seep problems, and a general feeling of unhappiness reported
by thew children

TM children working in the low income estate are most
disadvantaged Because of the general economic and social
Problems of such an estate, the children employed there
may actually suffer more because of the prevailing conditions
rather than anything else

The exploitation her lad some of these children to com
mitt delinquent eta such as stealing and running away
from homes when they are employed, ea court records
show It has also exposed these children to a nepotist
attitude towards life all reported dislike for their employers
In fact quite a number of the working children now abase
the babes and the children they are supposed to take care
of, according to frequent reports in the local nemPaPers

In conclusion no Positive social and economic functions
of child labour are evident in these findings og
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SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Thin wawa corsets of warrants from a statement b the
Ann...Slavery Sorrily to the Summer 19.4 move; the
Working Group on Slavery, *Arch operates WeMui the
framework of the UN COIIIITIA1011 on Humes Rights.

I-1 1961 sew the publication of Abdebreheb Botelhea's
Lj report on child labour to the UN SubCommesion on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities
whet, singled out child prostitution as one of the "most
sickening" forms of economic exploitaten of children In
moves to the, Riede Semen, the AntiiSlavery Society
and Defence for Children International, decided to conduct
a etudy into lie sexual exploitation of children which
concentrated on child Prostitution. child POmograPhY, sex
tourism, and the we of children for mewl purposes

Sexual exploitation goes hand in hand with other forms of
exolortancr. and cannot be divorced from the economic
exploitation of children in general, or the exploitation of
female sexuality It is therefore important to remember
that the weal exploitation of children is a double or even
triple Mule, involving the misuse of economic power age
relations, and semi oppression

There an no doubt that children we being sexually exploited
outside thew families on a large scale The most comervative
estimates are that these practices today involve hundreds of
thoueande of children and there are indications that the
numbers as much hope and not only increasing but also
involving younger children, even as low as fist yaws of age,
as well es incensing numbers of boys One popular me
conception is that only children of the developing world
ore invoked, but the phenomenon oaten worldwide, and
it cannot be asserted that the problem is greater In one
continent than another In the United States alone it has
been estimated that more than 300,000 boys an sexually
exploited outside their families, and the total of both woes
is likely to be more than mot as high The prtruce is known
to be wockelpeed among Latin American street children,
and our research en far shows that a Mph proportion of thee
children ate indeed involved in prostitution Many of the
most Publicised child we stories ere estOCiated with South
East Asa, and it is estimated that there are 30,000 prostitutes
under the ape of 16 in Bangkok alone

The environmental conditions mooted vary widely from
girls with numbers on their chests locked up on their brothels,
to drug-addicted teenagers controlled by pimps in New York
to schoolgirls in Amazonian 'boom' towns and come
capitals in Africa, who use their leisure time to make extra
money Although tome prostitution is voluntary many
children are sold directly or indirectly into prostitution,
and there are receded caws of children kidnapped and
imprisoned in brothels Girls from remote rural areas are
exchanged for an advance made to their unwitting parents
by a bogus urban 'employment agency' Children from Nepal
Moe been kidnapped for use In Bombe brothels, and
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concerned social workers informed the Anti Slavery Society
researcher that most of the thousands of female moors
who daemon from then homes in Hong )(Ong and up as
prostitutes

A Wither type 01 bathe in children involves the sale of a
doh:" both, for pornographic Photographs and films The
Netherlands is the only Western European country whet'
the sale of child pornography is not prohibited but it is
possible to buy the products ew,y in many other Western
and non-Western countries, by means of one or another
form of illegal distribution

The effects of sexual exploitation n motors of bothwan
are manifold The generally harmful results for educational
and intellectual devetopnwnt which remit from this form of
enforced economic activity can be compared with many of
the wont forms of child labour But the meats, and physical
damage n in most cam far greater Rewarch in the United
States he Mown that psychological damage inflicted through
early shawl experience is related to autern and psychoses,
and may even result in eantuel stood* Physically, the
effects of an adult henna sex with an immature person can
be devastating Sexually trananitted Memos are wide
weed among child prostitutes, and rerdwal moons record
cases of rectal fissures, 1.100.1, nom sphincter control,
Iowan(' vaginae, fore t.ouies in the anus Of vagina,
perforated anal ant. vaginal walls, death by aiphycatton,
chronic choking from gonorrheal tomilitis, ruptured
uteruses, bodily m striation, and death In childbirth There
3 also Ovenvhelming evidence that links child prostitution
to drug abuse mono.. thildren, panqiularly the use of
...hum, coming and solvents

Perhaps One 01 the most disturbing factors in the sexual
exploitation of children is its association with tourism which
is blamed on increased international travel Vas the past
forty years Whatever the reasons, it appears that there is
market for child prostitution and child pornography, and
thus attempts to eradwate these forms of exploitation will
fail unless changes in attitudes to sex can be elected which
will no longer make it possible for large economic wins to
be made in these illegal activities

The distinctive feature of the sexual exploitation of
children can be seen in the following three examples, drawn
iron our ongoing research

Thalland

Although prostitution is illegal in this couture it is Wtinested
by That sources that than are over e million prostitutes
Of thaw the overwhelming matt:oily are young women
Of those under 18, 35 per cent ere 17 yews old, 55 on cant
are aged between 15 and 18, and about 10 pit cent are
13 14 years of age although some are even younger Most
are the daughters of smallholders or labourers in depressed
end remote rural areas, lured to the cites by unscrupulous
recruiters who Clain, to be from an employment agency,
and offer advances on wages to the parents Once in the
city the girls are sublect to tight controls amounting to

virtual imprisonment, physical abuts long waking hours
and wellbnowaubsistence weals
A though there are Impel sanctions against this type of
traffic and trade, the fines are ridiculously low 3,000 Baht
IUSS 161 for a recruiter and 4,000 Baht 22) for brothel
owner or operator But very feW prowcutiom are made,
and bribery and protechon are alleged to be commonpleas

Ph$144nnes

Tourism has long beer meter source of foreign exchange
in this country, and at one time it hods reputation an a 'sex
market , Particuler'y for Japenwe male tourists The pattern
of rural gels land boys/ being lured to the city is similar
to the debt slavery system operated in Thailand, but the
problem has not been to obvious was an agreement about
sex tour advertisement was made with the Japanese
government Prostitutoon continues to be Mewl, but it
also continue to axial, under cows of sauna baths and
health clubs Chill prostitutes can be found hanging around
the tourist areal of Manilla and there are 'Wont records
of the arresting male and female child prostitutes
from premises catering for specif 1c tourist nada

Peru

Not all child prostitution is connected to tourism, although
Me existence of large population of foreign w non-local
single males is associated with market In sexuality The
history of the exploitetion of Peruvian Amazonian 'woman
of wood, rubber and oil has been Par, MINI by the hortory
of prostitution in the NM* WWI Short term migrant workers
her At M.P. or enclaves and companies swept{ prostitutes
101 thee sexual needs It has been reported that the demand
10( very young girls (17 16 years) is wry high in Iquitos and
that virgins are offered as gambling prize,

Peruvian legtelatton Provodn Intense, for state, egutated
homes of prostitution as well es for the prostitutes them
selves Only women oar the age of 21 years can hold
licenses no conduct houses of prostitution, and people
under 21 ere forbtdden either to enter or to work in them
Nevertfweese abuses do occur and clandestine brothels are
endwPreed, often o,nrrolled by mats like organisations
Research has revealed mat about one third of both legal
and illegal pi-minutes enter this trade under the age of 20
They we unsay girls from very impovernhed homes,
often rural migrants and overwhelmingly of mainly r rued
or Indian Origin

Ptostttution of the most sordid kind takes place in connac
iOn With the boOulat on of long-distance lorry drivers who
stay overnight in Lora after delivering their loads to the
wholesale market known as La Parade Thin area attracts
many 4' the thouunds of LOTUS street children, partly
because of dm easy availability of food to steal Some
children prostituti themselves on casual basis, out others
are controlled by older males Boys and girls as young as
8 are forced to pronituta themselves in a street trade which
i. practised openly
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OSS BORDERS
Convention on the Rights of the Child strums the need
for countries to ratify the pertinent international and
noprOne, instruments, and to draw up bilateral agreements
Francs from where an estimend one thousand children
we 'kidnapped' in this way annually, has been actin in
initiating bilateral treaties The one most recently concluded,
however with Tunisiaprovides for the examination of
awe pending only on a twee yearly Eras Yet six months
is the absolute maximum period stipulated in the multi
lateral conventions for the return of the child to the went
with legal custodynot the consideration of his pea, but
his effective return For after that period ha el pod, it
heavies increasingly difficult to bring obourthe Witurn'of

wohout cousins renewed upheaval and peniOunt
trauma Wane n to Can* Although it win expected that
the vast majority of caws they ere !tunneled to be dank
with would relate to situations in which Tunisian father
takes his children beck to Ms home country front France,
one of the brit cows to be considered by the font French
'Dineen Commission oincerned a Tunisian father whose
ex-wlfe, a French women who had been reudent in Tonne!,
had returned to Frame following the couple's dnorce,
taking Mew child with her although sic only had leg&
custody of the child a long a Me rammed in Tunisia
The Tunisian ex-humbend's application for axon to the
child was turned down a pry,' by the French authorities,

is moon." It is to be hand that the bowfin& cone
cannon of the Franco-Tunisian agreement in tonne of the

rights of the child will not be leoperdind by this seta
negative decision

Other meter convents

OCI hoe Identified two other moor area for concern as
regards the inter-country displacement of children The
first of thew it has posed as question, following requests
for its intervention, noting that no international text,
in Ione on wronaged, covered the Problem involved Tos
Maslen is that of the loran ream of chNhen, particularly
gals, to the country of origin of than father when the
latter is an immigrant in a counttY wheel Whore and morals
Ise considers unsuitable on background to his child's
Palen through puberty into adulthood DCI has been
asked to intervene in a limited but significant number of
cases of this bind where the children concerned hew
clearly demompatod than Maras at their tether's action
Demme considerable efforts to formulate viable and
constructive policy, the degree to which intervention on
children's rights standpoint can be Justified remains vogue
On the one lend, the children, brought up in a given social
context, cambete of being forcibly married, exploited,
and/or rgalireld from family and friends On the other hand,
it appears that the father's motivation for wading his child
to his country of origin is positive in terms Of his perception
of the child's long term murals DCI is bound to react on

> p.111
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SEPARATION
SEPARATION FROM PARENTS

Vetuatly all sonnies consider the family to be the
most favourable envoronmont for the full and Memo

mous development of the clad The importance of to role
of the family as pr ow and primary Orman and protector
and to consequent need to foster oti 'Pay to carry out
that role approOrtatoly are onnlusnad amen and wpm en
the nets adopted ed Propoisd for to Draft Convention
on to Rights of the Child

Val throughout the world at any ono tone, several million
duldren we 'operand, temporarily or pernorontn, from
then parents In many cam this asparnton Is both legal
and waded in twines of the child's ontween In others,

n inn but is not in beeping with the brit interests of the
child In ye others, it n neither legal nor justified

On waded, we neon meanly that to followed, criteria
at pent are fulfolkyl

to child in or is at clear risk of, suffoonglevare physical,
psychological or morn harm.

ell Poeuble mere hen been conodend and/or tried,
on the baits of wonting known* and resources, to maintain
the child with his lemon without ton,

the alternative solution I e riwnOvel, will clearly proviso
more positva environment for the clad taking info

account tympany the child's reaction to being sapwood
from htsiver fenny

p 17 111.

the bass of the expressed demos of the child at the lame
tome it believes that the interests of the child cannot be
non in a vacuum. and is therefore waking further gudance
on the ammo"

The second of then two 1prowsionally) fond concerns on
the *ohne of mum-country chaplecammt concerns the
allegedly forced prtispation of children as young as 10
Iron amain countries on Afro= and South East Ana,
in treeg proaramoon abroad, against the wishes of thee
parents and without their explocot and informed cement
Such occurnmon, which moons arbotrary matron from
parents a well m onternountry relneval, are tithe:mit to
mon with a stow to Intreentoon on the bans of a unmorally
accepted choldren's rights standpoint

It ...la be SPPerent from the above es a whole that DCI is
particularly corwond about the facts and omplicshons of
the win oountry deplacemont of children, whatever the
form the talon It is one of the PotentwIlv most serious
valattons of the rights of the child, for the transfer of
unaccompamed children from One country to another at
present frequently makes set Impose* to moire Off octive
dor ence of then interests

Although than may seem asonble minuet common
sone, conditions for separation, they are all too frequently
not apnea The Innrnatimel Movement ATO Fourth
World, for example, whoch speaks out forth. moat Monne
Sediment', NOM of the population on each COUntry ha
documented lard acted one innumerable cans of remove'
effected on the sole pounds of parental omeen-inabolotv
to provodo Mequon mammal can, or acts perpetrated
became of total deeper brought on by poverty Similarly,
children 'moved for justi lane reasons have found them
Inns n onstnutions whore they hen lacked are and
attention and been Bonneted to mere maltreatment
A poignant 1976 sport from England eatomend that
some 6,000 doildran Iwo -forgotIon" en In niutiona for
the mentally It or hantliCaPPM, many of Whom had exhi
bond no symptom" of such dines or handocap when they
we taken from thew lima's. but hod becomhandinaped
as the yews of insututoorn lie had mend

Evan a cursory glance at the multitude of ways in when
the rphts of the child an mien& described elsewhere in
thn publicanon, ommonoton hoghloghts the fact that many
such wontedly moons situations where parents an unable
to eau, out thole prolixity* role -fora vanity of tenons-
and whin no person, agency or body affectotoly mason
them Parents who we too poor, and who are oblmged to
abandon or sell their Mild for adenine, or to and thaw
child to work in oxploitame utuettons Parents who are
soparahrd from then children on Muntenia ermedconflit
Parents who an forced to coot",. or "wont" the torture
of those choldron Parent' unable to prating the oncamernan
of thee children with adults In other words, parents who
are dented the opportunity to carry out their raponsibilitm,
and children who are denied their right to bonn from these
roponsobilitias being earned out

B ut there we teeny other nuations in coned' children we
deliberately Of corynously deprived of parental care

Annowsonsen Carton co an who wanly leave their
country of oripn to semi asylum *nowhere feel it saw to
entrust then choldron to Mauves and iodate IOW to haw
their children soon then once they Finch their new country
of nosenoce The sumo of such appluattens for family
minim under muth condition os, banner, by no mean
guaranteed The authoring of the country of nein may
consider the Wenn' departure as de Mar, abandonment
and, depending on the orcumiancon, order the child to
moon wlyh the reistem, to be Wiwi into State are or
as has been known to happen, to be adopted The auttoorities
of certain countris have domenstratod conensndable
heel:Way In such sotuations, in other COM, however, it ht
clear that no pond:nay of effecting family reunion could
sent through official channels

nUcuf.AN
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Migrant workan In arum mantas. allastlailY Show
with a Manse,/ hat proportion of immigrant labour
including mere in Western Europeparmaion for a
tonna., to work tam may evolve the stipulation that
agar family remains on the country of *ran When the
worker is scoompaniodlegally or dlopfly by the moue,
soh aulation am moan the Whigive raparation of the
children from their eras As neat of prawn on this
hem. they are mows Werth thhations that take Moro-
piste account of Ow right of a fondly to Imo loather, but
the problem is atoll unresolved on too mew countries
From glebes's mho point of view among others.
problem of another concern goo SAM when Wrath
workers we refused permission to continue working in the
'Tat" country am moral yews, but More childrsn born
in the country whose culture and linguae, through tthool
xi, may be their first The choice Is brutaldeportation
topper or separation A pica come is that of swats
and diplomas from a Wag number of 1:01/OVISS wen,

mond

when work mg abroad, ere not allowed to :aka their children
with than, presumably in order to anosump than to
return on complatoon of thou potting contract

Children of whams Although the simultaneous
oncarcerabon of both arab is exceptional, it is by no
moans unknown, gocully in awn of detention without
trial or when the daps relate to acts dawned tote contrary
to the names or rowdy of the Soto, oncludong Waal
thompethsas with henna originations In such case, oar
and above urging the rasa of at least ors of the pewits
on hurnanitthan pounds, advocacy on behalf of the
dukkon is limited in Otago to one of two cholas that
the childina be with bather perms hey ohm the
conditions of detention preclude this aerate solution),
or gut alarsative arrangements Is made that take into
account, w far r paha*, the best interests of the child,
and that the child be allowed to maintain contact with the
pants thaw circurnstanols that will case him/her the ENKE
potable dares Clearly that n not 'naafi

of

t.
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DCI bunched a worldwide swam on the wessuon of
children oncsrosnited with adults In the end of 1982

The first step of this unique inwebgetion is now combs to
aeon At the towel writirb DCI Me mowed some twenty
national inchmh newts on the phenomenon. together
with submissions from number of governments and
Information maned and compiled our the twaYiler
period

DCI's decision to amberk on this study wee instigated by
its realisation then the amnion wee undtcumanted from an
international standpoint and poorly docurnented at the
national Wel whines Mw organisation wee increeungly
confronted with irdormilmon and nouns for action
concerning.

children detained in penal facilities with adults.
chNdnin in prwon with their domino:I mother and/or

father

in keeping wrath its inniel eammantant, DCI Ism refrained
from away statements on the problem during the cam
of the study It is clear, haisever, at this slap then the

orgenietion's belief that the phawmonon n, to some dowse.
virtually universal, s borne out by is evidence motets('
A seminar bringing together the perticipeting investigaton
and other experts is scheduled for surly December 1964.
the Wobel report on the study wit1 be prepared thereafter,
and will include

an analytical symbolw of the nation& reports,
summsries of the individual national reports,

compilation of other information received.
rsoommendetions for prsetkii follow up by DC1 and

others

The moults of enquiries awned out within the framework
of this study hem, in addition, strengthened DCI's belief
that the whole where of the detention of children and
IumMlas in dosed institutions needs to be invertigsmd
umently with a view to eneuring respect for the rights of
the children actually or potentially concerned

A fuller report en this question will be publisised in the
next nquhr Mae of the Monitor (nut quarts of 1595.
Vol 2 Mo I)

SPECIAL RULES GOVERNING
THE DETENTION OF CHILDREN ?

E1
Among international instruments misting to human
rights is a nonbinding test known as On 'Sanded

Minimum hulas for the Trestment of booms" With
rowed es the detention of children and young people. it
contains gent three spout provisions

for young prisoners, detention factinin separate from
those of Mufti. installation and equipment for phymal
end mersetionel training dicing the period of mamas
(this right sounded also to "others of suitable Ms And
OhYsique-1,

for Mbar+ detained with their imprisoned mother
nursery staffed by qualified persons

At the inetigehon of Amnesty International (British Section) ,
end with DCI as ratteriat, gram of ncelovernmerrol
cumniretione is now coneiderins pultine forwerd a mot
truing out guidelines for the hutment of detained (unmet
('Standard Minimum Pules for the Treatment of Children

In Dtention'l that reflect more MW0Priststi is special
requirements of this 'miaow Draft miss are being drawn
up under the following mein Nadine'

conditions end mains of detention
interrogation
disabling
Inspection of facilities

In Mw same wry in overall hunmn rights have to be gut*
minted by special provisions Melt* to children, it is fait
that there ere several gram in abaft children should benefit
from pacific mesures when m detention Initially, the
NGO group will be examining Ms pouebility of stab sting
the t of their bobs* in this regent into the
draft of another set of rubs, on the "Administration of
Juvenile Justice", due to be adopted by the Smell* UN
Confirms on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment ol
Offenders in Arraustibbtember 1906
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zxscurrim SUMMARY

The Orion Center is located in downtown Seattle and is
designed to serve homeless and street youth. A full spectrum of
immediate survival and transitional services are provided to
these severely alienated young people to assist them in the
process of transition from the streets to more stable and healthy
lifestyles.

Orion was funded initially by a one-year demonstration grant
from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Because
of the national significance of the project, it received an
additional year of federal support which concluded on September
1, 1985.

This summary report presents the highlights of the evalua-
tion of the Orion Project during the initial 18 months of funding
and its first 15 months of full operation. The highlights in-
clude a description of the clients served during this period, the
types of services needed and wanted by clients, the services
actually provided by different project components, the difference
between clients who were involved in prostitution and those who
were not, and project outcomes.

The Orion Center Project, through its collaboration of youth
serving agencies, demonstrated that it was capable of attracting
nearly 700 'street youth' to its services. The "typical' demo-
graphic profile of the youths that became clients revealed that
they were most likely to be 17 year old white males without a
fixed residence. Most were experienced street veterans who had
spent a year or more on the streets. Clients were almost in-
variably unemployed and suspended or drop-outs from school.

Clients had experienced a variety of problems and abuses,
including high levels of physical and sexual abuse, substance
misuse and abuse and emotional distrubances. In addition, many
clients also suffered a panoply of physical and mental health
problems, including pregnancy, deafness, mild to severe mental
retardation, suicidal ideation and clinical depression. Several
of these problems and abuses tended to cluster into a typology of
clients. For example, runaway clients were likely to have been
sexually ibused, while clients with juven!.le offense histories
were likely to abuse substances. Similarly, these latter clients
were also likely to be involved in prostitution.

The most frequently identified client needs and wants were
similar -- counseling, employment, education, food and health
care. The services assessed to be needed the least frequently
(dental services and foster care) were also the least wanted by
the clients and the least likely to be provided within the pro-
ject.

14-1'
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More than 20,000 documented services were provided to 276
clients and 383 additional non-client street youth. The majority
of these services, nearly 17,080, were provided through clinical
component, primarily in the form of individual counseling, drop-
in, meals, shelter and health care. The educational component
provided nearly 3,080 units of service to 196 youths (142 clients
and an additional 54 non-clients). The vast majority of the
educational services were concentrated on basic skills develop-
ment and G.E.D. preparation, although many youth also received
individual educational counseling. The last component, employ-
ment, provided nearly 700 services to 90 youths (57 clients and
33 non-clients). Virtually all employment services were concen-
trated in the area of on-the-job training.

More than one-half of the Orion Center clients were involved
in prostitution at the time of entrance into the project or had
been involved in the past. The average length of prostitution
involvement exceeded nine months prior to project entry. Prosti-
tution-Involved clients were differentiated from non-involved
clients on the basis of sex, time on streets at intake, total
time on streets, educational status and employment status.
Clients involved in prostitution were more likely than non-
involved clients to be female, on the streets for much longer
periods of time, unemployed, and suspendees or drop-outs from
schocl.

Somewhat surprisingly, the prostitution-involved clients
demonstrated abuse histories and clinical characteristics very
similar to those in the non-involved client group. With the
exception of a greater likelihood of current substance abuse and
prior juvenile offense records, no differences were found between
groups with regard to sexually abusive or physically abusive
backgrounds, emotional disturbance, or runaway status at project
intake.

The pattern of service use between prostitution-involved and
non-involved clients was examined. With few exceptions, almost
no differences were observed between groups in the types or
frequency of service use in any of the project components. In
this respect, the groups were almost indistinguishable.

During the period encompassed by the evaluation, 107 clients
terminated their involvement in the Orion Center project. Ap-
proximately one-half of these clients (49.5 percent) received
positive terminations and represented clear successes from tne
perspective of project outcome measures. These clients met the
triple requirements for success, that is, they were off the
streets, free from prostitution involvement, and resided in a
stable living situation. At the other extreme, approximately 27
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percent of the cases were closed as 'negative" terminations,
primarily because youths in this category were institutionalized,
maintained their street or prostitution involvement, or refused
further services. The remainder of the closed cases were given
'neutral" terminations. Clients in this latter group frequently
disappeared from the streets or moved to other locations, but
were not believed to be involved in prostitution. At least three
clients entered in-patient psychiatric or substance abuse pro-
grams and did not return to the streets at discharge. Finally,
and sadly, two clients died -- one the victim of homicide and the
other a suicide.

Fifty-one of the 167 terminated clients had been prostitu-
tion involved at project entrance for an average period of eight
months each. Only four of these youth were known to be involved
at termination, regardless of type of termination. Thus, prosti-
tution involvement was eliminated in 46 clients, a reduction of
nearly one-half of the total population of clients known to be
prostitution-involved at project intake.

Successful transition from the streets and prostitution
involvement was a slow and difficult process for many Orion
Center clients. Youths with positive terminations required an
average of 5 months between project entrance and case closure.
During that time, these clients used an average of 64 services
provided by the project -- primarily in the form of individual
counseling, shelter, meals, health care, basic educational skill
develo2ment, G.E.D. preparation and on-the-job training.

Finally, the most important variable that distinguished
successful clients from youth terminated for negative or neutral
reasons was length of time on the streets prior to project en-
trance. The longer the period of street involvement and identi-
fication, the more difficult the transition to healthy and stable
lifestyles.

In conclusion, the Orion Center demonstrated that street
youth will use and benefit from services designed to meet their
needs and to develop the skills necessary to cope successfully
with their lives 'off the streets' and free from prostitution
involvement.
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V. CONCLUSION

Tie porhograpty industry i. characterized by a vertical distri-

bution and a pyramid structure with a limited number of documented

distributors within individual states. Documentation has been obtained

to establish that pornographic material ie initially supplied to

national distributors who then sell to inter-state distributors who,

in turn, distribute to intra-state distributors.

This limited ounber of pornography distributors may indicate the

lucrative profits in the distrlbutorehip and production of porno-

graphic material with the capability of dictating prices to inde-

pendent bookstore owners. As al example of the high profits involved,

the following is provided. A sigazine can be produced for approxlmitely

fifty cents; wholesaled for five dollars and retal'aed for ten dollars.

ttis computes to a 1900 per c at profit from production to consumer

male. In general, there is no competition or price wars which indicates

price control. If a pornography distributor has control of a distribu-

tion nacwork, owned compeoio that provided peep show projectors,

built peep show booths for bookstores, collected the coins from peep

show machines from bookeeres owned by "straw" on corporate mese

and was able to purchase projectors, films, books; etc., wholesale,

the profit wold.d even be greater. This profit making mechanism is

currently in existence. An example is Ion Jay Sale's organizational

profile which consists of e peep show coil collector business (alpha

Santulli Susin.sses Services), a carpentry business to build peep

show booths ( oodwork, Inc.), a business to repair peep show pro-

jectors (Cantle Vending Co.) and controls serveral bookstores in

Maryland, Washington. D.C. and North Carolina.
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Additionally, there are an unrelated number of individuals

involved in the sale of pornographic material that are dependant

upon inter-state distributors fr- supplies.

This Juvestlgation revelled vecious methods used by pornography

entrepreneurs to successfully operate their business and avoid detection

by law enforcement. Some of these eethods are:

1. Rases of corporate officers are used without the individualt

knowledge or consent.

2. Notary Publics are employed to notarize signatures without

confrontation of sigTess

3. Rubber stamps of signatures are used without the author-

ising individual's knowledge.

4. Periodic changing of corporate names.

5. Controllers do not appear on corporate papers but are

major stock holders.

6. Pornography entrepreneurs appear as corporate officers

for a legitimate but ness which may have pornography

distributors as subs diaries.

7. Companies owned or vatrolled by major distributors deliver

porrv:TrapIlic materia automatically to their subsidiaries.
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VI. IZCOPRIDATIONS

A. Another conference be held for the purpose of exchanging updated

material thereby keeping the joint investigation ongoing and current.

B. Criminal financial discrepancies be brought to the immediate

attention of the Internal *avenue Service. (Documestation of false

invoice payments, shimming, hidden ownership, money laundering

operitionn and bankruptcy frauds.)

C. The U.S. Justice Department be provided with all documentation

indicative of violations of monopoly or anti-trust laws.

D. request be sada to Congress and state legislators for assistance

in exposing organised trine ibvolvement in this industry.

E. Members of this joint investigation ring the results of this

investigation to the attention of :heir local prosecutors and

request their assistance in local law enforcement effort in

obscenity areas. Mamba's should seek cooperation also from local

agencies charged with Ibe task of licensing and incorporating

pornography outlets to insure applicants comply with the law.

F. AssLstanco be provided to the Federal Bureau of Investigation

in matters involving interstate violations and organised crime

involvement.
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ORGANIZED CRIME AND PORNOGRAPHY

East Coast organized crime families currently own and control key

national distribution companies and therefore regulate much of the

availability of pornographic material for sale in California. By dictating

the terms of product distribution, organized crime figures ultimately

control many California pornography businesses. With this control and the

millions of dollars in profits derived, organized crime is able to further

its illegal activities by investing in narcotics trafficking, loansharking,

and infiltrating legitimate businesses.

During the 1970s, organized crime engaged in extortion and violence in

an effort to gain control over the independent pornographers in California.

Now, firmly established in national distribution and involved in almost all

aspects of pornography, organized crime exerts strong control over

California pornographers. These crime families appear to have recognized

the economic benefits of this business and now give greater attention to

their pornography interests.

Previously, the Bonanno, Colombo, Gambino, and DeCavalcante organized

crime families of the East Coast were active in pornography in California.

The Bonanno and Colombo families have lessened their involvement in

pornography due to continued deterioration of their organizational

structure and strength. The DeCavalcante and Gambino families appear to

have consolidated their pornography interests and now dominate the industry

throughout the nation.

A key figure who seems to represent the latter two organizations in

pornography is Robert DeBernardo, a top member of the DeCavalcante Crime

Family of Northern Net Jersey. He is the operator of the largest East

Coast pornography distribution company, Star Distributor of New York.
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Odif_rnardo is a close associate of Ettore Zappi, underLoss of the Gambino

Crime Fault. In 1973 grand jury testimony alleged that Zappi received

large amounts of cash from California pornography operators.

Much of the influence of these two crime figures is believed to be

exerted on California pornographers through Reuben Sturman of Cleveland,

Ohio. Sturman is one of the largest pornography distributors in the nation

and maintains a financial interest in numerous pornography businesses in

California and throughout the world. Many California pornographers depend

on Sturman's vast distribution network and are therefore subject to his

influence.

The crrnval of home video cassette recorders on the market in 1979 was

accompanied by a growing demand far adult videotapes. California pornog-

raphers, many linked to organized crime, quickly entered this market by

forming companies involved in the manufacturing, production, duplication,

distribution, and sale of adult videotapes. The annual gross of the adult

videotape industry in the Los Angeles area alone was estimated by Southern

California law enforcement authorities to be well over $200 million in 1982

and to have exceeded that figure in 1983.

Trends and Projections

Organized crime continues to dominate California pornography

operations and is extending its involve lnt in all aspects of the industry

including the growing adult videotape market. Pornographers with firm

links to organized crime have also entered the cable and subscription

television industry and, by early 1984, had become major suppliers of

pornographic material to that Industry.
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formation of the Cleveland Chapter of the HELLS ANGELS until 1971 when

they battled with another gang which was prominent in the Cleveland area

at that time, the BREED. The resultant milieu left five bikers dead and

twenty-one persons wounded (including three police officers). From this

battle, thirty-one BREED and fourteen HELLS ANGELS were indicted and con-

victed of various crimes.

From this struggle for power developed the strongest "outlaw" club in

the Cleveland area. The prestige and notoriety has enabled them to con-

trol biker activity in the greater Cleveland area to datE. No other

outlaw" motorcycle gang can exist in the greater Cleveland area without

the consent and approval of the HELLS ANGELS.

In February of 1979, members of the MISFITS Motorcycle Club broke from

their group, and under the guidance and direction of JAMES P. CARONITE.

the Akron Chapter of the HELLS ANGELS was formed. This Chapter is the

first indication of a nave by the HELLS ANGELS to expand throughout Ohio.

Members of the HELLS ANGELS from Cleveland have been very influential in

the national organization. Cleveland members have held national posi-

tions and have had influence in determining national policy.

Current law enforcement investigations have resulted in the seizure of

automatic weapons and explox.ves and also in the indictment of six mem-

bers of the Cleveland Chapter of the HELLS ANGELS. These members have

been charged with murder in connection with six separate crimes including

one bombing which resulted in three persons killed and two wounded.

Investigations in the Akron area have resulted in felony indictments

against four Chapter members for assorted weapons and theft violations.

These investigations have also revealed the close association with members

of the HELLS ANGELS and members of organized crime.

PORNOGRAPHY

The nation's growing pornography industry is dominated by East Coast

organized crime Families. The pornography business is attractive to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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these Families because of high profits and few legal risks. This lucra-

tive business is a major source of income for organized crime throughout

the United States. The industry offers an extremely high return on monies

invested with the money flow being primarily in the form of cash which

allows "skinning" of profits to avoid taxation. The volume of "cash"

money handled also allows for a perfect system for the laundering of funds

obtained from other illegal activities. The only other organized crime

business ventures that provide the same type of "laundry" services is the

vending industry. Both vending and pornography have such a large volume

of actual cash flow that it is very difficult to trace the monies and

therefore the investors can launder illegal monies into this cash flow

without detection.

Successful prosecutions of persons involved in pornography are difficult

since many States and local obscenity laws are vague and inadequate. Most

pornographers have access to the best attorneys, who are skillful and can

advise the operators how to stay within the legal limits of the obscenity

laws. Court challenges of the enforcement of obscenity laws have been

lengthy, costly and usually unsuccessful.

REUBEN STURMAN operates the nation's and possibly the world's largest

pornography distribution network. STURMAN'S headquarters is located at

SOVEREIGN NmAS in Cleveland. This empire is estimated to include fifty

distribution companies and over seven hundred retail outlets throughout

the United States, Canada and at least forty foreign countries. STURMAN

seldom appears on corporate records in an effort to conceal the extent of

his vast holdings. This is also to confuse law enforcement officials

trying to identify his complex organizational structure.

All of the pornography in the greater Cleveland area is controlled either

directly or indirectly by SOVEREIGN NEWS.

Although REUBEN STURMAN does not appear to have actual membership in any

organized crime Family, he does maintain close contact with members of

the DECAVALCANTE FAMILY of Nov Jersey and the GAMBINO FAMILY of New York.

It is believed that organized crime controls and supports the pornography
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industry, due to the fact that the industry is able to expand nationwide

without interference from any local organized crime Family. This includes
the Cleveland area.

In an organized crime trial which took place on the west coast, STURMAN

testified about an attempt by local (Cleveland) organized crime members

to get a 'cut" of the profits. This never took place, and intelligence

information reveals that organized crime figures from other areas

(specifically New York and New Jersey) stepped in and told Cleveland

area organized crime figures to keep their hands off.

Investigative efforts have been hampered in the Cleveland area because

in 1971, United States District Judge John Manos granted SOVEREIGN NEWS

a declaratory judgment and a preliminary injunction against enforcement

of the laws of the state of Ohio. This injunction prohibits the Cleve-

land Police Department and the Cuyahoga County Prosecutor's Office from

taking any enforcement action against SOVEREIGN NEWS and any of its

owners and/or employees until such time as the legality of the Ohio laws
is determined. To date, the injunction has b ^-en ruled against in the

appeal process. but each appellate ruling has been appealed to a higher

court.

VENDING MACHINES

The Cleveland Folice Department recently completed an investigation which

involved vending machines and an organized criminal activity.

The owner of a local vending company, with routes inside and outside the

city. placed a large number of Space Invader machines and other video

game machines along his route.

In Cleveland's west side. and reaching into the western suburbs and Lorain

County, there was an increase in break-ins and thefts of video machines.

Cleveland and Lakewood Police Departments made some arrests connection
with these burglaries. The suspects arrested indicated that these video

machines were being stolen "on order" from the owner of the vending com-
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at least two of these women are engaged in doing favors for legitimate

businessmen in the area. Aside from this, although there are independents

obviously working the local bars, there does not appear to be any organ-

ized prostitution activity in the Middletown area.

PORNOGRAPHY

Police currently are investigating a complaint that pornographic movies

are being made locally to be distributed to other areas, including

foreign countries. A complaint has been received from a female that two

unknown individuals who are associated with the Gold Star Chili business

locally have been attempting to recruit young wow' from this area to

engage in pornographic movies. It is reported that the films are being

made in the back room at one of these locations for foreign distribution.

Su"veillance has indicated there is sufficient room in the facility to

engage in such activity in addition to the legitimate fast food operation.

Investigators have been unable to obtain sufficient information to indi-

cate that the reported aL4ivity is, in fact, going on at this location.

GAMBLING

There are currently two major gambling figures from the greater Cincinnati

area who are living in Middletown. One is reportedly operating a very

sophisticated gambling activity at the local plant of Armco, Inc. Armco

has a steel mill located in Middletown which employs approximately 7,000

people and it is reputed thrt the gambling activity there is very wide-

spread and organized. To date, however, the only arrest that has been

made involves one of these individuals wno was involved in a gamoling

operation out of a local bar. Investigators were able, with the coopera-

tion of the Vice Unit of the Cincinnati Police, to tie in some of the

phone calls that were being made from that bar and from the residence

of this individual to other known gamblers in the greater Cincinnati

area and although Police were not successful in arresting them for any-

thing other than minor gambling offenses, that investigation is still

being pursued.
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Drugs, Porn,
Prostitution

Few people who use drugs or fro-
rent "adult" bookstores think about

-here the dollars they spend on such
diversions go Drug and pornography
dealers often appear to be Independ-
ent businessmen with little or no ftes
to organized crime In reality, the op.
posits Is true

Few "suer drug dealers have the
money or connections necessary to
make direct purchases from foreign
wholesalers In many cases. they rely
upon organized crime group Members
for their foreign drug supplies in
cases where synthetic drugs we
manufactured, established crime
groups often give drug laboratory our
stars the financial backing needed to
establish and operate the lab.'

In pornography, the independents
distribute not menet enterstrot
magazines, films and other erotic pars-
phemalia. In California it has been esti.
mated that 80 percent of the produc-
tion and distribution of pornography Is
controlled by organized criminals.
many of whom are from the East Coast
and Mu a national distribution net-
work.

Most often, however, ft is the
ut" dealer In drugs and the oper

ator of the "adult" bookstore who are
arrested for breaking the law On
genitors and financial backers of such
crimes ate seldom caught.

There are two recent exceptions
One is the arrests generated by the Mi.
porn Investigation, standing for "Mi-
ami Pornography" (See page 111) The
other is a Milan dreg bust, one of the
largest In history that led to the arrest
of Giuseppe and Rosario Gambino In
Cherry Hill, New Jersey (See Pegs 70 )

But most of .he drug and pornog-
raphy dealers mentioned In this chap-
ter are not well-known names and few
are members of recognized organized
eh me families In some caulk we have
been abet to document ties between
these people and members of crime
groups in others, there is no obvious
tis We must assume, however, that
the real profits In drugs and pOM00-
raptly go for the most pan to organized
criminate

'A former methemphetamine firmed")
manufacturer who recently testified said
Chet motorcycle gangs control uo to had of
the spew: Markel In Ow Philadelphia sous
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Drugs: Where the
Money Is

Americans spent between $45 bil-
lion and S63 billion on illegal narcotics
In 1978' This estimate Include,
herein, cOcalne, marijuana, hashish
and a number of synthetic drugs like
methemphetamine (sued) and PCP
(angel dust).

The sources of heroin, marijuana,
cocaine and hashish are primarily for-
eign, and millions of United States dol.
tars leave the country each year to pun
chuff drugs for resale here, prompting
U S. Senator Joseph R. Sidon Jr of
Delaware to say- "No One country,
whatever Its motivation and resouregt,
can control the drug trade It requires a
truly international effort "f

In recant years, the major source of
heroin has changed. Mexico was the
source of 87 percent of the heroin field
in the United States in 1975. to 1978,
only 45 percent of heroin sold came
from Mexico

imports of heroin from Southeast
Asia and the Middle East here grown
considerably In 1975, Southeast Asia
was the source of only 13 percent of
the heroin and the Mideast contribu-
tion was negligible in 1978.38 percent
was from Southeast Asia and 17 pen
cant from the Mideast. Law enforce-
ment authorities have expensed Con-
cern that the amount Of heroin Im-
ported from the Mideast will continue
to rise!

All in all, between 3.7 and 4 5
metric tons (about 7,140 to 8,900
pounds) of heroin were brought Into
the United States in 1978.

The availability of heroin, which is
considered the most highly addictive
&tag, has dropped NM, 1978. The
Purity of the heroin sow on the street
has also dropped, from 6 6 percent to
3 5 percent pure (According to local
sources, the street purity in Philadel.
phut seldom fluctuates, but remains a
stable 1 5 percent.) Over the same u.
rlod, the price of heroin has risen, from
$1 20 per milligram to 22.25 per milli-
grams

The number of heroin related
deaths has decreased dramatically
from 1978 to 1970 in 1976 there were
150 heroin related deaths per month,
while In ion there wets only 304

A much greater amount of cocaine
wet imported In 1976 Between 19 and
25 metric tons (about 41,800 to 55,000
Pounds) were brought in, in increase
of 5 percent over 1977' Half of the Im.
ported cocaine was from Colombia,
with the rest from other South Amen-
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Can cOuntrieS. Cacaos is derived
from cocoa leaves and its popularity
seems to be increasing About 6 5 mi.
lion Americans used cocain* at least
monthly In1978*

Marijuana represents 35 percent of
all Illicit Income from drug tram
'alien's

in 1978, between 10,700 and 16.400
metric tons (2 million to 3 million
pounds) of marijuana were sold
in the United States, at a cost of be-
tween $15 billion and S23 billion
Thera was an imam' of 10 percent in
American marijuana usage from 1977
to 1978'+

Mexico used to be the main source
of marijuana consented In the United
States in 1978, Colombian marijuana
accounted for 70 percent of the vol.
ems sold here. Domestic production
of medium supplied between 5 and
10 perramt of the American market in
1978 but it Is eternising

A species of marijuana grown in
Hawaii end in northern Calllornia is ex.
treruly potent and sought after b.
connoisseurs across the country it
may Catch on for grow,ng in other
areas of the country because of Its de-
mand I.

There are several factors which
create problems for law enforcement
agency attempts to control the illicit
drug traffic In the past, the Drug En-
forcement Agency focused Its efforts
on catching people who had drugs In
their possession Now, DEA has
shifted its enforcement emphasis
from "small time street 'busts' to big.
time narcotics traffickers . '

Pursuing these traffickers requires
different methods As U S Senator
Sam Nunn pointed out, "TN kingpins
who call the shots Ice drug trafficking
syndicates seldom touch the actual
contraband but they always come Into
contact with the money, either directly
or indirectly "

It is for this reasontheir control
of the moneythat they an often
flout the law Irwin B Nathan, Deputy
Attorney General In the U S Doped-
mint of Justice, sad, "Drug rumors
often possess the resources to make
S een the highest ball and flee They
can simply write off the cost of bond
as e necessary business expense "

DEA spokesman Peter 9 Sensing
S r stated that the three problems m
halting drug sales are



Pornography in
Pennsylvania

In 1979, IM Crime Commission
gin an Investigation Into the control of
the pornography industry in Penney).
vents by organized crime. Its investiga-
tion began In the central region of the
state

Initially, verJus adult bookstores
were though. to be operating inde-
pendently Brt, tMCrimCommlission
determined, most of the stores exam-
ined In that area were enlisted with or
owned by one Of three men Moreover
there were moral ties between these
Individuate and netionaIly known por-
nography Nunn who are members or
associstos of organized crime fain.
II Ws

John Krasner, who was shot to
death In 1979 In Florida, controlled a
chain of adult bookstores from a five
story warehouse In Allentown, Penn-
sylvania.

John Krasner

At the time of his death. Krasner
was associated with over 50 corpora-
tions which employed over 100 00131.
and used more than 50 vehicles His
empire encompassed, at a minImUn.,
four statesPennsylvania, New York,
New Jersey and Virginia He also had
pornography liftman In other slates,
Including Florida and Colorado

According to a source close to IM
Kruner operation. Krasner financed
his start in pornography with an
$50,000 loan from a 10anshark Clad
"Max," who was affilleted with the An-
gelo Bruno organized crime family
This same loanehark according 10 the
source, subsequently loaned Krasner
an additional 00.000

When the Commission reviewed
some or Krasnerl Personal docu-
ments, It was found that he possessed
Information regarding at least two
prominent Calif °ma figures In the par
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nography industry Norman Amo and
Theodore "Teddy" Gaswirth, both of
whom were indicted as result of the
fedora "Mipom" sting operation Amo
and Gaswirth have been Identified by
California authorities as bang directly
linked to Robert DiBernardo and the
late Michael Zallsreno, who are also
named In IM "allow" indictment and
yore considered to be key people in a
efionwide pornography proouction

end distribution system
law enforcement authorities have

Identified 01Bemardo Me a member of
the Sam DeCavalcante organized
crime family In New Jersey Before ha
death. Zaffarano was Identified as a
cap* in IM Camino Galante organized
crime family in New York.

A bookstore run by Krasner war
masked behind a veil of corpOnstions
and changing laces According to for-
mer Krasner employee, a typical Kras-
ner store Includes multiple corpora-
tion which are often formed using
"strew parties." Information reCielved
by IM Crime Commission Indicated at
least one person to whorn Krasner paid
monthly fine for using Mr IS- MI on
various Corporals Papua.

New stores were generally fanned
In the name of a comoration by some.
one from Krasner's Allentown heed-
quaners Many times, the corporation
was formed exclusively for the pun
pose of opening that MOM, One "Morns
explained that this was done so a Court
InlunctIon against a single corporation
would affect only one store, ratMr
than several

Once the store was opened, a man-
ager, employed by a second corpora-
tion, assumed control of the store TM
clerks were usually local people em-
ployed by the manager

Certain suppfies for the stores
were packaged a third corporation
end delivered by a fourth TM peep
show booths were Constructed by ^
fifth enterprise, while the PrOleator*
and films in the booths, along with Me
C011eetiOn of all the quarters custom-
ers paid for the peep shows, wore han
died by a sloth corporation

The money from the sale of maga.
tines and Other products was forward.
ed to Allentown, whirs seventh ea
ponation administered the aCCOUntIng
duties An eighth corporation handled
IM acquisition and licensing of the ve-
hicles used In the Krasner operation

For example, an employee of K 8 A
Vending amitotic' by New Jersey au-
thorities In 1975 during raid on
Crown News In Camden, New Jersey.
was found to be actually paid by
Crown News, rather Man K 1 A Vend.
Ing

K 8 A Vending ,s a company which
',moos the projenon eQuIpment aqO
collects the money in the viewing
booths of many snags, including an
show controlled b' ''rown News A
bookkeeper for both crown New. and
K 8 A Vending, Carlos P. din, 'old au-
thorities that K I A stands for Krasner
and Automatic Venn lng Comnany
(Automated Vending is a company
which Is believed o De controlled ty
Reuben Sturman a Cleveland pornog
raphy distributor ) K 8 A Is located in
Allentown, Pennsylvania.

Crown News Inc In Camden Is a
Delaware corporatlnn which lists Nor
Inn A Goss, of Toronto, Canada, as its
president Toronto authorities advise
that Goss is an assc:iat of Reuben
Sturman

It is believed that there is an affilia-
tion between Sovereign News Comna-
ny (a Sturman company), Crown News
Inc of Cleveland and Crown News of
Cancan InvitsIgatien shows that ma-
terials were shipped to Crown In Cam-
den and billed to Sovereign in Cleve-
land Also, employees of Crown In
Camden were noshing paychecks
from Crown in Cleveland.

Crown News In Camden supplies
many retail outlets In New Jersey and
Pennsylvania and Is believed to actual-
ly conteal many of these outlets The
owner of record of stores believed to
be controlled ivy Crown News in Cam
den Is Crown News In Cleveland

Several other pornography firms
have been identified as being .asocial
lid with Krasnr's operation Help Pub
fishers & Distributors Inc of Fort Lill.
NOW Jersey, Hated John Krasner as Its
president He was also associated
with Edward Hendricks of 00yles
town, In Ed-John COWiretion, which is
located in Allentown

Classic Enterprises Inc and PHK
Inc have also been associated with
Krasner Since his death, his pornogra-
phy operations have continued under
the control of the Krasner family

Another pornography figure In

Pennsylvania is Allen Charles Morrow,
who reportedly began In the M. Mete
by working for Krasner In the early
1970s Morrow subsequently split with
Krasner, establishing a chain of
stores

While Morrow's Tan &NCO is in
Oueksrtown, Pennsylvenia, his opera-
tions are located throughout the state
and In New York Law enforcement au-
thong** report that Morrow has
moved a portion of his operation to
Saint Augustine, Florida. One Indlca
lion of Morrow's financial solvency
may be MS .ash purchases of a 1975
9011eR0yce Silver Shadow II, a Men-
CiWee Benz 450 SL and a Jeep Chero-
kee, ell In 1978.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON FORTNEY H -E) STARK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

INTERNATIONAL ABDUCTION OF CHILDREN

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, in the past year, t have received twoletters from constituents pleading for assistance in locating their children who hadbeen abducted and taken to the foreign country of their spouses descent. These pa-rental kidnappings cases involved children being taken away in violation of Califor-nia Court Custody decrees In both cases, the children were given passports. The sto-ries are frightening and what is worse, the incidents are almost impossible to solve.Growing awareness of situations like these are prompting action, however, suchaction is not occuring fast enough.
Just today I received a press release addressed to the California Delegation from"KGO Newstalk", of San Francisco, California. In the release, it contained two edi-torials pertaining to this problem. It suggests a need for tougher passport regula-tions pertaining to this problem. It suggests a need for tougher passport regulationspertaining to children through the State Department. As it stands now, the childneed not be present and consent of both parents is unnecessary. As a result, forgeryand kidnapping on the international level ensues.
I urge you to consider this problem. Such gaps in passport policy are aiding andabetting kidnappings of this kind. We also need international agreements to providebetter rights and protections for aggrieved parents in these tragic casesThank you very much for you time and effort.
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